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The purpose of this study was to investigate the levels of 
reading achievement at the end of grade one in relation to status 
and growth of various word perception abilities measured several 
times during the year. 
Procedures 
Many first grade reading series in use today delay instruction 
of perceptual abilities until an extensive sight vocabulary has 
been acquired. Since research has indicated that such instruction 
might well be begun earlier in the year, the language arts staff 
at Boston University designed a program that would include the 
regular work in word recognition plus early training in perceptual 
abilities. During the first week of school in September 1955, 
a meeting explaining the program and services offered was held 
with_ the teachers in four communities. Participation was put on 
a voluntary basis; 64 classrooms took part in the program. 
Dependent upon the test results from each of three testing 
periods (September, November, and February), specific suggestions 
for instruction and practice in perceptual abilities were given to 
the classroom teachers. Shortly after the February testing period, 
the teachers were provided with guides for stressing word meaning 
in addition to word recognition and for accomplishing the transfer 
of acquired skills to silent reading. 
The final testing period in June included measures of ability 
to identify lower case letters named and sounded, to write letters 
dictated, to identify words shown from memory, to apply a knowledge 
of phonics, and to hear sounds in words. There were also three 
measures of reading achievement: a test of word classification, a 
test of paragraph meaning, and the Detroit Word Recognition Test. 
The measures were hand-scored and the results entered on 
master sheets which were used in punching the test results onto 
IBM cards. The total data were processed first by communities and 
then by sex to obtain frequency distributions and percentile scores 
for each of the measures. For part of the analysis of data, a 
r~dom sample of 271 cases was selected. 
Findings and Conclusions 
1. While mean scores of mental age showed the group to be on 
the high side of the normal range (I.Q. 90-110), results 
on the tests of reading showed the mean scores and grade 
level equivalents to be considerably higher than normally 
expected for such a group. Seventy-two per cent were 
reading at or above second grade level; o~ these, 25 per 
cent were grade three and above. 
2. Comparison o~ mean scores in the ~our communities showed 
one to be ~requently highest on the September measures 
and lowest on June measures. It was ~elt that this was 
largely due to the fact that the other three communities 
had reading or elementary supervisors allowing a better 
exchange of ideas and materials throughout the year. 
3. Comparison o~ growth evidenced by gains in mean scores 
from one testing period to another showed greatest growth 
in the perceptual abilities to be between early testing 
periods, while in reading achievement greasest growth 
occurred between later testing periods. 
4. The tests o~ auditory and visual discrimination admin-
istered in June have the highest correlations with June 
reading achievement (.68 and .63 respectively). 
5. Certain o~ the measures administered at more than one 
testing period show decreasing correlations with June 
reading achievement while others show increasing corre-
lations. Examination o~ the test scores shows the ~or.mer 
had increased to the point where they caused very 
negatively skewed distributions; the latter had increased 
~rom very positively skewed to more normal distributions. 
6. Chronological age shows a very low negative correlation 
to June reading achievement. 
7. Mental age has a correlation coefficient of .44 with 
June reading achievement. 
s. Learning rate measured at the beginning of the school year 
has a .51 correlation with June reading achievement. 
9. Intercorrelations among June measures ranged from .36 
to .98. 
10. Differences existing in decile scores were in favor of 
the girls. 
11. ieliability coefficients on the unpublished tests 
deter.mined by use of the KUder-Richardson For.mula#21 
ranged from .74 for identifying letters named to .97 for 
a combined test of silent reading. 
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CHAPTER I 
Ilf!RODUC!IOll 
Since the tarn of tbe centttl"J v1 th its mal tiplici t7 
ot caaaanications and the tramendOQS increase of adyanced 
studJ in the tield of education, the elaaentarr school 
curriculua aDd the skills required in ita various areas 
I 
have been subjected to a barrage ot much-needed investi• 
gationa both CLlrSOrJ and careful. While many ot the 
studies are accurate, specitic, and saae quite comprehen-
sive, the7 are not, even en aaaae, exhaustive in the sense 
that educators and psrehologists now know all the causes 
aDd effects ot acquisition or lack ot acquisition ot these 
skills. There is great diversitJ in the findings and a 
great deal ot conflicting opinions 1D certain areas because 
of it. 
B7 tradition as one ot the "three R•s•, and because 
it is an essential toaodation to pertor.mance in many of 
the other. areas ot the carrioalta as they are handled in 
aost classrooms, reading bas received major attention at 
tbe el•entary level. Discussion ot the topic is sometimes 
qaite aaotional as tbe laJ,man or "dedicated" professional 
detends a favorite aethod as "the• method ot insuring 
success in reading. UQf'ortanatelJ no single method bas 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library, 
2 
been tolll'ld to work tor all teachers with all children ander 
all conditions. 
Altboagh no panacea bas been found tor reading failure, 
research has identified factors which pla7 an important 
part in the reading process, an4 gives evidence tbat the 
resQlting aod1ticat1ons both in published materials avail-
able tor 1natruct1on and 1D the orcanization and practices 
within some classrooms are serving the children better. It 
indicates too, b7 its still u.nsolved problems, tbat mach 
aore research, both extensive and intensive, needs to be 
carried oat 1n order that eacb child can be helped to 
achieve within tba limita ot his cap8 cit,-. 
Statwent ot the Probla 
The purpose ot this study was to investigate the levels 
ot readiD& achiev .. ent at the eDd ot grade one in relation 
to status and growth ot varioaa word perception abilities 
measured earlier in tbe year. It vas hoped that it would: 
l. indicate relationship• between varioas levels ot 
reading achiev ... nt aDd earlr perceptual abili-
ties 
2. rield further intoraat1on about the value ot 
auditorr and visual perception abilities as 
indications ot readiDg readiness 
3. discover tbe ettect ot rate ot ~provaaent in 
perceptual abili ti.es on reading achievement 
4• reveal aDJ d1tferences in reading achievement 
and percept~al abilities between tbe bo7e and 
girls 
3 
s. Sl:lggest the relat1onsb1p of mental age to reading 
acb1ev8lll8nt 
6. evidence any effect tbat chronological age at 
school entrance aisht bave on reading achievement 
7• show the relationship of learniDg rate scores at 
the beginntag of t~ rear to readtag achievement 
at the eDd of tbe 7ear. 
One concern in aettin& mp tb.ia study was fa.rtber 
examination o£ factors which oa otber studies had been 
ahow.n to have positive relationship to reading achievement. 
Ot particular interest in recent investigations bas been 
the correlation between knowledge of letter names and 
soWlds and readiag achievement. As 111&7 be seen 1n a review 
ot related research, mAnJ studies, both those done in tbe 
1930's and those since 19SO, have indicated a relationship 
which, altho~gh it could not be considered consistentlr 
high. bas varied between .29 aDd .63. In aost instances 
these studies have co.apared the abilities troa measures 
made early in the rear with readin£ achievement at mid-
tam or near tbe end of school. In this study letter 
4 
knowledge vas ••sured in Jane as was reading achiev•ent. 
Because the aa.e measures had been used on the same popula-
tion sample earlier in the rear as part ot two other studies 
1 2 
done at Boston University bJ Xicholson and Olson, it was 
possible also to compare June reading achievaaent with the 
varying levels ot growth in these abilities. 
A second cone em ot tbia study was further e.xamiDA tion 
3 
of the findings in a stud7 bJ DonnellJ where first grade 
reading measured at the end ot the third month and. at the 
end ot the sixth month bad correlations with reading 
acbiev•ent at the encl ot the ninth aonth ot .57 aDd .91 
respectively. In view of tba relativelJ low correlations 
between •••ares O't mental age and reading achievement in 
grade one, DonnellJ'• tindinss lead one to wonder what 
tactors are at work in the le&rDiDs-to-read process that 
seem to produce tairlJ tight lock-step t.prov.-ent 
particularlJ between March aad June. In~ection ot the 
1 Alice Nicholson, "BackgroUDd Abilities Related to 
Reading Success in First Grade,• (aap~blished Doctor's 
disaertationt Boston Universitr, School of Education, 
Boa ton, 19.57 J. 
2Artbur v. Olson, "Growth 1n Word Perception Abilities 
as It Relates to Success in Beg1DD1ng Reading,• (unpub-
lished Doctor's dissertation, Boston University, School of 
Bducation, Boston, 1957). 
3Helen B. Donne1lf, "A StadJ in Word Recognition 
Skills in Grade One," hmpu.blisbe4 Master's thesis, Boston 
University, School ot Edacation, Boston, 1932). 
5 
growth ot tbe basic factors ~ght Jield explanations or 
suggestions for further studJ• 
While atQdies ot readins frequently measure auditory 
discriaination and/or knowledge of sounds, most do not 
atteapt to measure the abilit7 to •ploJ this knowledge as 
an aid in deteradning new words until the inter.mediate 
grade levels where the testing is largelJ individual "new 
word" or "nonsense word" pronunciation. Evaluation ot 
phonics in tbe reading progr• at the primarJ level bas 
usaallJ been done bJ caaparison ot reading achievement 
between groups vitb little or no phonic training and those 
vitb &Jstamatic additional phoBic praetiee. A third con-
cern at this atud7 then, was the use and evaluation ot a 
teat developed at Boston Universit,. tor measuring in a 
group-testing situation the abilitJ to appl7 knowledge ot 
letter sounds and aoUDda in words at a vePJ elementaey 
level and to deter..ine the relationship tbat this skill 
bad to reading achiev•ent. 
FinallJ, it was important tor making comparisons to 
find a more sensitive measure ot reading achievement. For 
this purpose, two silent reacU.ug group tests developed at 
Boston University were used in addition to a standardized 
test ot silent reading tor tbl priB&rJ grades. Correla-
tions could then be made to determine the criterion ot 
reading achievement to be used in tbe study. A description 
ot these measures is included 1n Chapter IV. 
6 
Derlnitions or Ter.ma Used 
V1tual discrimination aa Qaed here may refer to either 
ot two abilities which will generally be listed separately 
as: (1) matching--where the subject seea an object, letter. 
or word aDd ia to match it with an identical object, letter, 
or word, both items being before b1a at the time, and (2) 
visual memory--where the sabject looks at an object, letter. 
or word exposed tar a limited t~e by the ex-.!ner and must 
tben f1Dd an identical item on bia paper. 
W£it1pg letters concerns writing the letters or the 
alphabet in either upper or lower ease for.m as they are 
dictated in mixed order. 
AQ41to£1 discr*'inatiop aeana the ability to hear 
likenesses and ditfereucea in tbe sounds of words. In the 
procedure and analysis of data in this study, it will refer 
principally to the ability tG identity letters whose sounds 
are aeard in words pronounced. 
Applied phonics indicates the success with which the 
child can uae his knowledge ot letter sounds in recognizing 
new words made from words he already knows; only initial 
consonants and blends were cbanged to make a familiar word 
new. 
L!tter knowledge rerers to the child's ability to 
identity letters named aDd letters sounded, and to write 
letters dictated. 
PereeRtBal abilities is used as a general ter.m to 
include any or all of the skills involving visual and 
auditor.y discrimination (including letter knowledges}. 
7 
a 
CBAP!BR II 
DVIIW OF ULl!BD BBSBA.RCH 
Becaase ot the nature ot this study, the research 
included 1n this chapter is largel7 at the readiness and 
tirst grade level. A tew studies at a more advanced level 
have been inoladed it they aeaaed to suggest factors which 
may have a bearins on &DJ ot the topics. 
From the research relating to the characteristics 
and abilities measured in this atady# mental age, chronolog-
ical age, and learning rate are presented first in that order. 
They are followed by letter knowledges, aaditory and visaal 
discriaination, aDd phonics. While sex differences in these 
skills are incorporated in the discaasions ot any atadies 
which exaained this aspect, the tinal section of this chapter 
ia a swaaary ot those tindings and inclRdes differences noted 
in any atadies not titting into tbe previoaa categories. 
Research in Relation to Mental Age 
In September 1928 all tirst grade children in the 
Winnetka Public Schools were tested an the Detroit Beginn1RS 
Firat-§E!dt I;ttllisenge test. In the middle of the school 
rear their read!Dg progress vas checked by noting the pro-
gress made in the reading prograa which had been set ap in 
9 
"steps" throughout the school &Jatem. Later that same 1ear 
the Stantord-Binet testa were given and the mental age scores 
computed as ot Sept .. ber making two mental age scores avail-
able tor each child. Reporting this studJ that they bad 
1 
conducted, Morphett and Washbu.rne concluded that: 
(1) The correlations show that there is a tairlJ 
bigh degree ot relatiQnship between mental age 
and reading progress.2 [Range tram .so to .65] 
(2) • • • bJ postponing the teaching of reading 
u.ntil children reach a mental level of six aDd 
a halt rears, teachers can greatlJ decrease the 
chances ot tailu.re and disooaragement and ~an 
correspondinglJ increase their etfieiency.J 
The uae ot intelligence test scores tor predicting suc-
cess in beginning reading might be questioned in the light 
ot some ot the studies that have examined the relationship. 
Lee, Clark, and Lee4 adainiatered the Lee-Clark Reading 
Readiness Te!t, two reading tests, and two measures of 
intelligence to 2 1 000 first grade children in California 
and Colorado. They found that the correlation ot su.ccess 
in reading as measured bJ the kft•Clark Readins !!J!: 
Prtmer with mental age on the Detroit Besinnins First-Grade 
Intelligence test was .40. 
lMabel v. Mor,phett and Cbarleton Washburne, -when 
Should Children Begin to Readt• Blementarx School Journal, 
3ls496-S03, March 1931. 
2 Ibid., P• 497. 
3Ibi4., P• 503. 
4J. Mu.rrar Lee, Willis v. Clark, and Dorris Mar Lee, 
"Measur1~ Reading Readiness," naentarz School Journal, 
34 r6S6-666, Ma,- 1934• 
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The correlation ot saccess ln rea41Dg as measured b7 the 
Gate4 Reastqg S9£!eY wltb mental ace on the llntner-
Cgpnillh!! fr~arx !!!! was .39. The Lee-Clark Reading 
I!J1: Priaer was ... 9 and with the Gates Rtad1ns Sarvez was 
.sa.. The aa.thors tbere.t'ore conclllded that "the reading 
read1neas teat appears to be sa.perior to an intelligence 
1 
test in predicting sa.ceeas in first-grade reading." 
2 Monroe reports an expertaent in which a test (aeaallr• 
inc the following areas: Yisa.al, au4i tory-, motor, artica-
latoP,J, lancuase, and lateralitJ) was given to 434 pr~arr 
grade children. All coefficients ot correlation between 
reading acbiev .. ent aDd the variables were positive; the 
highest correlation existed between reading achiev .. ent 
and the total test (.7.S). lie~ 1a order were the auditol'J' 
(.66) and vlsaal (.60) testa followed b7 intelligence (.57) 
aeasared bJ the Pttro1' Pril!£[ Iptelligeact Test. 
3 ID a stad7 reported bJ Gates and Bond correlations of 
mental age on the Stantord-Binet teat with rea4ing acbieve-
aent scores were aboa.t .2.) tor toar larse classes ot first 
1~., P• 6.$8. 
~arion Monroe, "Reading Aptita.de ~eats for the 
Prediction of Sacceas and Failure in Beginning Reading,• 
1fgcat1on, $6:7-14, Sept.-her 19)$. 
3Arthu.r I. Gates and Ga.J L. Bond, •.a. Stad.J of the 
Factors DeteJWiniq Saccea a and Pailue 1n Beginning 
Readtns,• TeaoAtEI Qoll•s• Recorf, 37:679-68$, Ma7 19)6. 
grade children. The authors state that: 
When one at11diea the raqe o~ mental ages from 
the leweat to the highest in relation to reading 
achievement, there appears no suggestion o~ a 
or11cial or critical point above which very tew 
~ail and below which a relativelJ large proportion 
tail.l 
Dolch and Blooaater2 believed that: 
To learn phonic analysis ot words and 11ae the 
results ot such analysis aarely requires aore 
aantal abil1tr than tbat use4 in sight recognition 
or, at least, a dltterent tJPe ot mental ability. 
Experience .in teachiag indicates that this conclu-
sion ia correct. Learning ot phonies comes later 
than the sight learniq ot words b:,y a greatel' or a 
leas interyal. Soae ch114ren aae phonics to soae 
extent 1n Grade I; other cb114ren learn to do 10 
11 
1n Grade II; aDd still others do not seem to secare 
an 11Dderatan4ing ot phonics until Grade III. Th8ae 
tacts show that some taotor 1• operatina other than 
.aterial or teaching method.) 
Feeliag tbat this might poaalblJ be due to a high relation-
ship between phonic ability aDd .. ntal age, the res11lta ot 
group intelligence teat scores tor thirty pupils ln grade 
one an4 twenty-eight ln grade tvo were caapared with the 
scores on tests one aDd two ot the Basic Reading Tests.4 
The a11thors telt thla test would inoldate phonic ability 
since eacb teat worct vas aaong three vol'ds qalte aiallar 1D 
1 n,u., P• 680. 
!zdward W. Dolch and Maulne Blooaster, "Phonic 
Readiness," ~!'•nt!rx Sohoo\ Jo!£!!1, 38:201-205, 
JJovember 193 • 
3 Ibid., P• 202. 
qBdward v. Dolch and Wl1llaa a. Gray, "Baalo Reading 
Testa,• !ht Wt!j,Attack Serle• (Cbloaao: Scott Poresman 
CoapaDJ)• 
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tor.m, and although tbe words were familiar to the children 
in .. anina. tbe7 were not ca.aon to the reading series at 
thoae grade levels. Correlation. were found to be .~1 and 
.52 tor the first and second gra4ee respectively. When the 
atud7 vas repeated the following year, the correlations 
foand at that time were .47 tor the first grade and .41 for 
the second grade. 
From the scattergraas, tbe authors concluded that while 
children of high aeatal abilit7 aaaetiaea fail to acquire 
abilit7 1n phonics. children of low aental age are certain 
to tail. They conclude also that "• •• a mental age ot 
seven years seems to be the lowest at which a child can be 
l 
expected to use phonics.• They feel too that "• •• it is 
probable that phonics involves certain elements of general 
matarit7, tor instance, perception ot atmilarities, auditory 
2 
tmagerJ, application ot generalizations and the like." 
From a stud7 of the relatioaabip between the reading 
acbiev .. ent of t1rst grade pupila and certain factors fre-
quently considered ~portant to initial success in reading, 
Steinbach concluded: 
The following aix variables are closely related 
to reading achievement: 
1. Ability to d1sort.1aate between words spoken 
2. Mental age 
1 
Dolch aDd Bloomster, !E.• .ill•, P• 20IJ. 
2 
Ibid., P• 20S. 
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3• Ab111tJ to discrt.inate between letter forms 
4• Range ot 1nton.ation 
$. AbilitJ to diacrt.inate between word for.aa 
6 • Vocabulal'f lmowlecJae .1 
The first tour factors were liated 1n the order of their 
tmportance indicated by the stu47• 
2 Wilson toand the correlation between the intelligence 
quotients available on approxtmatel7 sixty first grade 
children and their scores on the Gates Readin& Readiness 
Test to be .$7. 
Caaparing the mental age aeores obtained tro.m the 
P1ntner-Cunn1pshaa Pr;,arx Teat given to lOS first grade 
children in Septeaber, Saunders3 tound the correlation with 
the scores on the Dttro1t ~ Rtcocg1t1on l!!1 given in 
in PebrRarJ to be .$$ tor the group aa a whole; correlation 
tor the girls was .~1 and tor the bOJS was .so. 
Berw1ck4 conducted a study to determine the prognostic 
value ot the Lee-Clark Readina aeadiDeaa Test and the 
l Sister Mar7 •ila Steinbaea, o.s.F. "An Bxpert.ental 
StudJ ot Progress in First-Grade,• ~ Cat8ol1o VD1vers1tl 
.2! Alpr1ca Rtaeareb HOAAEUha• 191ao,-p. 1 5. 
2fraDk T. Wilson, "BarlJ Achiev .. ent in Reading," 
Blwentan School Jo!U!!!l, 42:609-61$, April 1~2. 
3Alta M. Saunders, "The Relationship of Certain 
Readiness Factors to Acbiev .. ent in BegiDDing Reading," (wnpubliahed Master's Thesis, Boston University, School 
of Education, Boston, 1947). 
4Mildred M. Berwick, "An Bvaluation of the Prognostic 
Values of Certain Pre-Reading !eats to Reading Acbieveaent," (Unpublished laster's thesis, Boston University, School ot 
Bdacat1on, Boston, 1941). 
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K•,blp•u-Andereon IJ.'ette ot intelligence a a compared v1 th 
reading acbieYement measured b7 the 9ttea Prtparz Reading 
I 
!e1ts. Praa the scores ot 2)8 first grade children in a 
residential area, tbe correlatioa between reading abilitJ 
in a residential area, the correlation between reading 
abilitJ aDd mental age was toand to be .48. This figure led 
the aathor to believe that "• •• this correlation showa 
soae relationship, bat baa ver,r ltaited aae tor prognostic 
purpoaea, aince the above predictive valae is about 13 per 
1 
cent better than chance." 
In an article presenting a review ot the research in 
2 
reading troa 1930 to 1949, Traxler states tbat: 
There is • • • cloee relation, 1n general, between 
intelligence and reading readineea, although it is 
not at all ancomaon tor a bright cbild to be very 
slow in beginnins to read.J 
To inveatigate the .alae ot the Monroe Readips Aptitude 
Teat and the §e1ence 'eaearcb Associate! Pri!arx Mental 
Abil1tiea teat in prediot1Da reading achieYement, Farrington4 
1 ~., P• 2S. 
2Arthur B. Traxler, "Research 1n Reading in the United 
States,• Jt!E9!l !LJ4acat1eaal Re••arch, -2:481-499, March 
19119· 
.31!!&!•• P• 486. 
It Jal.ia H. Farrington, "'fhe Prediction and Evaluation 
ot Readiness and Intelllsenee 'feat• in Seven First Grades,• (anpubliahed Master's thesis, Boaton University, School ot 
Education, Bolton, 1949). 
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examined the scores ot 134 children who had been given the 
reading aptit~de test 1n the spring ot their kindergarten 
year. and the reading sections ot the Metropolitan Achieve-
IIRt 1!11 in the spring ot that aaae rear. The correlations 
ot mental ase &ad intelligence qaotients to reading achieve-
ment were .44 and .50 respectivelJ• The correlation between 
the readiness test and readiDS aohieveaent was .48. 
Because ot the naaber ot sta4iea that indicate that 
coetticienta ot correlation between mental teat scores and 
earlJ success in reading range tro. about .40 to aboat .55. 
1 
Rassell teela tbat they shoald not be ased to predict later 
achieveaent ot roans children. He also believes that the 
clata .ade b7 aaae authors tbat a aental age ot six and one-
halt years is neceasar7 tor reading success is one which 
2 
"• • • should be interpreted with the greatest caution." 
While investigating children's success in beginning 
reading in relation to their pre-school experiences. Almf3 
toan4 no significant relationship between reading success 
indicated b7 Gates Prlla£1 Rea4&nc Testa and mental age 
indicated bJ tbe l!bli'Pe-Ande£1'! Teate. 
1 David H. Btlaaell1 QN.lfi!• {darn !2, R .. d (Boston: Ginn aDd CCIIlpanr, 194 9 J , p • • 
212U· 
~illie Cl Alaf, "Cb114ren 1a Experiences Prior to 
Firat Grade and Sacceas 1n Beginnia& Reading,• Teachers 
Coll•&f ltc0rf, 51:392•393, March 19SO. . 
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In explanation ot the taot tbat the correlations between 
reading and intelligence aeasared bJ the Metropolitan tests 
and the Plntner g.neral Abil1tJ !e1t increase steadily troa 
1 
the second grade (.3ij) to the eigbth (.85), Lennon points 
ollt that the nat11re ancl content ot the mental tasks used at 
tbe ditterent grade levels var7 aDd maJ thus be partiall7 
responsible tor the increase. 
Concerning tbe relationship existing between reading and 
2 factors ot mental capaclt7, Artle7 ears: 
Iwaeroua studies have shown tbe relation between 
intelligence and reading abllitJ. Depending on the 
trpe of .. asuring inatrwaent used, the correlations 
usaallJ run between .60 and .7$. This is a higher 
correlation than baa been secured between any single 
factor and reading. In staple te~s, what does this 
correlation meanT It indicates tbat there is a high 
degree ot "going .togetberneas" between the two 
tactors. The child who is h1Sh in intelligence is 
also likely to rank high 1n reading. • • • One need 
not look tar tor the cad8e ot this high relationship, 
tor reading entails .any of the aaae factors that 
are measured by anr of our intelligence teats. In 
tact, reading is a thlnkiDS process, which requires, 
aaong other things, visual 4iacrtmlnat1on, percep-
tion of likenesses and ditterences, the 1ensing ot 
relationships, retention, aDd reaaoning.J 
1 Roser T. Lennon, "The Relation Between Intelligence 
and Achieveaent Teat Result• tor a Gro~ ot Comaanities," 
etou:mal .![, Mp.cationa! Psyoholtll• 41:301-308, May 1950. 
2 A. Sterl ArtleJ, •Intluence of Specific Factors on 
Growth in Interpretation: Mental C&p.acity, Language 
Abilit7, and Bzperlentlal Background,• Conference on 
Readlna: Pr~ti;f O.o'1! !ottf t;turity in Interpret~ !.Q!! 11. "al hCago: tJ Yers o Chicago Pre a •, 195~ 
PP• 19-2 • 
3 Ip1~., P• 19. 
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1 
Barry and others attempted to discover the relationship 
between auditor, disert.ination ana: mental age, reading 
ability, accurac7 ot articulation, speed ot articulation, 
extent ot vocabulary, aaditorJ acaitJ, and singing abilitJ 
by examining the scores ot testa in these areas aaainistered 
to 891 Children in grades one, two, and three in 9 different 
communities. The authors found that: 
1. Bone ot the tactors studied show a high 
correlation with auditor., diacr~iaation. 
a. Tbe highest correlation in grades 
one and two was vi~h reading, .56 
and .$2 reapectivelr. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
c. Mental age showed the second highest 
correlation in both grades one and 
two, .46 and .31 respectivel7.2 
3 
In a atud7 bJ Mack ot the various word analysis 
abilities and their ~portance to reading and spelling 
achievement, the test data on $33 fifth grade children 
showed the following correlations: (1) between mental age 
on the Kgb1m•en·!R4trsoa Ttat ot intelligence tor grade five 
1 
Florence Bar,rr, et al., 8 ADal7sis ot Auditory Functions 
in Grade One, Two, aDd Three,• (wnpubliahed Master's thesis, 
Boston University, School ot Education, Boston, 1951). 
2 Ibid., PP• 87-88. 
lzsther Mack, "An Investigation ot the Iaportance ot 
Various Word AnalJsis Abilities in Reading and Spelling 
Achievaaent,• (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Boston 
Universit7, School ot Education, Boston, 1953). 
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and the Gates Rta41gs §urvtY, vocabulary .62, comprehension 
.64, and speed .56; between mental age and an informal test 
ot word recognition .65; between mental age and a~ditory 
disc~ination .$9; between mental age and phonic abilitr 
.54; between mental age and vis~al discrimination .so. In 
view ot these findings Mack teals that "there is a high 
positive relationship between mental age and reading 
J. achievement ••• 
2 
Barrington also ex&Bdned the relation between mental 
age and reading achieveaent as part ot a studJ to discover 
the relationship ot word anal7sis abilities to reading 
achieveaent at the aeooad grade level. Ot the findings she 
sara: 
On the basis ot the pairing technique, while three 
variables were held constant and the tourth was 
ca.pared with reading achlev .. ent, the tollowing 
concl~alons were drawn in the analrals of data: 
1. There is a alight positive relationship 
between mental age aDd reading achievement. 
The ditterence ot the mean scores in reading 
ot those makil38 high, and those making low 
scores on tbe Otis test is 3.2. The resalt!ng 
critical ration is .S07. The poasibilitr, 
therefore, is little better than chance that 
there is a real dltterence in reading achieve-
ment ot children who have higher mental age.3 
1:t'bid., P• $1. 
2s1ster Mar,r Jaaes Barri,ton, S.C.L., "The Relation-
ship ot Certain Word AnalJais bllitiea to the Reading 
Achievement ot Second Grade Childrea," (unp~blished 
Doctor's dissertation, Boston Universitr, School ot 
Bd~cation,-Boaton, 19S3). 
3Ib1cl., P• 126. 
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1 Clark and MonabaD atQdied the ability to apply word 
recognition skills taQght at the pre-pr~er and primer 
levels of reading and to tranater these skills to untaQSht 
material as well as the relationship ot mental age to the 
problem. As they completed the pre-pr~er of their basal 
series, one hundred cnildren from five communities were 
given an individual oral inventorJ composed of the basal 
voeabular,r plus unta.illar vocabalarJ from other basal 
aeries. As a result at statistically insignificant critical 
ratios between the read1Dg achievement scores of the upper 
aDd lover quartilea on the intelligence test, the authors 
concluded that "mental age does not aeea to pla7 a signif1• 
cant part in the ability to apply these [word recognition] 
2 
skills.• 
One conclusion reached bJ McMahon3 attar aaainistering 
a battery of testa to SO first grade children was that: 
1. There waa some indication that a child's mental 
age was of asaiatance in estimating his probable 
succesa or failure in grade one, since the cor-
relation between aental age and reading 
lrare M. Clark and Mar,r M. Moaahan, "An Analrsis of 
Oral Reading Achieveaent in Relation to a Basal Text," 
(unpublished Master's thesia, Boaton University, School 
ot Education, Boston, 19S4>• 
2 Ibid ... P• q.o. 
)Katherine A. McMahon, "Prediction of Success in 
First Grade Achieveaent from Readiness and Intelligence 
Tests.,• (unpublished Master's tbesia, Boston University, 
School ot Education, Boston, 19$4). 
achievaaant bad a prognoatic1value of 20 to 24 per cent better than chance. • • 
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Her findings showed correlations between the Met£2pol1tan 
Acaiev!!ent !ett Prl!a£1 ! Batt!£1 and each or the following 
to be: (l) the P1ntner-Qopg1pgD&a frtmarx !!!t or mental 
abilitJ, .S3J (2) ~ Q~ioi-Seortgs Mental Abilitz Teat 
AlpJa!, •74J (3) Detroit Advanced Firat Grade Intellisenct 
Test, .So; and (4) Metropolitan Readiness I!J1, •74• 
Sb.e suggest•. farther tbat: 
!etta or mental abilitJ aeasure potentialitJ 
while testa ot readiness aeaaure specific factors 
ot pre-school learnins. .& otdld ... ,. have good 
Mntal abilitJ aDd low readiness; poor mental 
abilitJ and sood readineas; good aental abilitJ 
and good rtadineaa; low mental abilit7 and low 
rea41nesa.z 
The effect tbat the t7pe of reading instruction used 
at the beginning stages aa7 have on aeasures aade of the 
correlation between reading aeble~ .. ent and mental age is 
3 indicated in the opinion ezpresaed bJ ReJnolds that: 
In the "good old da7s• he [tae child] would 
have began bJ learning the alphabet and the 
soQDda the letters were reputed to have, then 
bJ blending the indlvidaal letter sounds into 
&Jllablea, and tinallJ joining the &Jllables 
into the words. 
!he tact that this painatakiDg procedare required 
1DJ&., p. 43· 
2 li!!•• PP• 44, 4S• 
)George R. Rernolda, "!eacbing Reading," Journal of 
~~tio~l l4au:ation Atsooiation, 143:3.32-335, Septe.Der 
a mental age V&J be7olld that ot aoat first-graders 
and often lead to a halttaa, aeaningleaa kind ot 
reading di4n't bother eitber the parent or teacher 
tor aach too long a t~e.l 
Conaideriag aental aae aDd a child's readiness tor 
2 beg1DD1aa readins Durrell aa,.a: 
In G.ra4e I • • • we aoaetiaea aaa&m~e tba t children 
ot the a-.e mental age are eqaallJ reacl7 tor read-
ins, writing, aritbaetio, aaaio, art, and motor 
akllla. Apparentlr we toraet tbat large amollDta 
ot spee1tio lear.DiD& bave taken place in the pre-
school 7eara. S.. cbil4ren ••• to school able 
to read well in a prtm.r; others cannot copJ block 
capitals aecaratelJ. The rate ot learntQg to read 
seeaa to relate more cloaelr to backgroand akilla 
ot this tJPe ·than to aental age. The raae4J tor 
lack ot readiQI rea41aeaa cenaiata in giving the 
ehil4 specific baoqrotm4a tor read1Df rather 
[tbf.n] 1n •waiting at11 be 11 re&dJ• 3 
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F~rther conaiderat1on 1a given b7 Rob1naon4 who adds: 
- Research aa.pporta the conolaaion tbat a mental 
age ot 6.S Jeara or aore 1a coDducive to aa.eoeaa 
1n beg111Dlng reacl1q. However, experience reveals 
tbat •llJ children with meatal aaea of aix or leas 
do learn to read it theJ poaaeaa atrenatha not 
.. aaeed b7 the intelligence testa and it teaching 
ia caretallJ adapted to tb8ir needs. One is 
torce4 to conclu4e, therefore, either that oar 
current intelligence teats are not valid or tbat 
taotora ~ther than intellia.aee intla.ence reading 
aacoeaa.> 
1 11!14•, P• 332 • 
2noraald D. DUI'rell, "Learn~ Dittic\lltiea .Among 
Ch114ren ot Bo...al Intelligence,• ll'I!Pt•rx School 
l9!Jlll!l.• SS:201-2o8, Dec•ber 19SIJ. 
3 1!!4·· P• 20S. 
~Helea M. Robinson, -ractora Which Attect Success in 
Reading, • mz•atm §2b.tol JgVJ!!l, S.$:263-269, Janaa17 19SS. · 
s ltd.i•, P• 263. 
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In aupport ot those vbo hold to the neeeaa1t7 ot a1x 
aDd one-halt 7ears ot mental •s• tor saccesa in beginDiDS 
1 
readiDg trow states: 
We know that it is ve"T lnetticient to trr to 
teach children to read before their mental age 
seta llP arotmd 6.$. B7 that tiae most ot them 
tre read.J to begin; before taat, the,y are not.2 
He continues, however: 
Bat aoae children clo not se• to be rea47 even 
when their aental ages bit the •sic 6.$. Some-
t.imes •otional •lacljaataeats are involved. 
Soaetimes ob114ren prefer to be read to, aDCl ••• 
to be afraid to lose this sian of interest and 
atteetion, aa theJ taiDk tbeJ will it tb87 learn 
to read tb .. selves. Or thtr at7 be uninterested 
in the aiaple reading tb-.r bave to begin with as 
c0111pared with the pre matare stories that have 
been read to th ... J 
While all indications are tbat there is a positive 
relationship between aental age and reading achleveaent, 
there la considerable variation 1n the desree ancl 1n the 
signiticaaee placed on the relationship. The coefficients 
ot cor .. lajlon increase steadilJ troa grade one throagh 
the el .. ental'J grades. It has been s&~ggested that the 
increasing similaritJ ot the tasks beiug measures might 
accoamt tor this. Variatlou in the correlation coettl• 
cients troa·one atud7 to another at the same grade level 
lwilll-. c. Trow, -when Are Children Read7 to Learn?" 
jo!!£P!l gt_ ~ Kational B4!.cat1cm A•!•t&atlon, 44:78•79, 
ebru&rJ -rCJ:ss-; 
2 Ibid., P• 78. 
31Rlt• 
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have been thought bJ some to be dae ill part to similarities 
and differences between the teohniqas used in teachina 
readiDg and the methods used for testing it. Research and 
experience in the classrooa, aoreover. give evidence ot the 
tact tnat there are other factors at work upon reading 
achieveaeat that have an even greater i~l~ence than does 
mental age. 
Reeearch 1n Re],ation to Chronqlesical As• 
Pew e&rlJ studies were ooucerned with the effect that 
chronological age bad on first grade skills and aohiev.aent. 
Two studies that did examine this aspect were reported bJ 
1 
Davidson. In both instances reversal tendencies were 
found to lessen aa the children grew older and to be more 
frequent a.ong the roanger children in the classes measured. 
2 Keister reports that tor three saccessive years an 
entering tirst grade class vas given a reading achievaaent 
teat in Ma7 and two of the three groups were given the saae 
test 1n Septaaber of their second rear in school. Each 
group was tben divided into those with chronological ages of 
1 Helen P. Davidson, "A StQdr of Reversals in Young 
Children, • !Qt. P~~o~ioal S!ill&fl and J!!jlEDal of Genetic 
Paycholop, ~:ij6 , JSece er.34;He en P. Davidson, 
*l~ad7 of tbe Contu.sing Letters B,D,P6 and Q, n 'fhe Peda~o!tcal S.-ia~ i9J Jogrpal ~ Genetic PsxchiiOsJ• li7:4 8 66, Deiia er ·· S. 
2 . 
B. v. Keister. "Reading Skills Acquired by Five-Year-
Old Children," Bl._ntar:x: Scl!ool Jo!£P!l, 41:.587-.596, 
April 1941. 
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six or more at the time ot entrance and those with ages ot 
six or leas at the tiae ot entrance. The reading scores were 
tben e.z•inecl again. Recognising the limitation that the 
small nwnber ot cases placed Qpon the study, the author con• 
eluded that: 
(1) It is possible tar children who enter grade 
one betore they reach the age ot six to make nonnal 
progress in readlng dQrlng the tirat year. (2) The 
ekills attained by such UDder-age children lack 
permanence and tencl to diaappear du.ring tbe aWIIII'I.er 
months between Grades I aDd II. (3) The loaa 
between Grades I and II 1s not .-de up in su.eceed• 
1ng 7eara, and those children tend to be per.manentl7 
retarded to •bout the ,._. degree as they are at the 
beginning ot Grade II.l 
When scores ot two ot tbe classea on the Petroit Kindergarten 
'rtat were CCII'lplred with acores on tbe Q!tes Pr1Ja!rx Rtadipg 
te1ta correlations were found to be: TJpe I .20, Type II 
.21, and TJPe III .37. Keister therefore concluded that: 
Tbe tact that these correlations are smaller than 
tbose u.su.allJ toand between intelligence-test 
scores an4 &Qocess 1n learDial to read su.ggeats 
tbat the u.set~lDess ot these tests as prognostic 
devices tor cbfllren Joanger than six 7ears ot 
age is do Qb tttll. 
In a atwlJ ot au.d.itorJ anal7sia ability in relation to 
growth ot language arts skills aDd certain other factors, 
3 Fag toand the correlation between reading achievement and. 
1 lS!!•, P• .596. 
2.D.&A· 
3Doroth7 W. Fag, •.a. StQdJ ot the Rela t1onah1p Between 
AQclitOl'J halJaia and Growth ot LaagQ&ge Arts Skills, n 
(unpQblilbed Master's thesis, Boston UD1vera1tJ, School ot 
Bd.11cation, Boston, 1942). 
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chronological age to be .03 tar the one hundred first grade 
children tested. 
Because Scottish children enter grade one at a younger 
1 
age than do children in the United States, Ta7lor employed 
testa used and published in the United States in measur.!ng 
their abilities eo tbat there would be a basis for comparison. 
One hundred and toarteen children entering their second year 
ot school with a .. an c. A. ot 6-3· &Dd a -.an I. Q. ot 100.6, 
were given tbe Ketro;olitan Readiness !!!! tor kindergarten 
and grade one; their mean score was 16.33 points above the 
nom tor .Aaerican children ot tbe seae age. Scores on the 
Metropolitan Achit••ent 'l'esta, PrS.W.rz 1 Batten, Foa !, 
showed the Scottish children to bava a mean reading age ot 
7-S as opposed to the 6-3 reading age nor.mal to American 
2 
children ot the saae age. or these findings GraJ saJs: 
In TaJlor•s ja4saent, tbese findings support the 
contention ot tbe Scottish group tbat read1Dg 
read1Desa 11 definitely attected b7 training and 
is not a atage~ot developaent tbat should merelJ 
be waited r ... ~ 
The 11ai ted naber ot stadiea exlainiq tha relation-
abip between reading abllit,. and chronological age at the 
first grade 1a not comprehensive enough to present a clear 
1
•2williaa s. Gr&J, •aeadins Achleveaent Here aa4 
Abroad, • hf:tiDtary J:e!ol ... · . , $1:482-484, Ma7 19.$1, 
cltins C at an fi: 1 or, a a Ja Bea41as, Vol. II 
(London: Universit,. ot London •••>• 
3Ibid. I P• 483. 
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picture. As ••1 be noted troa tbe stiiiDllariea included, the 
findings do DOt •e• to be consistent. In view ot the 
heated argmrumta and stringent l1a1ts that occ11r in varioas 
school IJ&t8Ba in relation to this sabject, it would se-. 
that a acre valid basis tor decisions should be established 
by more extensive research in tbia area. 
Researcl! J:a Belat1op !.t Lfarpipl Rate 
In the tollowins atucliea, leaming rate was determined 
bJ tbe number ot prev1oualJ UDt«ailiar words a child could 
r.•ber one to t1ve aDII one-halt ho11ra atter a tvent7 
alnt1te teaching period. 
1 
MarpbJ and Jwnk1na report a study in which one handred 
ancl tiftJ cb114ren were divided lnto three groups ot tltt7 
each, •tohing groups as nearlJ aa possible on c.A., M.A., 
and sight vocabW.&rJ. In place ot ten minutes ot the regular 
reading period one group bad tbirtJ ten~inute lessons in 
auditorJ discriaination all! the second groap bad thirtJ 
ten-miuute lessons in viaaal d1acrta1uat1on. The third group 
followed the aanual ot the regalar basal reacting &Jst•· At 
the eDd ot the thirtJ lessons, eaoh tactor was aeasared 
again. The gaina in leaming rate vere signiticantlJ higber 
(c.B. q.l) tor the aaditorJ groap over tbe control group. 
l Helen .&.. MurpbJ and Katb.z7n M. JWlk1ns4 "IncreasiDg the Rate ot Leara1ng in Firat Grade. Beading, lclg.catlop, 
62:37-39, Sept.-ber 19~1. 
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While tbe dif'ferencea in gains of the Yisul gro11p and the 
control group were not atatiaticallJ aignif'icant, theJ were 
in f'avor of the via~al gro~p. Scores on the Uftroit Word 
Rtcoggitiop Teat giYen to each groap 1n June were signif'i-
cantlJ higher f'ar both tbe a~ditor,r aDd visual groups. 
In an experlaent to eYaluate two different ways of 
teaching words (bJ atreaslng aDalJais and bJ stressing mean-
ins) to measure learDiag rate and three dif'ferent ways ot 
measuring it (aatehins the word to a picture, circling the 
correo t word aaong three 1 and identif;ring the word from 
tachlatascopic exposure), sex dltferencea in learning rate 
were not significant although all .. an ditterencea were in 
tavor of the girls. Correlation of learning rate with 
l 
readi:ag achiev•ent 1n Lewis' a stu.d.J, however, was totmd. 
to be fairlJ high ( .82). 
To determine the ettecta ot ward•stadJ and word• 
enriclaent technlqu.e s on the rate ot learning in the .t'lrst 
2 grade, Lenk chose twent;r-four words trom the ;y,ternational 
K1Qdel8!rten Unlop Vooabalary List. The words were divided 
lvera M. Lewis, "Rate of LeaftliDS in Grade One and 
Two as Meaaared Praa Word Analrais Versaa Word Meaning 
Presentation,• (gnpabl1shed Master's tblais, Boston 
Universit;r, School ot B4ucat1on, Boston, 1942). 
2zlizabeth P. Lenk, "The Coapariaon of Word Stwi7 and 
Word Enrichment Techniques on tbe Rate ot Leamiua to Read 
in Grade One,• (anpabliabed Kaster's thesis, Boston UniYersitr, 
School of lduoat1on, Boston, 19~6). 
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into tb.ree groups ot eight am taqb.t to 122 children in six 
reoas, ever7 two rooaa receiving tb.e same third ot the words. 
' PotU" vorda were taqht b7 wed•stu.d.7 aDd tour b7 word-
enricbaent in one ot the classes. In the other class ~sing 
the a-.e wards, the procedure at presentation was reversed. 
One hour atter teachtns, each child waa tested individuallJ 
to deter..ine his lear.aing rate. ~be difference between the 
vord-stua, and ward•enriobment .. thoda waa not statiaticallJ 
sigDificant, although it tavored the word-atGd7 method. 
When scores in the Detroit Wort Rettspition !!.!! were com-
pared v1 th learniD& rate, the correlation was to&md to be 
In a atud7 ot the effect of certain readiness skills 
1 
on reading achiev•en t, McParlaD4 fotmd. tba t lea:miq 
rate had a .67 correlation with rea41ag achiev .. ent as 
.aasured b7 an individual oral reading teat incl~ding the 
vocabulaey troa the primers aDd pre-pr1aers ot the reading 
series being used. 
2 
Three studies coap&rias the rate ot learning ot 
~rJ E. McFarland, "The Relationship ot Readiness 
Factors to Saooess 1n BegiDDing Beading,• (unpublished 
Master's tbeais, Boston UD1verslt71 SChool of Education, 
Boston, 1947) • 
2 Virginia R. Bo7le, "LearniDs Rate ot Colorful and 
Abstract Words in Grade One,• (wopublisbed Master's thesis, 
Boston UniveraitJ, School ot B4acat1on, Boston, 19SO); 
Dorotbea T. Callaban, "The Caaparlaon in the Rate of Learn• 
ins ot Colorful and Abstract Words in Grade One,• (unpub-
lished Master's thesis, Boston UniversitJ, School of 
Bd110ation, Boston, 1947); and Louise A. Carica, "The Compar-
ison in the Rate ot Learning ot Colorful and Abstract Words 
in Grade One,• (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Univer-
sitJ, School ot Education, Boston, 19$0). 
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colorful and abstract words found that colorful words are 
more eas117 retained than are abstract words. Cerica and 
Borle also coapared the learaing rates of bora and girls and 
found no statisticallJ significant differences. The coeffi-
cient of correlation between learning rate and scores on the 
2etrpit Ward RecognitioQ !!J! was determined bJ Bo7le to be 
.76. 
The previous studies indicate tbat learning rate scores 
are not static; theJ tend to increase as other reading 
readiness abilities ~prove. These reports revealed no 
significant differences in the learning rates of boJ• and 
girls. In general. most showed fairlJ high relationship 
to reading achiev .. ent. 
Reaearch !a Relatiop 12 Letter Keg!ledlts 
Stu41ea aDder thia topic will include those concerned 
with the abilitJ to naae aDd write letters and give letter 
soUDds. Since aost atudiea inclacled more than one of these 
factors. little attaapt has beenaade to cover each separ-
atelJ except 1n the SWIIIIIll'J'• 
As tbe result of two readiness tests Jielding higher 
correlations with reading achievaaent than did Stantord-
Binet scores, Gates and Bond state: 
Tests of n~ing letters in the alphabet, reading 
letters, matching or comparing words, lookin& at a 
word and recognizing it in a aeries of more or less 
f--iliar words which contained it, and other exam-
inations. • • tended in general to give fair 
correlations w1 tb. abilitJ to learn to read.l 
1 Gates and Bond, .sm• .ill•, P• 680. 
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One hundred and six measures ot reading readiness, 
reading achievement, mental ab1litr, perception, personalitJ, 
and home backgroand were aaainistered to twentr-tive pupils 
at the Horace Mann School, Teachers College, Colaab1a Univer-
sitr. For the group, the average c. A. was 6.3 and the 
average M. A. was 7.6. Exaaining the relationship between 
reading achievement and some ot the abilities and traits 
1 
evidenced in grade one, Wilson and Flamming tound the 
correlations ot reading abilltr with the letter tests showed 
a total average ot .52. When the Stanford Binet M. A. and 
I.Q. were partialed out, the correlations ot reading abil1tr 
and letter knowledge measured 1i1 the tall were: naming lower 
case letters .79, aDd naming capital letters .66. Correla-
tions ot reading abilitr and letter knowledge measured 1n the 
spring were: naming lover case letters .79, naming capital 
letters .49, writing lower case letters .70, aed writing 
capital letters .6). 
For another phase of the previo11s stwiJ, Wilson ed 
2 
FleBID11:ng, using word recognition trom Gates Prima a Reading 
Tests ind1viduallJ tested 42 tive-Jear-old kindergarten 
1 Frank T. Wilson and Cecile w. Fla.ming, "Correlations 
ot Reading Progress With Other Abilities and Traits in Grade 
One," '!'he Pedaso!i$21 J•tnan !:84 Jou.rnal g! Genetic 
PsYebgiiiJ, 53:3 - , ep eibir-rt)8. 
~raDk '1'. Wilson and Cecile w. Fl81Uling, "Letter 
Consciousness ot Begtnnera in Reading," The PedafJsical g•atnan .!..1!9. Joul"Dal !Jt. ,genetic fszcholg;z:, .53:2 -285, 
eoeiiitier me. 
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children with an average M. A. ot 6.). They found that trom 
the responses to the roar choices ot words (one correct, one 
very similar in appearance to the correct torm, and two q~ite 
dissimilar to the correct tor.a), tbe incorrect responses were 
nearly twice as otten the word similar to the correct torm as 
theJ were ei,her ot the two dissimilar words. 
In testing these saae chilclren plus 18 to~r-year-old 
kindergarten cbildren on ttutir abilitJ to give letter ~sounds, 
name capital and lower case letters, aDd write capital and 
lower case letters, the authors were bapreased bJ the letter 
consciousness evicleaaed even in the errors made. Ot this 
they aaJ: 
In nearly eve17 instance the error is partl7 
right. • • !heJ indicate partial learning. 
UnderlJing ia the clear tact that in alaoat 
every instance the pu.pila were entirelJ aware 
ot the toa or aoand natl:lre ot the teat it•• 
The deta11J ot recognition or recall were 
1apertect.l 
In a aumaar!ziag report ot the toar-Jear at~dy carried 
- ' 2 
o~t at the Horace Mann School, Wilson and others list the 
following conclusions in reference to reading abilitJ: 
1. Readins readiness is in realitJ reading 
progress: in partic~lar, progress in the initial 
stages ot learnina to read. JRst as in all pro• 
greaa in read1QS 1 so in ita beginntng there are 
seen the two aspects: skill, or mechanics, and 
intereat. 
1 :t bl.d. I P• 280. 
~nk T. llilaon, et al., "Reading Progreaa in IC1nder-
~arten and Priaa17 Grades," ReMDt•rz Scbool :i£ournal, .38: 
442·449, Februa17 1938. 
2. No inherent qualitative differences among 
these children explain differences in their pro-
gress in reading. Varyiag abilities to see, bear, 
and apeak, an4 vaPJina mental abilitr or person-
alitJ traits do not seaa to be closelJ or 
critically related to progress in reading, as 
revealed by either the statistical aaalyaes or tbl 
case studies. 
3. DitfereDCea in reading progress can be 
explained mainlJ in tel"Dla ot learning. In the 
learning ezperiencea ot these children one set ot 
factors seemed to stand out as ot pre·e~nent 
ettectiveneas in contributing to reading progress, 
naaelJi aaaterJ ot letter ~bola, both torm and 
SOLUld. 
And again, apecitieallJ in relation to letter knovledgea, 
theJ add! 
A turtber conclusion ae .. a evident from tbe 
caaplete stud7 1 naaelr, that abilitr with letter 
a,mbola is, to a large degree, a cauaal tactor 
in abilitr to read words aDd sentences. The evi-
dence tor this conclusion appears from the follow-
ing data: 
1. Many of the children. • • knew many letters 
betore theJ knew words •••• 
2. The kindergarten and first grade children 
who knew the most letter tol"'la and sounds tended 
ver, detinitelr to be aaong the first to learn to 
read and to be the beat readers. 
3· Conversel71 tbe cb.Udren 11b.o were ignorant 
ot, or auch contused about, letter torm. and 
sounds, tended verr detinitelJ to be the poor 
readers. 
4. ~ trring to name and ua e words in the 
readirlg'·teats ••• children teDiled constantl7 
and generallJ to use letters aa clues to the 
words, as evidenced bJ their soUDding ot initial 
other letters, spelling out words, and pointing 
to letters. • • • 
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5. Error a in reading wor4a and sentences in •&n.J 
inataDCea were explainable because of1errors as to letters tbat Dade up the wor4s •••• 
2 
.l atudr is reported bJ Gates in which a battel"J ot 
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tests, (l) picture interpretations and directions, (2} word-
matching, (3) word-card recognition, (~) rhJming, (5} blend-
ing, (6) reading letters ot the alphabet, and (7) sotmding 
letters, was a·cainiatered to gracle one papils .of a small 
Connecticut citr daring the third and foa.rth weeks of the 
aCbool rear. Seven claasrooas were then aelected as repre-
senting different kinds ot learalng aituationa due to the 
differences in teaching tecbniqaea. It was felt that each 
class showed a tJPieal I. Q. diatribution. The ranges of 
the correlation coefficients be~een reading achiev.aent 
and the letter knowledge factors aeaau.red were: word 
aatoh1Dg .27 to • 70, word memor;y .30 to • 78, rbJming -.07 
to .67, blending .10 to .S4, naaing letters .22 to .63, 
aoun41mg letters .18 to .qB. Pr• these figures it is 
evident that the trpe ot clasarooa 1Datraction bad oonsid• 
erable ettect on the correlation coefficients obtained. An 
additional observation was .ade b7 Gates: 
In the precediDg studJ it vaa found that corre-
lations between teats given soon after pupils 
entered school and achiev .. ent aeasared at the end 
of the second ter.a are appreciablJ higher than 
l ~., PP• 444, 445. 
2Arthur I. Gates, "An Experimental BYalll&tion of 
ReadiDg Readiness Testa,• Blf!eDt&£7 School Journal, 39: 
497-508, March 1939· 
those between tbe aa.e teata aDd attataaents at 
the eD4 ot the t1rst tera. This ditterence ia 
doubtless due to the tact tbat the aeasares ot 
reading abilit.J are aore reliable at tbe later 
ttae; the pupil's readiag ability ia aore stable 
and represents a greater raace ot abili t.J .1 
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2 Wilson toand correlations on approx~ately sixty first 
grade children between Gates leadigg Readintas Test and 
Metropolitan AchitY!Ient !ea~t 1n reading to be .57. Inter-
correla tiona ot average reading readiness scores on the 
Gates testa and the sub-teats were toQDd to be .83 tor the 
Word Hatching feat, .75 tor the Word-card Matching Teat, 
.75 tor the Letters and JQabera Teat, .51 tor the Picture 
Directions Teat, aDd .33 tor the RhJains Teat. Wilson says: 
It tbe aatching testa are, aa it is believed, 
essentially letter teats, then 1~ is evident 
that the three letter-abil1tr aubtests ot the 
batterr are those which predaee the a.gbatantial 
relations found with read1Dg ab1lity.3 
Frc:a the teat resW.ta on 639 tirst grade children in 
vbich tbey were asked to circle each letter dictated troa 
aaong tour aiailar letters, Baakellq tound the correlation 
with the Dttroit ~ RecospitiAD !!!! to be .46. Girls 
l 12i!•, P• 500. 
2prank T. Wilson, "Barlr Achieveaent in Reading," 
Eleaeptarx School Journal, 42:609-615, April 1942. 
)Ibid., P• 612. 
4aarbara A. Haskell, •The Relationship ot the Knowledge 
ot Letter lame a and Reading Achiev8lll8nt in Grade One, • 
(unpabliahed Master's thesis, Boston University, School ot 
Education, Boston, 19.$2). 
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bad significantly higher scorea on both the reading test and 
the test of identtt.Jing letters named, with critical ratios 
ot 3.0 aDd 3.7 respectively. 
1 
Aa part of a study reported by Bourke in which certain 
word analysis abilities were related to reading achievement, 
six hundred children in grades one, two, and three were given 
a series of tests. Among these were tests of naming and 
writing letters and identifying letters named. There was 
also an individual test ot ability to give letter sounds. 
From stories built on the vocabularr ot the reading series 
used 1n each grade, record was kept ot the per cent of words 
read orally correctly. Correlations between the ability to 
name and sound letters and reading achievement at each ot 
the grade levels were as follows: grade one - sounds .45, 
names .29; grade two - sounds .55, names .42; grade three -
sounds .42. At the third grade level the scores on letter 
names were too high to be ot uae in .-king comparisons. 
Again a ltmited nwaber ot studies and considerable 
variation in findings makes generalizations rather difficult, 
In tbe one study reporting botn letter naming and letter 
writing ability, letter naming correlations were higher than 
those far writing letters. Two studies reported both naming 
1 Anne J. Bourke, "!he Relationship of Certain Word 
Analysis Abilities to the Reading Acbieveaent ot Firat, 
Second, and Third Grade Children,• (unpublished Master's 
thesis, Boston UniversitJ, School ot Education, Boston, 
1953). 
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and sounding or letters; in one stad7 the ror.mer bad highest 
correlation coerricienta, in the other stud7 the reverse was 
true. Measures or lower case letters were round to correlate 
more closelr with reading achievement than did measures or 
capitals. Correlation on the earlier studies tended to be 
higher than those found in the more recent investigations. 
Research 1n Relation to Audito£7 and Visual Discrimination 
Except in sammarr, these tactors have generallJ not 
been discussed independentlr, since tew studies including 
one did not include the other also. 
1 
In a stud7 reported b7 Gates, 309 children in grades 
one through six were given a series ot tests which incladed 
tests or visual perception, tests or associative learning, 
the Revit!d Sf!n(o£d-B1pet Scale ot intelligence, tests or 
reading abilitr, and spelling tests. Correlations among 
the perception tests themselves were low except tor those 
dealing with actual words; the average coefficient among 
all tests using words was .69 as compared to .25 tor those 
tests not using words. Correlations or perception testa 
using words with reading and spelliDs ranged from .41 to 
.84 and .42 to .65 respectivelr. For perception tests not 
using words, correlations with reading ranged from .02 to 
1Artbur I. Gates, "A 8tud7 ot the Role ot Visual 
Perception, Intelligence1:'and Certain Associative Processes in Readins and Spell1ng1 Joyrnal Rt ldqcational Pszchologx, 17:433·445, October 192o. 
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.47 and with spelling .from .07 to .)8. These .t'igW'es mow 
tbat aside tram indication or minimum perceptual ability, 
perceptual skill in non-verbal areas had little e.t'.t'ect on 
reading and spelling, whereas perceptual skill in verbal 
areas had relatively high relationship. In order to deter-
mine the correlation o.t' verbal percept~al abilities to 
reading and spelling removing the influence o.t' intelligence 
on the perceptual abilities, partial correlation techniq~es 
were u.sed. The resulting correlations between word perc~p,;. •. 
tic~ and the following .factors were: silent reading .69, 
word pron~ciation .56, and spelling .54. 
Ex--ining matching ability as a .factor in beginning 
1 
reading, Smith describes how, at the .first week o.t' school, 
one hQDdred and twenty first grade p~pils were asked indi-
vidually to match each of the twenty-six lower case letters 
given to them on a card with letters in random arrangement 
on a low table before them. They were allowed two minutes 
for each letter. After twelve weeks the .. n .. e.-t.-.r.;.o ... i ;.t ~ 
Recosnition Teat was given. Comparison between matching 
ability and reading ability showed a correlation o.t' .87. 
The process was repeated ~sing capital letters. The per 
cent of error ranged tram 2.5 to 34.5 tor lower case 
letters and .from o.o to 24.0 tar capital letters. Their 
1 Nila B. Smith, "Matching Ability as a Factor in First 
Grade Reading," Jou,rnal s.f. BdMational Psxcbologx, 19:.$60-
571, Novaaber 1926. 
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abilit7 to match lower case with capital letters showed a 
range of error or from 2.0 to 40.0 per cent. 
To measure the tmportance ot the latter finding, three 
words were chosen beginning with letters shown by the order 
of difficulty to be relativelJ easr to match the capital 
with the lower case, three words ot mediam difficnlty to 
match, and three very difficult. A group of fift7 children 
were taught to recognize these words when they began with 
lower case letters. When th-.y were judged to have learned 
the nine words, each child was individually asked to read 
each of them. The words were then displared again but 
beginning with capital letters. !he nwaber of errors for 
the three easy choices were o, tor the three of mediwa 
difticultr were 44, and tor the three difficult choices 
were 97. 
1 Davidson reported a study in which fifty kindergarten 
and one hundred and twentr first grade children, tor whoa 
Stantord-Binet test scores were available, were given both 
a tor.m perception test and a word perception test. In each 
test the geometric for.m or word was located at the lett; the 
children were to find it again in the five for.ms or words 
that followed - one was the same, one was reversed (for the 
words aerelJ the order of the letters was reversed not the 
1 Helen P. Davidson, "A Stud7 of Reversals in Young 
Children," Tha PedaCOtical Saaina~ 4nd Journal qt Genetic Psyoholosx,1i):4~2- 6 , Dec .. ber 3 • 
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letter form themaelves), and three were a~ilar but also 
incorrect responses. or all the errors made at the kinder-
garten level, the per cent tblt were reversals for the form 
perception was 67.3 and for the word perception was 46.2. 
At the first grade level, the per cent of errors that were 
reversals tor the tor.m perception was 73.5 and tor the word 
perception was 39.6. In connection with the percentages, 
it is interesting to note that tne first graders bad had 
four months reading instruction in which lett-to-right eye 
movement bad been emphasised, and they also recognized soae 
ot tne words on tbe test. This was believed to be one cause 
for the drop in reversal errors 1n word perception, but in 
view of such instruction the percentage se.aed quite high. 
When the average namber of errors per pupil was examined 
by c.A. and M.A. groupings, it vas noted that the reversal 
tJpe errors ot both forms and words decreased for increas-
ingly higher age groups. The moat conspicuous decrease was 
at a mental age of five and one-halt. Davidson comments: 
Tbere vas a distinct decrease in tbe namber of 
children making reversal errors and in the na.ber 
of errors made by each chil4 with increasing 
chronological and mental age. These facts would 
tit in with a genetic theor, ot tor.m perception. 
Tbat young children recognize objects, pictures, 
drawings, and letters 1ndependentl7 of their 
orientation in space bas been mentioned by several 
writers. That warda are also recognized without 
regard to their absolute spatial position appears 
to be indicated by these tindings. This would mean 
that words must have a verr definite pattern and 
are probablJ recognised as vholea.l 
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Following the torm and word perception tests • the s8JU 
kindergarten and first grade children were given a letter 
1 perception test. Davidson noted that here too tbe reversal 
errors decreased in 1ncreasinglJ older chronological and 
mental age groups, the sharpest drops occurring at about 
seven and one-halt rears ot mental age. 
One interesting side light may be noted from tbl 
response the tester received when with a few individual 
children she would point to the model letter and tben to one 
after another ot the letters Jllarked bJ the child asking it 
each was the aaae as the model letter: 
Same Children replied in the attir.mative to all. 
One or tvo said, "Yes," then added: "This races 
this W&J and that taoes tbat ••7•" These obser-
vations were .ade on onlf one or two isolated 
cases but seaaed to indicate tbat the child noted 
the difference in orientation ot the letters but 
did not consider that this tact .-de them differ-
ent. 'fhis tJP& ot recognition would se811l to be 
similar to that in which the child recognizes a 2 
chair no utter in which V&J the seat is racing. 
The purpose ot Wilson and Fl ... ing3 in adainistering 
a batterJ at testa to tvent7-five kindergarten and primary 
grade pupils at the Horace Mann School, Teachers College, 
1Helen P. Davidson, "A StadJ ot the Contusing Letters 
B, D, P, and Q.," The ;e~a~o~ical S•'n!£1 and Jollrn&l 9£. Q!netic Pstchglogr, 4 :~- 68, Dec .. ber llJ:). 
2 ~., P• 464• 
~ank T. Wilson and Cecile w. Fle.ning, •Reversals 
in Reading am Writins Made bJ Papils in the Kindergarten 
and Prlmal"f Grades," ~ Peda,osioalJs.Una~ and _iournal 
.2l GenetJc Pstcholog03 :j-j ,Sept er 138-;-
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Coldabia UniversitJ, • ••• was to examine &nJ possible 
relationship tbat might exist between measurable traits and 
1 
abilities and earlJ progress in tbe mechanics ot reading." 
Among certain ot the reading and readiness tests it was 
toand that pupils were responding to or with reversals 
either in matching, ·writlns, namiDg, or sounding letters or 
words. Correlations ot reversals to the various sections 
ot the Gates Prt.arx Beading Tt•t• given in MaJ were .14 
and below. Correlation ot reversals with Stantord•Binet 
mental age scores was .10. Eighteen ot the twentJ-fiTe 
children were tested again 1n grade two and three. Corre-
lations ot reversals traa one grade level to the next were 
quite h18tl: trom grade one to two .66, trom grade two to 
tbree .ao, troa grade one to three .S6. Errors tended to 
be the same ca.Bon reversals. 
In spite ot the tact that correlations ran quite low, 
even between reversals and letter knowledge abilities which 
averaged .09, tbl authors felt tbat persistence ot these 
errors and the apparent ditticultJ ot correcting them 
varrnated earl7 and continued guidance in the learning ot 
letter toms. 
2 
MarpbJ constructed exercises to develop auditorJ 
1 
IQ&A•' P• 3• 
2 Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation ot EXercises tor 
Developing AuditorJ Discrtm1nat1on 1n Beginning Reading," (unpublished Master 1s thesis, Boston University, School ot 
Education, Boston, 1940). 
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discr1mina tion which were used for t h1rty da7s w1 th 10.5 first 
and second grade children, 55 in the exper~ental group and 
50 in the control gro11p. The experimental gro11p had a mean 
c.A. ot 7.1 and M.A. of 7.3; the control group bad a mean 
C.A. of 6.9 and M.A. of 7.8. Learning rate scores were 2 • .5 
tor the exper1ment~l group and 1. 7 tor the control group on 
the preliain&r.J test, and 5.2 aDd 2. 7 respectivelJ on the 
final test. The mean gain was in favor of the experimental 
gro11p with a c.R. of 4.1. Scores on an original individual 
auditorJ test given at the end ot the program were 27.1 tor 
the e.xperJaental groap and 10.7 tor the control group, a 
c.R. ot 13.1. 
1 
In the stud7 reported b7 MllrPh7 arid Junkins in which 
fift7 tirst-grade children were given lessons in auditory 
discrimination, tittr were given lessona in visual discrim-
ination, and tift7 just followed the regular basal series 
manual, it was foand that all groups made significant gains 
in visual discrimination. Gains were 14. tor the control 
gro11p, 1.5.4 for the auditor.y group, and 18.6 tor the visual 
group. The gains ot the vis11al group were signiticantlJ 
more than those made bJ the control group, with a c.R. ot 
3.2. In auditor.y discrimination the gains we~e o.o tor the 
control group, 13.4 for the auditor, group, and 1.4 tor the 
~urphJ and Junkins, .21?.• £!!• 
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visual group. The gains of the auditory group were 
significantly mare than those made by the control group_ 
with a c.R. of 13.1. Scores on the Detroit ~ Recognition 
!!!! given to each group 1n Jane were significantly higher 
tor both the auditor, and visual groups. 
1 Fagg conducted a study 1n which one hundred first 
graders were given group tests ot reading readiness, 
auditor,r discrimination, and visual discrimination in 
Novaaber, and in February were given individual tests ot 
auditory discrimination and reading achievament. The 
correlation coefficients at reading achievement with each of 
the factors were: group auditory discrimination .51, indi-
vidual auditory discrimination .47, visual discrimination 
.48, and reading readiness .45. Comparing tbe scores of the 
boys and the girls on the tests of auditory and visual dis-
crimination and reading achievaaent showed no significant 
differences altnough the differences in means favored the 
girls in each case. 
To evaluate the effect of specific training in auditory 
and visual discrtaination on learning rate, reading achiev~­
ment, visual perception ot words, and auditory discrimination 
2 between likenesses and differences 1n words, Murphy provided 
~agg, .2£• cit. 
2aelen A. Murphy', "An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on 
Beginning Reading," (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, 
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1943). 
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ten-minute lessons to be used tor t hirtr consecutive days 
near the beginning of the school year by groups of first 
grade children. The leasons tor one group were to develop 
auditory discrimination, tor a second group were to develop 
visual discrimination, and tor a third to develop both 
auditory and visual discrimination. A fourth group was 
given no specific training in these areas but simply fol-
lowed the regular procedures. Each group cons! sted ot 
seventy-five children who had been matched exactly on learn-
ing rate scores, within three months on mental age, and as 
closely as possible on the scores ot a reading readiness 
test and an original test ot auditory and visual discrtmin-
·ation. 
The mean scores on tbe Detroit Word Recognition !!!! 
given at the end of the study in November were 8.1 ot the 
combined group, 7.2 tor the visual group, 4.2 tor the audi-
tol'J group, and 2 • .$ tor tb8 control group. On an oral 
reading 1nventor,r test given in February the scores were 
93.4 tar the combined group, es.o tor the visual group, 
75.7 tor the audito~ group, and 59.4 tor the control 
group. The scores on a second form ot the Detroit Word 
Recognition !!!! given in June were: combined group 21.5, 
visual group 19.1, auditory group 20.0; control group 14.5. 
In September the learning rate score was 1.9 in all tour 
groups; the November scores were 4.5 tor the combined group, 
4·5 tor the visual group, 4.3 tor tbe a~ditory group, and 
2.6 tar the control group; in Jane the mean score tor the 
combined group was 7 .o, tor the vimal group was 6.3, tor 
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the auditory group was 6.9, and tor the control gro~p was 4·3• 
All differences in the reading tests and the tests ot 
learning rate were statistically significant. There were no 
statistically significant differences between the boys and 
girls of the experimental groups. However, in comparing 
the mean reading test scores ot' the boys and girls in the 
control group, the results in Hovamber, February, and Jane 
were 1.4, 47.0, and 11.7 respectively tor the boys and 3.0, 
75.4, and 17.7 respectively tor the girls. The critical 
ratios of 11.0, 4.4, and 5.1 were all in the favor of the 
girls. 
l S&anders compared reading achievement with mental age, 
auditory and visual discrimination, and motor skills. In 
September, 105 first grade children were given the Gates 
Reading Readiness Test, the Pytner-C!!p1!1nsbam Prbaan .!!.!!. 
of mental ability, an anpablianed test ot visual and audi-
tory discrimination, and an original test of motor skills. 
In February the Dttroit Word Beeosnition !!!! was given. 
All the factors showed low positive correlations ranging in 
the following order: mental age .SS, a~d1tory discrimina-
tion .42, visual discr~inat1on .35, readiness .35, and motor 
1 SallDders, &• cit. 
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skills .03. Sex differences showed correlations ot mental 
age with reading achievement to be slightly higher for the 
boys, while correlations of visual and auditory discrimina-
tion and reading readiness were higher tor the girls. 
To deter.mine the value of auditory and visual dis-
crimination and learning rate in reading achievement, 
1 
McFarland used the MurphY-Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readi-
S!!! l!J!• Ninety-tour children with a mean c.A. of 76.9 
months and a mean M.A. of 84.3 months were tested. An 
individual oral reading test including vocabulary from the 
pre-primers and primers of their reading series was con-
structed and administered in February. Learning rate bad a 
.67 correlation with reading achievaaent, auditor, discrim-
ination bad a .66 correlation, and visual discrimination had 
a .55 correlation. The only area which showed statistically 
significant difference between the boys and the girls was 
visual discrimination in which the girls were superior by 
4.9 points. 
For evaluating the effect of lantern slides on auditory 
2 
and visual discrimination of word elements, Crossley 
selected two groups ot children approximately equal in 
1 
McFarland, .s!E• cit. 
2 B. Alice Crossley, "An Bvaluation of the Effect of 
Lantern Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Word 
Elaaents," (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Boston Uni-
versity, School of Education, Boston, 1948). 
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a~ditor.r and vis~al diacriaination, learning rate, and mental 
and chronological age. The final data were figured on 416 
children from 10 control and 10 experimental classrooms. 
The control gro~p ~sed the baaal ma~als or ideas adapted 
troa thaa; the experimental groap vas provided with 50 
titteen-min~te lessons incorporating forty-two word elements. 
The leasons consiated ot tour tJPeS ot lantern slides: 
(1) illustration& ot beginning aouoda, (2) ill~strations ot 
ending so~nds, (3) review slides to be used tor language 
development bu.t containing aome beginning and ending sounds, 
aDd (4) devices tor motivation, gaaes, etc. 
Preltminarr testing in October included the Kubl!fnn-
Andersgn Test1 ot intelligence, the Msrph1-D~£!ll Diasnost1c 
Readipg Readiness !!!!• and a test ot auditorr perception ot 
vowels. Teaching ot the fittJ lessons began in Novaaber. 
Witb!n three days after each class completed the lessons 
theJ were checked again tor auditor, and vis~al perception 
and learning rate. After a lapse ot five weeks, each child 
was given an individual oral test ot all sounds which had 
been taught. In Ma7 tbe Gates Prtm.EJ Reading Tests were 
administered tor the purpose ot checking the transfer of 
skills to reading. The control grou.p had a mean gain of 
38.7 on the readiness test and 2.4 on the perception test, 
and the experimental grou.p b.ad a mean gain ot 11.1 on the 
readiness test and 19.4 on the perception test. Comparing 
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the gain made by each gro~p on these tests a c.R. ot 9.1 and 
10.0 respectively favored the experimental group. Both 
groups also made statistically significant gains in visual 
discrimination, but the difference in the mean gain between 
the two groups was not statistically significant. In com-
paring the learning rate scores, the mean gain ot 4.0 of the 
experimental group was significantly (C.R. 6.1) more than 
the 2.5 of the control group. .Although the difference in 
the mean scores on the Gates reading test was not signifi-
cant, it was in tavor ot the experimental group. The 
results ot the individual audito1'7 inventory, control 35.7 
and exper~ental 46.1, showed a significant difference 
(C.R. 6.7) in favor of the experimental group. Ot all the 
abilities measared in the study, no statistically signifi-
cant differences were found between the boys and girls. 
In order to deter..ine the relationship of pitch to 
1 
auditory discrimination, Lyon compared the scores on the 
auditor,- section of tb.e MgrphJ-Durrtll Diapoatic\Readins 
Readipeaa !!!1 of two groups of first and second grade 
Children with unequal ability to match pitch. Those of the 
261 children who bad been able to repeat a phrase correctly 
and on pitch were placed in Group I, while those who had not 
1 Katherine w. Lyon, •A Studr of Relationship Between 
Audito~ Discrimination and Musical Ability at the Primary 
Level,• (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Universitr, 
School of Bdacation, Boston, 1951). 
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repeated tbe phrase correctly of bad had difficulty with the 
pitch were placed in Group II. A mean difference of 9.7 on 
the auditory test scores was in favor of Group I. The dif-
ference in the mean scores on the Pintner-Cunningham Primarl 
l!!i were 5.4 also in favor of Group I. Correlation between 
the auditory and I.Q. scores was .33. The mean scores of 
twenty-five pairs matched for sex and I.Q. showed a differ-
ence of 22.4 with a c.R. of 3.5 in favor of Group I. 
1 
For Barry's analysis of auditor.y functions in the 
primary grades, the Detroit Word Recognition Test and the 
Detroit Readips Tests were used to measure reading ability. 
To measure auditory ability the children were asked to find 
from three unfamiliar words the one beginning, ending, 
beginning and ending like, or containing some of the same 
letters as, the word pronounced by the examiner. Correla-
tion between auditor, and reading ability was .56 at the 
first grade level, .52 at the second, and .52 at the third. 
In comparing the •corea of boya and girls, the significant 
differences were in favor of the girls in auditorJ ability 
at the second grade level and in all three grades in reading 
achievanent. 
2 A study by Haskell asked 639 first grade children to 
match letters from memory after a five second exposure, aDd 
1 
Barry, £;2• .2!l• 
~askell, .22• ill• 
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to associate upper and lower case letters. Correlation 
between reading and matching from memory was .31, between 
reading and association was .54. 
To evaluate the use of recordings tor teaching auditory 
discrimination of word elements for beginning reading, 
1 Bresnahan tested kindergarten children to determine mental 
age, learning rate, and auditory discrimination. The one 
hundred and eighty experimental and one hllildred and eighty · 
control cases chosen showed no statistically significant 
differences in c.A. or on the initial test results. The 
control groups spent an average of twenty minutes daily on 
:the activities of reading readiness as planned by the 
individual teachers. During the six weeks of the study, the 
experimental group spent ten minutes dally listening to 
phonograph records on which initial and final consonants, 
initial blends, and some rbJmes were presented. The lessons 
provided for exercises in listening, noticing bow the sounds 
were for.med, pronouncing sounds, and in finding likenesses 
and differences. Games and songs were used for many exer-
cis ea. 
At the end ot the experiment the Murpby·D~rell Diagnostic 
Reading Readiness ~ and a retest of learning rate were 
~. Marie Bresnahan, "An Evaluation of Recordings for 
Teaching Auditory Discrimination of Word Elements for 
Beginning Reading," (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, 
Boston Univerd.ty.- School of EdllCatlon, Boston, 1952). 
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given. An original test was also given to measure the sounds 
which had been taught and to see if there would be a transfer 
ot the skill to words with the sounds not taught. The con-
trol group made a mean gain ot 12.8 and the experimental 
group had a mean gain ot 12.7 as shown b7 the Murphy-Durrell 
au.ditoey scores. The learning rate tor the control group was 
4.2 and tor the experimental groap was 4.1. 
The cases which had a zero score in auditor,y discr~ina­
tion on the tirst test were matched according to M.A., C.A., 
I.Q., sex, and learning rate. There were three ~tched 
pairs ot control and experimental groaps: one of thirtr-.tour 
boys in each groap, a second ot twenty-nine girls in each 
groap, and the third ot sixty-three bors and girls in each 
group. Onl7 in the group ot matched control and experimental 
bors were the differences statistically significant (C.R. 3.4), 
although in all groaps theJ favored the experimental group. 
While most ot the ditferences were not statisticallY' signi-
ficant, it was concluded that the records were ot use because 
the amoant of gain was little different .from a ten minute 
period with the records from a twentr minute period of 
teaching with other techniques. 
1 
Dwableton and others analyzed the relationship of 
1 Charles F. Dambleton et al., "An Analysis of the 
Relationships Between Speech and Reading Abilities of Four 
Hundred and Twentr-Five Firat Grade Children," (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston Universit7, School of Education, 
Boston, 19$2). 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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intelligence, hearing acuity, a~ditorr discrimination, 
speech sound discrimination, reading ability, and articula-
tion. Tests were administered to 425 tirst grade children. 
The coefficients ot correlation were: .17 between articu-
lation and speech sound discrimination, .10 between reading 
ability and articulation, .18 between articulation and 
auditory discrimination, and .48 between reading ability 
and a~ditory discr~ination. When the children with poor 
articulation were considered separately, they were round to 
be consistently poorer than the whole group in all other 
aspects, especially in sound discrimination. 
1 As another phase ot the study reported by Bourke on 
six hQDdred primary grade children, the following auditor, 
and visual tests were given: auditory - finding the letter 
tor the initial or tinal sounds ot words pictured, circling 
letters beard in words itotated, and finding the tirst 
letter in word missing from context ot a simple dictated 
stoey; visual - matching letters and words by finding among 
others similar, the one shown by examiner. Record was kept 
ot the per cent of words read correctly in stories built 
trom the vocabulary or the series used in each grade. 
Correlation ot the visual abilities with reading achievament 
were as follows: grade one .32, grade two .55, grade three 
.57. Auditor, abilities showed correlations with reading 
1 Botll'ke, 22• cit. 
achievement in the three grades ot .34, .63, and .60 
respectivelY'• 
Ot aaditar7 discrimination and reading abilities 
l Durrell and Mu.rpbf sa7: 
Althoagh there are man7 factors which combine to 
detel!lline the child's success in learning to read, 
it is apparent that his abilit7 to notice the sep-
arate sollDds in spoken words is a highl7 important 
one • • • • It is difficult to anderstand how 
children with excellent speaking vocabularies, 
clear enanciation, high intelligence, and training 
in phonics tail to acqaire the abilit7. However, 
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it responds well to teaching, and when it is learned 
asaally results in a marked increase 1n rate ot 
learning to read.2 
A number ot tacts se• evident tram the findings ot the 
preceding stu.dies. Conclu.sions drawn therefro.m might be: 
(l) Inmeasu.ring viau.al perception, tests u.sing letters 
and word toms bave a higher correlation with reading abili-
ties than do those as1ng geometric tor.ms. 
(2) Ability to match lower case letters correlates 
more close~ with reading ability than does abilit7 to match 
capitals, and abilit7 to match lower case to capitals and 
vice versa correlates more closel7 than either one alone. 
(3) Reversals in letter and word forms seem to be 
natural to JOQDg children and are nor.mall7 corrected with 
additional teaching; errors which do persist trom one level 
1 Donald D. Durrell and Helen A. Murphy, "The Auditor,. 
Discrimination Factor in Reading Readiness and Rea41ng 
Disabilit,r,• J4aeation, 73:556-560, Ma7 1953. 
2 Ibid., P• .$60. 
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to another tend to be on the same •contnsing" letters. 
(4) Nearly all correlation comparisons between a~ditor,r 
and vis~al discrimination and reading show higher coefficients 
tor a~ditory discrimination. 
(5) Children with specific training in a~ditory or 
via~al discrimination make significantly higher scores on 
testa ot reading achievement than do children witho~t s~ch 
training. 
(6) Training 1n both aa.ditory and visual discrimination 
results in algn!ticantly higher scores than training in either 
one alone. 
( 7) Measa.re a of reading achievaent made aro~ the 
middle of the first grade nsa.all7 show higher scores tor 
children with only visual disor~ination tr~ining than for 
children with only auditorf discr1mination training; far 
measures made at tbe end of grade one, the reverse is true. 
(8) Regardless ot the metbods stressed, all children 
seam to Jrflke significant gains in vis~al discrimination; 
this does not seam to be true of aa.ditory discrimination, 
however. 
Rtsearch in Relation to Applied Phonics 
1 In each of two st~dies carried oat by Gates, the 
1Arthur I. Gates, •studies of Phonetic Training in 
Beginning Reading," ~ Journal~ Educational PsycholOSI• 
18:217·226, April 192(; 
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children were equated according to c.A., M.A., I.Q., 
• ••• and abilities shown in several testa of word recog-
nition, word perception, knowledge of the alphabet, and 
1 
reading. • The groups were tben d.ivided into a section which 
received reading inst.ruction chiefly· throQgh phonics and 
another section which received reading instruction through 
non-phonetic practices and techniques. At the end of seven 
months, the non-phonic scores were higher than those in the 
phonic group in all tests of reading, word perception, and 
even (although slight) ot all phonic skills measu.red except 
the reading of certain.phonograaa. Gates comments: 
In saRe of the earlier investigations - as suggested 
by such titles as •Phonics or No Phonics" - it has 
appeared that there was no choice other than to 
accept or reject tbe complete phonetic syataa. The 
intelligent procedure ia to deter.aine what phonetic 
devices, drills or instructions, it a2ny, are of value, and how and when to use tham. 
3 Garrison and Heard report a study in which approximately 
111 children entering grade one were classified into four 
groups: (1) a bright grou.p (I.Q. 100 or above) which would 
receive phoneti-c training, (2) a du.ll group (I.Q. below 100) 
which would receive phonetic training, (3) a bright group 
1 Ibid., P• 220. 
-2 Ibid., P• 226. 
3s. c. Garrison and Minnie i'. Heard, "An Experimental 
Study ot the Value ot Phonetics," Peabodz Journal~ 
Education, 9:9-14, Ju.ly 1931. 
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which would receive non-phonetic training, and (4) a dull 
group which would receive non-phonetic training. The two 
bright groups were equated on age and intelligence, as were 
the two dull groups. Etfort was made to keep the amount and 
kind of reading training the s~e in all groups except tnat 
the two phonic groups bad an extra fifteen minute period each 
daJ in phonic instruction, while the non-phonic groups used 
that time for extra reading and reading drills and exercises. 
The groups, teachers, and techniques remained the same during 
grade two. At the third grade level, the groups were broken 
up and the children mixed in with each other. Each year all 
groups were tested in both the tall and the spring in order 
that scores might be examined to deter.mine summer losses. 
Conclusions were drawn that: 
1. !raining in phonetics makes children more 
independent in the pronunciation of words. 
2. Children with no phonetic training make 
saoother and better oral readers in the lower 
grades. 
3. In teaching children to read in the early 
part ot the primary grades, first and perhaps 
second, bright children seem to be helped more 
by training in phonetics than are dull. For all 
children, phonetic training seems to be more 
effective in the latter part of the primary grades. 
4. In the teaching ot reading it seems probable 
that much of the phonetic training now given should 
be deferred till the second and third grades •••• 
5. Children who have bad training in phonetics 
have some advantage in learning to spell over 
children ~o have had no such training. • • • 
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6. First grade children with no phonetic training 
seam to lose less during vacation than do children 
with such training. Apparently, phonetic training 
makes a yoang child, particularly a young dull child, 
dependent upon a device ot word analysis which is 
more difficult to retain tban his own particular 
method. With the older children, children at the 
end of the second grade, phonetic training seems to 
be an aid to retention daring vacation.l 
To find the intl~ence of phonics on silent reading in 
2 the first grade, Tate used two experimental groups of 
thirty-seven children who were given fifteen minutes ot 
daily drill in phonics. Three control groups of thirty-six 
children were given ten minutes daily in word and phrase 
recognition drills and exercises. The groups were very close 
in mean M.A., c.A., and I.Q. At the beginning and end of an 
eight week period, the Gates Prtma£1 Reading Teat~ were given. 
A caaparison ot the gains made by each group on the three 
sections of tbe teat showed tbat: (1) the experimental 
groap gained 4.6 months more than the control groap on the 
word recognition section; (2) the control group gained 0.8 
months more than the experimental groap on the phrase and 
sentence reading section; and (3) the control group gained 
l.S months more than the expertaeDtal group on the under-
standing of paragraphs section. Conclusions were drawn 
accordinglr. 
1 ~., PP• 13, 14• 
2 Harry L. Tate "The Intlaence of Phonics on Silent 
Reading in Grade I,' Bleaentar1 School Journal, 37:752-763, 
June 1937• 
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l 
In a st~dy reported by T1tf1n and McKinnis. 155 pupils 
divided rather eq~ally in grades 5,6,7, and 8 were given an 
individual oral test of one hundred nonsense words. Each 
child was scored as to whether hie pronunciation of the 
nonsense ward was correct or incorrect. The coefficient of 
reliabilitJ camp~ted by the odd-even method was .94 for this 
phonic test. The correlation between phonics and the Stanford 
Achievement Testa in reading vas .70. Between phonics and 
the 1.2!!. SJ.lent Reading Testa correlations were: comprehen-
sion .66, speed .55. 
Beca~se of the results on a previo~s study. Tate and 
2 
otbers undertook an exaainat1on of incidental phonic 
instruction and nonphonic reading instruction to determine 
which method was moat s~cceaaful. FrOJI the beginning of 
grade one, the control groap followed the customary reading 
program which provided no special phonics practice periods 
introducing it only on occasions when the need arose. The 
experimental group followed a program of instruction which 
carefully avoided all ~e of phoaica, calling ~pon such 
practices as tbe use of context and picture clues, dramati-
zation, use of an antonJm or SJDOnJ.m or, as a last resort. 
telling the child when he was "stuck"• 
1Joseph Tiffin and Mary McKinnis. "Phonic Ability: Its 
Measurement and Relation to Read~ Ability," School~ 
Soc1ftx. 51:190-192, February 19qO. 
2Barr.J L. Tate, Theresa M. Herbert, and Josephine K. 
Zeman, "Nonphonic PrimarJ Reading," E}ementary School 
Jqqrnal, 40:529•537. March 1940. 
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The program was carried on for tvo years with the same 
teachers. In March of tbe first year, median scores on the 
Gatta frima£1 Reading Teats were in favor of the control 
group. In June of the following year gains on the Gates 
test were again in favor ot tbe control group; however, the 
gains could not be compared directly since the control group 
reached the top scores on all three sections. The Stanford 
Acbieveeent Testa of reading lfere therefore administered to 
both groups and the control group was 6.5 higher in word' 
meaning and 7.5 higher in paragraph meaning. Referring to 
both studies, the authors conclade tbat "the incidental-
phonic method is superior to both the for.mal-phonic and the 
1 
nonphonic method in developing camprehansion." 
The pu.rrell A.nalJaia 9!. Rta41n,& D1t"ficW.tt was admin-
istered to 194 pupils admitted to the Reading Laboratory 
2 
ot the University of Pittsburgh. Hester found tba t 58 per 
cent of the children "• •• lacked partially or entirely 
the knowledge of phonics essential for independent word 
3 
attack." In an analysis of d1tficulties, she found the 
blends to be more difficult tban individual letters. She 
explains: 
1 
Ibid., P• 537 • 
2 Kathleen B. Hester, "A StudJ of Phonetic Difficulties 
in Reading," Jlementart School Joprpal, 43:171-173, November 
19142. -
3:;tb1d., P• 171. 
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• • • tbe errors were more evenlr distribated over all 
the blends while, in the case or letter sounds, a tew 
letters were missed treqaentlr and others were campar-
ativelr easr. Blending is evidentlJ a more difficult 
proeeas and needs to be taaght specificallJ in order 
to alleviate reading difticulties.l 
A groap of fortr good readers and fortr poor readers at 
the second grade level were given tbe purrell Analysis gl 
Readins Difticu1tl and the Revised Staptord-Binet Scale. 
Sheldon and Hatch found tbat there was a significant 
difference in the mental ages ot the good and poor readers 
bat no significant differences in tbe chronological ages of 
the two groaps. An examination of the errors made on the 
reading analrsia test showed that: 
Weaknesses which se-.ed to be most evident in poor 
readers were: (l) Low sight vocabular,r. (2) IDade-
qu.ate word analJsis. (3) Brrors on easr words. (4) Gaessing at anknown words froa context. (5) Poorlr 
orsanized recall. (6) Use of finger as a gaide. (7) Whispering. (8) Scantr anaided recall. (9) A 
poorer recall ot material attar silent rather than 
oral reading. (10) !lo methods of word analrsis. 
(11) Names of letters
3
and blead1 unknown. (12) Revers-
als of letters •••• 
Mulder and Cartin4 describe how 63 fourth grade papils 
were given (on tape) a series ot 78 one~srllable nouns 
which were pronoaneed letter b7 letter with a one-second 
1 Ibid., P• 172. 
2villia. D. Sheldon and Shirler Hatch, "Strengths and 
Weaknesses in Reading of a Group of Second-Grade Children," 
l@scationat Administration and Supervision, 37:405-414, 
ov•ber 1 .51: 
)Ibid., P• 409. 
4Robert L. Halder and James Cartin "Vocal Phonic 
Abilit{ and Silent-Reading Achievement,' Blaaentarx School 
Journa , .56:121-123, November 19.5.5. 
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pause between each _letter. From their paper the children 
selected tor each itsm, the one picture of three that they 
believed correct. Each of the three pictures had one sound 
common to the other. They were also given the ~ Every-
Pupil Tests £l Basic Skills and the reading scores were 
examined. Correlation between phonics and reading was .44. 
Mlllder and Curtin tel t that: 
This study, therefore, indicates a positive 
relation between silent-reading ability and the 
ability to synthesize or put together phonetic 
elements c4 words presented orally. Thus it may 
be concluded that inability to identify the stim-
lllus words was a result either ot failure to dis-
criminate between speech sounds or ot ignorance 
ot sound-letter association. Each of these is 
amenable to improvement through instruction. 
It was found that the poor readers in this sample 
had difficulty 1n combining phonetic elements of 
words so that pictures ot the words could be iden-
tified. As indicated, lack ot skill in auditory 
discrimination plays a part. However, it is 
entirely possible that the poorer pupils heard the 
sounds correctly but were unable to relate them to 
the picture because of a fundamental lack of phonic 
ability, tor exa.ple, the abilfty to recognize the 
sounds the pictures represent. 
The studies of phonics reported here aaggest that 
phonics training in most instances increases abilities in 
independent word identification, but heavy concentration on 
phonics usually lowers scores on sentence and paragraph 
reading and understanding, and produces a quality of oral 
reading interior to that of programs with less stress on 
phonics. A program of incidental phonics seems to be more 
1 
.rug,. ' p • 123. 
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effective than either a for.mal-phonic or non-phonic approach. 
In general, phonics training is of more benefit to the bright 
beginning readers than to the average or dull, although 
swamer loss for beginning readers, especially the dull, is 
greater for all children in the phonic-approach groups than 
for those approaching reading through other techniques. 
However, correlation of phonics with reading achievement 
seams to increase with increase in grade level. An analysis 
of the errors of poor readers, particularly in the middle 
grades, indicates that many are anable to apply even a meager 
knowledge of phonics effectively. 
Research in Relation to Sex Differences in Reading Skills 
That sex differences are noted in primary and pre-prtmary 
achievement is in general agreement. The implications of 
these differences is not. Merely noting that there are 
differences is likely to lead to either acceptance of the 
status quo or to suggestion of rather impractical "solutions". 
1 Pauly reports that a study of 1,$02 second grade pupils 
showed a mean C.A. to be two months higher for boys and 
scores on the Gates Reading Tests to be nearly two months 
higher for tke girls. 
2 In a second article he mentions a similar study and adds 
1Frank B. Pauly, "Sex Differences and Legal School 
Entrance Age," Journal g! Educational Research, 45:1-9, 
September 19$1. 
~rank R. Pauly, "Should Boys Enter School Later Than 
Girls?," Journal of the National Education Association, 
41:29-31, Januar,y:f9~ 
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certain interpretations: 
In 1934-1935, for example, a cheek of preprimary and 
first grade sections for slow learners in the Tulsa 
school syst«m showed that 68.$% of such pupils were 
boys. A check of similar groups in 1949 showed 
virtually a two-to-one ratio of boys to girls. 
I maintain that this excess of boys is due almost 
entirely to the slower maturation of boys, and to 
the ignoring ff this factor in our admissions 
requirements. 
He points out that until they reach full maturity boys are 
always several months or years behind girls in growth and 
development. He believes that at school entrance boys are 
caught up in the frustrations of confusion which put them 
even farther behind academically. He adds: 
••• if additional research substantiates the 
differences which I have suggested in this brief 
statement, it appears we should then take the 
following steps: 
(1) Revise all educational and mental age norms 
so as to provide nor.as for each sex. (It we assume 
a six-month difference in development for six-year-
olds, intelligence quotients for girls will average 
four points above publisbad nor-ms, and I.Q.s for 
boys will average four points below such norms. 
(2) Provide for a longer pre-first-grade period 
for boys, thru nursery schools and kindergarten; 
or, to establish a higher legal entering age for 
boys than for girls. Bither of these provisions 
should result in improved school progress for boys, 
less frustration tor their parents and teachers, 
and better mental hfgiene tor all concerned.2 
A study reported by Prescott3 attempted to determine 
1~., P• 30• 
2Ib±d., P• 31. 
3George A. Prescott, "Sex Differences in Metropolitan 
Readiness Test Results," Journal of Educational Research, 
48:605·610, April 1955. --
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sex differences in the readiness for first grade by examining 
scores on the Metropolitan Readiness ~ which bad been 
administered to 7,821 boys and 7,138 girls. Since it was 
established that scores on the test were significantly 
correlated with chronological age and an examination ot the 
large sample revealed that the mean C.A. of the boys was 
.67 months greater than that ot the girls (which because of 
the large group was statistically significant at the one 
per cent level), a smaller sample of 400 boys and 400 girls 
of equal c.A. was examined. It was found that a mean 
difference ot 2.6 in favor of the girls was statistically 
significant at the five per cent level of confidence 
(C.R. 2.14). 
Concern with differences noted, however, had lead some 
to attempt to find the specific strengths and weaknesses 
that cause them. 
To determine the type and scope of sex differences in 
1 
reading readiness, Carroll analyzed the results of over 
five hundred children from a series of early readiness 
tests. Although none of the differences were statistically 
significant, the mean scores of the Gates Primary Reading 
Tests given to 414 of the same children in the study were 
3.2 tor the girls and 1.7 for the boys, a C.R. of 10.5 in 
favor of the girls. 
~rjorie w. Carroll, "Sex Differences in Reading 
Readiness," (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
School of Education, Boston, 1941). 
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1 
In a study by Fagg, previously reported, no significant 
differences were found in comparisons of the group tests of 
auditory and visual discrimination or reading achievement 
although all the differences in mean scores were in favor 
ot the girls. 
2 
As reported previously, the study by Barry found 
statisticallJ aignificant differences in favor of the girls 
in auditory discrimination at the second grade level and in 
reading achievement at the first three grade levels. 
Lewis, 3 it may be rsmembered, found no significant 
differences in learning rate ability although all mean 
differences were in favor of the girls. 
4 DeMichele analyzed the results of the Murphy-Durrell 
Diasnost~c Reading Readiness Teat given to 2,641 children 
at the beginning of the first grade. In auditory discrim-
ination there was a mean difference of 4.35 between the boys 
and the girls, a C.R. of 4.2. There was a difference of 
1.98 between the mBan of the boys and the girls in visual 
discrimination, a c.R. of 4•4 in tavor of the girls. No 
correlation was found between chronological age and auditory 
teat scores nor between chronological age and visual test 
scores. For each six months ot mental age, there was a 
lpagg, .2£• cit. 2Barry, .211• ill• 3Lewis, .2£• ill• 
4Anna DeMichele, "Sex Differences in Reading Readiness," (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, School ot 
Education, Boston, 1949). 
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positive correlation with the aaditor.y and visual test scores. 
l In Haskell's study significant differences in favor of 
the girls were found in reading achievement and ability to 
name letters. 
2 A more searching analysis in a study by Murphy, reported 
previously, showed significant differences in reading 
achievement in favor of the girls in the control group. 
However, in the experimental groups, which had specific 
training in auditory and visual discrimination, no statis• 
tically significant differences were found in reading 
achievement. More studies of this nature might lead to 
more practical solutions to the problem of sex differences 
in reading achievement in the primary grades. 
l Haskell, .22• AU• 
2Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Speci~ic Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on 
Begt.Qn!ng Reading," (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, 
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1943). 
CHAPTD III 
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
Selection ot tbe Ab111tiea 
Since the p~rpose ot the study vas to investigate the 
levels ot reading acbiev .. ent at the end ot grade one in 
relation to stat~s aDd growth ot various word perception 
abilities meas~red earlier in the year, most of the abili-
ties measured were the same as those which bad been 
measured previously. These factors were ones appearing in 
earl7 and recent research done in the area ot reading: 
the percept~al abilities concerned with auditory and visual 
discrimination and letter knowledse. Those abilities re-
meas~red were: vis~al maaorr tor word tor.ms, identifring 
lover case letters naaed, writing letters dictated, iden-
t1tJ1ng lower case letters soaaded, and identification ot 
letters whose sounds were heard in words pronounced.· 
Certain abilities measured at earlier periods in the 
year were not reaeasured in J~e, since the scores bad 
been ao high that bJ JWle the JU&su.res would not have 
been discriminator,-. These measures OJiitted were: match-
ing capital letters directly, matching lower case letters 
directly, aatch1ng capital letters shown, matching lower 
case letters sho~, and identifying capital letters na.ed. 
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Because ot the tt.e aDd the naaber ot exaainers tbat 
would necessarilJ have been involved, it did not seem 
feasible to atteapt individual testing so close to the 
close ot the school year tor the entire population sample. 
Therefore, a group test was devised at Boston University 
which would indicate bow well a child could aaploy his 
knowledge ot letter sounds in recosnizing new words for..ed 
troa taailiar words. The results ot tbia test would not, 
ot course, be directly oa.parable to the applied phonics 
teat given individually earlier 1n tbe 7ear, but it would 
per.ait examination ot the relatioaabip of this tactor to 
others meaa~ed. 
Another teat vbich vas UD!qae to the Jane battery vas 
a group meaaare ot silent reading ability. A rather large 
proportion ot tairlJ high acorea on a atandardized reading 
teat a~niatered in February indicated the possibility of 
•ceiling" scores on a Jane ad•1nfatration. The test was 
-
repeated in June to allow tor direct comparisons, but a 
new test developed at Boston University was added to pro-
vide a wider distribution of test scores. All testa are 
described more tally in the following chapter. 
Plan ot tbe Study 
Ot the m&QJ recent reading series in use in the first 
grade todaJ, a majority follow a procedure stressing 
acquisition ot a tairly extensive sight vooabulal"J before 
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beginning ins traction in letter uaaes and sounds. While 
research findings are not in ca.plete agreement, they do 
indicate that such training shonld possibly be begun earlier 
in the year and continued as long as is neceasarJ to achieve 
the goals. 
The language arts faculty at Boston University devel-
oped a program that would include the regular word recogni-
tion instruction plus early training in matching of letters 
and words, hearing sounds in words, learning letter names 
and solUlds, and use ot this knowledge in an application of 
phonics. 
During the first week or school in the tall of 1955, 
a meeting was held with 82 classroaa teachers tram four 
communities in which the progr«a was outlined and an 
explanation made of the sepyices offered by the Boston 
University staff. These services were to include diagnostic 
testing at tour periods throughout the year plus multiple 
"recipes" tor providing varied and meaningful experience and 
practice in the areas ot perceptual abilities, word recogni-
tion and meaning, and silent reading ability. Participation 
was put on a voluntary basis and was accepted by 81 of the 
teachers. 
The initial testing was done the following week aDd 
suggestions prepared on the basis or these test results. 
Wo rigid step-by-step procedures we .. outlined, but teachers 
were encouraged to begin instruction in the perceptual 
abilities tmaediately and to start reading instruction with 
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each group ot children as soon as their readiness was 
evident, the reading instruction to be done concurrent to 
the training in perceptual abilities and progressing as 
rapidly as learning rates allowed while following the 
basic instruction ot the reading series in use. 
Since the reading series in use in the tour communities 
dela7ed the teaching of perceptual abilities until later in 
the reading progra., the clasaroaa teachers were given, in 
addition to the test resalts, suggestions that might be 
used with children on the various levels indicated by the 
tests. Specitic ideas and da.onstrat1ons of materials that 
might be used tor instruction and varied practice were given. 
The actual preparation and use ot these and their own ideas 
were dependent chietlr upon the classroaa teacheri In the 
communities having superviso~ help there was greater 
opportunitr tor sharing ideas and materials as the super-
visors carried them trOllS one clasaroa to another making 
suggestions and providing saaples ot their own as well. 
It has been felt that maDJ clasaroaa teachers are 
inclined either (1) to direct tneir instruction toward the 
average child and then, anaware ot the weaknesses of manr 
or the children, push them on to more complex activities 
too soon, or (2) to be aware of their weaknesses but dis-
couraged by little or no progress, at a loss as to what to 
do next, and with the pressure ot ~ook-reading" achievement 
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upon taem, pash the children on to new processes anywaJ. 
It was hoped therefore that the testing periods in Iova.ber 
and Februaey would serve aa indications of the general 
progress ot the class, an4 also indicate these children 
within the class needing continued practice and the exact 
factor in the specific area needing that practice. 
About a month attar the third testing period, the 
teachers were provided with tbirtJ lessons .aphasizing 
word meaning in conjunction with word recognition .and with 
exercises to provide transfer of alreadJ established skilla 
into the area of silont reading. 
The tiDal test1ng period served as a basis tor the 
analJaes aade in this stu4J• Readers desiring an evaluation 
ot the whole prograa or exaaples ot the materials used tor 
instruction and practice maJ refer to the unpublished 
\ (-~otor's 41ssertation bJ Eleanor B. Linehan, aBarlJ 
) 1 ' In~Nction in Letter llaaes and SoWlds as Related to (J Success la Begianing Reading," Bosten Un1versitJ 1 1957. 
~---
Status ot the Population 
The total population saaple ot 1542 children was traa 
tour communities each sllghtlJ different tram the others. 
TheJ represented somewhat differing general socio-economic 
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levels, although each comaunitJ bad certain school districts 
representative of the low, aediw., and medium-high. Two of 
them (communities A and B in the descriptive paragraphs 
below) had part ot their population included in the st~dy 
tram the high socio-econaaic group. 
Community A is a mediwa-sized suburban city. There 
were two reading supervisors who helped in gathering the 
data and assisted with readiag techniques as teachers 
requested th ... 
In small, industrial Communit7 B, one reading super-
visor assisted in gathering the data and was available to 
teachers tor professional help throughout the year. 
An elementary supervisor directed the administration 
of the tests in Community c, aDd gave specltic suggestions 
to teachers at regular intervals. This comma1nitr is a 
large industrial suburban citr. 
Community D, a sprawling residential suburban city, 
runs its schools fairlJ 1D4~endentl7 of each otherwith 
little supervision tram outside, and daring this stud7 
no assistance tram any one person was used consistently 
throughout the syataa. 
The entire first grade popalation ot Community D 
participated in the testing program, bat only those 13 
classes that were following a reading program emphasizing 
the early teaching of letter names and sounds were 
incl~ded in this studJ• In the other communities each ot 
the original 52 classroaa teachers became part of the st~dJ 
on a voluntarr basis; only one withdrew shortly after the 
beginning of the school year. The teachers were always 
anxious to learn the res~lts ot the testing. 
Table I shows the namber ot participating classrooms 
and children. 
TABLB I 
BOMBER OF CLASSES AND PUPILS IB THE FOUR CCIOOJNITIES 
C011munit7 Nuaber ot Classes Number of Pupils 
A 21 $66 
B 13 347 
c 13 297 
D 17 .3.32 
Total 64 1542 
The namber ot children in each ca.munity as reported 
in the table above, is lower tban the number actually 
attending the participating classroaas, since children 
enteriDg after the Septeaber test batterr had been given 
were not included in the study, nor were children who, due 
to absences, bad missed tbe greater part ot the Febrnar,r 
or June batteries. The tollowiag table, however, showing 
the range ot class size and the average class size 1n the 
tour communities, indicates aore olosely the nambers ot 
children, excladina drop-o~ts and new enrollmenta, that 
teachers bad to work with. 
TABLE II 
RAI'GE OF CLASS SIZB AID 
AVERAGE SIZE OF CLA.SDS PARTICIPATDG 
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CcmmumitJ Range ot Size Average Size 
A. 
B 
a 
D 
Teatins Prooedare 
23 - 38 
22- 40 
lS- 31 
16 - 29 
30 
30 
2S 
23 
The tests were administered bJ reading and elamentarJ 
s~pervisors in tbe caaaunities and bJ Boston UniversitJ 
tacaltJ and teaching fellows, not bJ the classroom teacher. 
TheJ were generallJ given in three aessions: the tests ot 
visll&l memol'J and letter knowledge in one session; the 
tests ot applied phonics, auditor, discrimination, and the 
Detroit ~ Recosaitiop Teat in a second session; and the 
word classification test and paragraph meaning test in a 
third session. Resting periods were trequentlr taken 
duriug anJ ot the testing sessions; need tor and duration 
ot these breaks was lett to the judgment ot the examiner 
as indicated bJ the behavior ot the group. 
The scoring ot all teats vas done bJ the writer aDd 
a qaalitied assistant. A discussion ot the scoring 
procedure ot each teat is incladed 1n Chapter IV. 
Record1ps and treataent ot Data 
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~he raw scores were entered on class eheets and a code 
number was assigned to each teet, child, class, and cam-
munitJ. From these sheets, the 1Dtor.aation vas punched 
onto standard I.B.M. c·ards. each car4 representing infor-
mation on one child. Gross data were then processe4 to 
indicate treqQenciea and percentile scores in eacb 
ccamami t7 on each measure. The cards were 1'llD through a 
second ttme to obtain the aaae intor.aation relating to 
the boys and to the girls. 
For correlations and iDtercor.relations ot the various 
factors measured a smaller population sample was desired. 
It was machine-chosen b7 selecting every titth card ot 
those 13SS cards which had camplete into~tion tor all 
subtests on all testing periecla. In this random sample 
the ca.m~ities were no longer kept separate. The 271 
cards were processed tor the into~tion obtainable b7 
:machine. 
Analysis ot data is explained in aore detail in 
Chapter v. 
Baeh ot the measure• ot the Jwae teat batter)" ia 
reYi.... 1a the page a tba t tollov. !be reY1eva inclu.de 
a description ot the teat tor.a aDd procedure, an explaaa-
tion ot the method ot aooriDa u.aed, aacJ. a report ot tbe 
teat rel1&bilitr. A .ore ca.pre~aiYe treataent ot 
re11ab1lltr can be found ln Cbapter V where a diacaaa1on 
ot tb.e .. tbod tor obtaiaias tbe n11abilit1ea, aDd the 
11111 ta tiona ot tbia procedue for certain ot the measures 
1a 1ncla4ed. 
'fhe booklet which the cb.llclren uec! 1n taklug these 
~eats, aDd the 41rect1ona aae4 b7 the exaainer in ada1n-
1ater1ag the teat a, UJ be 1'oUA4 1D the A.ppeadix. 
Pt••£lptig. !bf.a 1a an inYentorr teat to meaa11re 
kDovl~e ot all 26 l•ttera •t tbe alpbabet. Bach it .. 
cona1ata ot S letters; tbe cb114 vas to t1n4 aDd circle 
the letter aaaed b7 the ex-.tner. In aoat 1teaa, the 
incorrect letters were at.!lar eno-ab. to the correct 
reaponae to be conai4ere4 41atractora. 
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11. 
n " w r • 
fagrtgs. Tbia teat 1a aoored b7 total1q the correct 
responaes; total aoore posa1ble: 26. 
Bf1Jtb1~1tl• The rel1ab111t7 tor tb1s test vas toand 
to be • 711• 
Hept,tJ1pg Lettera SoM11tt1 
Rttcr1p!1U• All tbe letter• ot the alphabet were 
teste4 except: a, e, 1, o, "' 7, q, aD4 z. The latter 
were 1ac1Qde4 .. ODS the 41straotora, however. 
'· D t A X 7 
Bielat bleD4a were alae teat!Cl: ah, th, cl, ch, sa, pl, 
vh, ak. 
ScgW. The n-.ber ot 1t ... •rke4 correctl7 
1D41cates the acoreJ total acore posa1ble: 26. 
Jtl1abQ1g. !he mn1m• rel1ab111t7 tor this teat 
was tocmd. to be .86. 
peaor1Rt1!!• The children were to write the letter 
uaed. 1n e1 tber 11pper or lover .... , a&Dilscr1pt or 
cara1ve baD4vr1t1Dg on the appropriate line. 
In tbia teat aa 1n the two preYloga testa, the letters 
dictated or aouade4 were DOt 1n alpbabet1eal order. 
§!2£&Ps• The total ..-ber ot points poaslble vas 
26. Ifeatneaa 414 not baYe &DJ' etteet on the scoring 
except aa ille&ibilltJ alsbt eaaae the itea to be con-
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a1dere4 wrcu:ag. ••I• 
as to vb.etber it vas 
would leave some question 
1DteD4ed to be an b., n, or 
r. Reversed letter to~ or partial reYersala were counted 
as incorrect, eg. • 
At•&!kli,tr• Por tbia popalation the reliabilitr was 
:to an4 to be • 87. 
Pt•trlpt11B• TweatJ•stx ot the it .. a on this teat 
are tbe same •• the •visual• aeet1on it .. s 27 tbroQSh S2 
ot tbe 'erlil-Ps£rt1l P1!I!Oft1o.B1fflpc J!ad&a••• Test. 
It .. s 1 through 26 (14eat1t7illl letters ahOWD) were 
fai tted tr• the Jue. teats beoaaae scores on a previou 
testiDg ba4 been ao high as to 1a41cate tbat the test 
would not baYe been disorS•Sa•torJ lt used 1n Jane. 
Because tbe aoorea on the identit,.iag words shown section 
bad also been rather bigh on a preYioga testing, eight 
it .. a were added 1n an attaapt to 1Dcreaae the 4itticalt7 
and tb.ua proYide a higher ceillDI• 
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Bach it .. eoaa1sted ot ti~e single or aaltisrllable 
vor4a. A wore in lara• print vae exposed tor tive 
aeooDda; the oh114ren were to look at the eard tor the 
entire tive seconds, tben, ae tbe card was pat aside, 
tb.eJ were to find tbat aaae w_.4 aaeng tomr others in 
the box. 
21}. pl&J 
boJ do& 
storigl. A total ot 34 polDte was possible b7 
countias the it ... oorreotl7 .. rked. 
Btl&abUig. Miniaua rel1a~111t7 tor this teat was 
• 79 on the popu.lat1on ~ase4 in tbie st.udJ• 
Appl1H lhon1ta 
RtiKDt&ot• Since it •• aot possible ao oloae to 
the end ot the school rear to do an 1Ddiv1dual oral teat 
ot a ob114 1 a abilit7 to to~ new words f.roB familiar words 
bJ applJiDs their knovle4se ot letter soaa4a, a gro~ap 
silent reading teat vaa devlae4 at Boston UniversltJ ln an 
atteapt to aeaalll'e the saae skill. 
Bach of the ten 1 t•s bad alz rbJa1Dg words; the child 
vaa to write the nuaber dictated aDder the word dictated. 
The directions which the ezaainer had tor explainina the 
teat to tbe children were as tollowa: 
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Write the•• verda on tbe board 1D a horizontal row: 
all, laall, l!ll• tall, !!!11• .!!11 
SlY: "We are so1D& to pla7 a same ua1nc our •:r•• 
aD4 ears. Look at tbeae words on the board. 
!be t1rat wor4 i• !Al• l'a going to vrlte l 
amcler all. Listen and see it JOtl can tinct 
tu next vorcl tbat I sar: call." 
llaYe ••• chil4 sbov tbe word .s!ll and write 2 WlCler it. 
S.lY: "•ow li1ten tor Dallber three: taU. Who oan 
t1D4 tall &D4 write 3 aDder it!" 
KaYe one oh1l4 respond. 
SlY: "Listen: 4 - talA·• 
BaTe one child tind and write 4 UDder tal*• 
SlY: •ti•ten: S - i!ll•• 
llaYe child vri.te S UDder Jt!ll• 
SAY: "'lie are aoing to clo 1011e more like this on oar 
papers. We'll liatea, look and t1Dd tbe word, 
aDd write the aaaber it. Probabl;r JOG can 
not t1Dd all ot tb... Do the beat JOU can. 
Reactr: ••• • 
The tirat word in each 1t• waa alva;ra naber l and 
bad been chosen aa beiag a wor4 within the reading Yocab-
W.ar;r ot tbe Scott Fore ..an baaal readers and ccaaon to at 
least three readiag seriea beiD& aaed at the tirat grade 
leYel. The otber tiTe words vere ohoaea aa words not 
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tewnd 1n the readers at this level, bat which could be aade 
traa the ta.iliar word bJ aerel7 transferring the 1n1t1al 
conaoaant or blend. One ot the six wor4a was to be lett 
bl811k: 
9. name tame tlaae game 
I 3 ;;_, 5 
§ltriPS• Bach 1tea had the posa1b111tr ot t1ve correct 
reaponaea: the first word was counted as a correct 
response, and the blank word was d1acoanted whether marked 
or not. E.g. 
· 9. naae tlaae game 
I 3 5 
!be tirst aa.ple ot it.. nine above baa been marked 
correotl7 and would receive a acore ot S. !he second 
sample bJ ca.pariaoa woald receive a score ot 2. 
When as oecasi<MlallJ bappeu4, a cbild tollowecl through 
the board sa.plea eorreetl7, b•t then proceeded to mark 
everr !tea 1, 2, 3, 4, $ 1D or4er, the score was called 
zero ra tber than coaanting tboae •rkecl right bJ chance. 
It a child reversed Daaber tor.ma (e•&• • • • tlaae 
..J;; 
gaae •• ), tbeJ were still co.-ted as correct 1t 
c 
placed beneath the risbt wr4 siac.e ab1l1tJ' to applJ 
' phordea waa the skill being aeasared aot the ab111tr to 
wr1 te naber 41gi ta. 
Rel&ab111tl• Por tbe population taking this teat, 
the rel1ab1l1tJ vaa .96. 
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peecrlptlon. This teat ot a.pap11 1 a abllltJ to ldentltf 
letters vboae sounds he bears iD words prono~ced was 
1 
developed aa part ot a stadJ IJ Pegg and others. 
For the tlrat elghteea it._. tbe chlld la to look 1n 
each box and troa tlve lower caae letters choose aDd circle 
the one theJ hear at the beglrmlag ot each word pronoanced. 
bJ the exa.lner. 
In the next six 1teas the child is to circle the one 
word. ot three that eads like each verd pronoeced b7 the 
exaalner. 
The tolloviag jwelve lt ... ~eqalre that the cblld 
t1a4 the one word ot three tbat begins and enc:ls like each 
pronoanced word. 
'l'he tlaal t•a,~ltema are aaltlple response lt•a in 
which the child 11 to circle aa7 ot t be letters or letter-
ca.blnatlona heard aarvbere ln the word pronounced. 
The examiD.er'a directions tor this last section ot 
the teat are1 
(Wrlte these letters on the board I Ja4 z }.! .! ! !il.•) 
lAY: •10v move JOU •rker to aaber 1 uder c. 
1 PbJllla B. Foss, "~lJsla ot tbe Boston UD1vera1t7 
'!'eat ot Hearing SoQDda ln Vor4a,• (anpubllshed Master's 
tbea1a, Boston UnlversltJ, School ot Education, Boston, 
l9S6). 
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"Listen to this word: b11ndJ.as. Draw circles 
around all of the aoaa4s JOU hear in blindipg." 
(Teacher circles 1n4 J!l !a&. on the board.) 
SAY: ·"How man7 of JOU circled these sounds?" 
(Write on the board: .! a .11 f. A .!!1.•) 
SlY: "l'ow tiacl all the so_.• 70a can in this word -
pqradJ.t• Which 414 70t.1 circle? Yes, .& 
!. and .i• The other soan.cla are not on JOur 
paper. Circle the letters 70t.1 hear 1n thia 
word • • • • 
IJtr&ll• Jlacb ot tbe first tb1l'tJ•81x 1tema is giYea 
one point it correctlJ .arked. For the laat ten itaas 
there vas a total of tb1rt,r-tbree points possible, so tbat 
the total DUlber of poiats tor the vbole teat was sixtJ-
n1ne. In scoring tbe last section, however, tbe nwaber of 
letters .arked which should not haYe been marked waa sub-
tracted traa the naaber ot correct responses, thus campea-
aatiag to a ··~ala 4esree for the suesaing factor. 
!JellJb&:&;i'U:• A alldaa reliabilitJ of .91 vas foancl 
tor tbia teat used with tbe population 1D this atudJ• 
Reeor&rti!B• This aaltiple response teat required 
tbe child to read each word aad mark onl7 those titt1as 
the catesor7 stated b7 tbe eza.iner. For ex-.ple, to the 
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statement, "Mark the words that tell the names of things that 
fly," the correct response would be: 
29 
know basy 
The directiom to the examiner are as follows: 
{Write these words on tb.e board: .1at£, tell, .!.!!,, 
~· .2!.!£•) 
SAY: "Some ot tb.ese 'WOrds are number words. some are 
not. We want to ma.k jast tb.e ones that are 
number words. Let's read the words together: 
Is two a number word? 
-
Yes, so we'll draw a circle around !!£• Is tell 
-
a number word.? No, ao we do not mark tell. 
-
Is 
!il a nu.ber word? Yes, so we will draw a circle 
around !!!• Is £B! a nwmber word? Yes, so we will 
draw a circle around one. Is over a number word? 
No, so we do not mark .Q!.!£. 
"We are going to do scae more exercises like tb.1s 
one. I will tell you the kind of words to .-rk 
in each row. Be sure to read each word caretlllly 
to yourself'. Do not mark a word unless it tits 
into the groap I say. In some lines all of the 
words will be marked, in same only four will be 
marked, in others only tb.ree or two words will 
be marked. Read Caref'ally." 
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Ot tbe 1$0 vorda in the teat, 82 were troa the Scott 
Fore..an readera at the tirat sraae level, 46 at the aecoDd 
grade, and 10 at the third. BlshtJ•aix ot the words were 
e~n to the ti:rst srade books ot at least thPee readiq 
aeries. 
8!9£11'• The greatest aaaber ot points possible waa 
109. In dete~aing the score, anolrcled wor4s were not 
counted at all, vbether tbe7 aaoa14 bave been .arked or 
Ot tboae circled, aaae were 
vorcta which ahoa.ld bave beea aarke4 and some were word.s 
wbich oaght to b&Ye '-•• lett bl&Dk. 'rheae circled words 
were coanted aDd tbe DDaber r1pt aiua twice the Dalber 
vrona vas considered to be the aoore. 
Be~&!!?&litx. The Jlialll• rel1ab1lit7 tor thia teat 
was tood to be • 96. 
1 
peaor1pt&91• Froa a atwlJ' b7 Beuett and otbera in 
which teats bad been devised to meaaa.re ailent reading, 
certain ot the aub-teata were adapted tor ~•e in the Jane 
teat batterr. 'rh1a aection coaaiated ot one aaaple aDd 
foG:r one-parasraph stories. Alter the child :read each 
~. V1ra1ala BeDDett, et al., •conatru.ction aDd. 
Bvalaation ot Group Tests in Bea41Dg tor Grades One, Two, 
and Three,• (anpubl1ahe4 M&ater'a thesia, Boaton Un1Terait,., 
Sehool ot Eaacation, Boston, 19S3). 
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atorr, he was to n•ber toe aenteaeea in the order in vblch 
tbeJ bad happened in the stoi'J'. In these sentences the 
ideas were the aa.e bQt the wordiDg different tram that ~sed 
in the stories. Following each ot the aeq~ence aeotlona 
were three to ti'Ye questions to be answered bJ drawing a 
line Wlder tile correct wol\'l or phrase. 
Sfor1DI• A total score ot tbirty possible points was 
dete:nainecl b7 alaplf coutlDa tlw naber of it•• correct. 
The sequential iteaa were aet welgbted, bat merely cowated 
rJ.sht or 111'088 • 
)1~\!bllltJ. The rel1ab111t7 ot the test was .93. 
Reatr1Rt1ea• In thla teat tortr words or phrases are 
to be joined b7 4raw1Dg a line to the pictare which best 
salta thea. D1ac&Ua1ns tbe selection ot -vocabu.larr the 
author of tbe teat aara: 
Two aoareea were ut111secl1 Dr. Thornclike 'a Wort 12!5 
aDd a atwtr ot the 'YOo&bU.&l'J ot ten wiclelJ aaed 
t1t-at readera. The vorcla wbS.eb oceered approxl-
matelr tittr ttaea or .ore ln the tirat•reac1e~ llat 
were checked with tbe tlrat t1Ye haadred 1n Dr. 
!bora4ik•'• list. !bose ca.aoa to both llats were 
seleete4.1 
§!o£l!S. !be !Wilber ot correct rea ponaea Jlelda the 
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raw score tor the teat. Grade no~• are proT14ed in the 
li&Dllal. 
Rtl1ab~1tJ• Obtained bJ the split-halt method, the 
average reliability tor srade one was .94. 
CBlP.l'D V 
ARLYSIS OP D&!A 
The parpoae ot this atadr vas to 1aveat1gate the levela 
ot reading acb1eveaent at the eD4 ot grade one in relation 
to atata. and growth ot varioaa word perception abilities 
aeaaared earlier in the rear. It vas hoped tbat it woa14: 
1. indicate relat1onab1pa between varioas levels ot 
read1ag aehiev .. ent .&D4 e&rlJ perceptual abilities, 
2. Jiel4 farther iator.matlon about. the valae of 
aa41torr ani visual peroept1on abilities as 
indications ot readiQ& rea41neaa, 
3· discover the ettect et rate of 1aprovement in 
perceptaal abilities OD read1Dg achieve .. nt, 
4• reveal &DJ d1tterencea 1D reading achievement and 
pereeptLl&l abilities between the bo7a and the girls, 
S. aaggest the relat1onab1p. of aental age to read1.ns 
achiev-ent, 
6. evidence anr effect that chronological age at 
school entrance Dd.pt baTe on reading achieTement 1 
7. show tbe relat1onab1p ot learDina rate scores at 
tbe beg1•nSag ot .the 7ear to reading achiev .. ent 
at the end or tbe rear. 
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!he raw scores tor each child baving been punched 
onto IBM cards. gross data on tbe total populatlon saaple 
were processed to obtain treqRenoJ 41atrib~tions and per-
centile scores 1a eaell c.,.uitJ a each aeasure. The 
cards were then re-poeesse4 to oa.tain the same information 
tor test resalts ot tae boJs aad ot the girls. Por part ot 
the stacy. a .. aller population saaple was desired, so a 
randoa saaple ot 271 cases troa all caJI\is on which data 
were complete tor all testing periods, were aaebine-
selected. 
Central !eadenex aad Var1ab111tz 
Keptal ase !!! JQne readigs ••ii•veaent !( entire 
population a-.llt. !he .aean and staadard deviation ot 
mental age (expressed in •ontha) are reported in 
Table III. 
TABLB III 
DIS!RIBU!'IOll OF 'fBI MDftL .lGBS OF 1736 FIRS! GRADE 
CBILDBD Ill SBP!'DIBBB 
Seore 
120-1211 
11.$-119 
110-114 
10.$~1-09 
100·104 
9.$-99 
90~9k 
8.$-89 
80-84 
7.$-79 
70-74 
6.$-69 
60-64 
.$.$-.$9 
.$0-.$14 
4.$--9 
Meaa 
S.D. 
8).06 
11.21 
Frequ.encJ 
6 
2 
23 
~~ 
103 
197 
309 3SS 
294 
173 
lOS 
32 
22 
9 
s 
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The mean aental age waa 83.06 and the standard 
4eY1at1oa 11.21 wblch ahowa the ;roap to be qu.ite hlt•ro-
geneoaa. 
Reaulta ot the ceab1De4 ailent reading testa 
are 1n41cate4 1a Table IV. 
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TABLB IV 
DISTIUBUTIOI' OF TBB COMBIDD SILBft BBADilfG SCOBBS 
OF 1 1 .$04 FIRST GBCB CBILDRD I. JUIB 
Score 
130-139 
120-129 
110-119 
100-109 
90-99 
80-89 
70-79 
60-69 
50-59 
40-49 
30-39 
20-29 
10-19 
0-9 
Mean 
S.D. 
6?.86 
29.27 
Frequenc7 
8 Sl 
90 
111 
126 
149 
i3i 
178 
186 
~~ 
i~ 
· The mean score on the combined silent reading 
testa waa 67.86 and the standard deviation 29.27. 
Table V ahowa the mean and standard deviation on the 
word claaa1f1eation teat, one ot the sub-testa of the 
cembined silent reading. 
TABLB V 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE WORD CLASSIFICATION SCORIS 
OP 1,S03 PIBBT GBADB CBILDRBI IN JUBI 
Score 
100-109 
90-99 
80-89 
70-79 60-69 
SO-S9 
40-49 
30•39 
20-29 
10-19 
0•9 
Mean 
S.D. 
57.35 
22.92 
Prequ.encr 
31 
l2S 
119 
202 
216 
226 
219 
191 
112 
~3 
The mean score tor the vor4 elaa•1f1eat1on test vaa 
S7.3S and the standard deyiation 22.92. 
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Reau.lts ot the second au.b•test, the teat ot paragraph 
meaning, are 1nd1cate4 1n Table VI. 
TABLB VI 
DISTBIBUTIOJJ OF TBB P.lBAGBlPH Dl:IIIfG SCORIS 
OP 1.507 FIRS! GIADB CBILJ)DI Ilf JUD 
30-31 
28-29 
26-27 
214-2S 
22•23 
20-21 
18-19 
16-17 
14·15 
12-13 
10•11 
8-9 
6~7 
4-S 
2-3 
0-1 
Mean 
S.D. 
10 • .51 
8.19 
PrequencJ 
10 
27 
5~ 
H 
66 
76 
~ ll~ 
133 
166 
1.$1 
1.$1 
213 
As iD4icate4 in Table VI. tbe aean aoore on tbe teat 
ot paragraph aeantng vaa lO.Sl aa4 the ataadard deviation 
was 8.19. 
The nwaber and per cent at various levels on the 
Detroit Word Reoogn1t1on !eat are saovn 1D Table VII. 
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TABLB VII 
LBVBI.S OP ACHIBYDIKft OP 1, 707 OBILDBD 
Olf DB!IOIT WORD .RBCOGJII'!IO• DS! Ill JVIB 
Grade Level ••er Per Oent 
above 3.0 1123 25 
2.0 
- 2.9 802 147 
1.6 
- 1.9 276 16 
below 1.6 20f. 12 
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!ventr-tlve per cent ot the ob114ren tested at the end 
ot grade one were readtng at thirdaztade level or above. 
Fortr-seven per cent were rea4J.a& at the secoa4 grade level. 
ot the r ... 1D1ng 28 per eent, 16 .per cent were reading at 
a level eqat ftlent to t he second. halt ot grade one and 12 
per cent were reading below tae .t44le ot grade one. 
Remts !! •tlectf4 .apt-· •••m• a each 
tWPf&tx. Scores ot •ntal aae, ohrcmolosieal ase, and 
lear.Diaa rate as well aa abil1t7 ia aa41tor.r discrt.1nat1on 
and lmovleqe of l.etter naaea are 1D4icated tor each 
oowmatt7 as a basis tor coapariaoa at the. beslDD1Da of the 
school 7ear. 
The aean aoorea and staa4ard deviations tor mental age 
in c ... unlt7 are presented 1n !able YIII. 
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'.rABLB VIII 
DIS!RIBU'fiON OF MBftAL .A.GB Ill SBPTEMBER 
FOR BACH COJOOJHI!!' 
Fregu.acz; bl Ccmmumi tl 
Score A B c D 
120-124 2 2 0 2 
11.$-119 1 0 0 1 
110-114 9 1 0 13 
10.$-109 8 s 1 19 
100-104 30 11 1 2' 
9.$-99 .$1 19 9 ~ 90·94 86 li B 8$-89 120 ~9 80-84 1a1 u 7$-79 2 7$ 73 
Z~:Z\ 69 ~l 31 26 32 8 2l 60-64 13 12 1 SS-59 12 7 1 2 
so-S~J 6 1 0 2 
45-'19 2 2 0 1 
Mean 83 • .$6 88gijl0 81.8~ as • .so 
S.D. 11.$8 11.10 6.9 12.84 
l'aaber 6SIJ .387 314 381 
Cc.11wdtJ A bad the tblrd highest aean score with 
8).$6 &Dd a staa4ard deviation ot 11 • .$8; eammwnit7 B bad 
tae lowest mean score with 80.80 aad a standard deviation 
of 11.101 com.UD1t7 C bad the secODd highest mean score 
vitb 81.83 and a standard de•J.a.Uoa ot 6.94; eomaan1t7 D 
had tbe bigheat mean score with 8$ • .$0 and a standard 
deviation ot 12.8q. 
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!he mean scores and ataDdard deviations ot chronological 
age 1n each c ... unitJ are presented in Table IX. 
'l'ABLB IX 
DIS'l'RIBU'fiOlJ OF CBROJJOLOGICAL AGE Ill SBP.rDBBR 
FOR BACH COJIHU:n!Y 
Score 
98·99 
96-97 
94-9.$ 
92-93 
98-91 
88-89 
86-87 
84-8.$ 
82-83 
88-81 
78-79 
76-77 
71J·7S 
72-73 
70-71 
68-69 
Mean 
S.D. 
Bwaber 
A 
1 
0 
0 
0 
~ 
10 
1~ 
so 
1~6 
108 
102 
9.$ 
2.$ 
t70 
6 sJ3 
Freq MDCI Dl COllllltmi t7 
B c D 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
2 2 0 
1 2 2 
1 3 3 
4 s 1 
3 9 1 
7 11 13 
~~ ~8 i~ 
79 3! 64 
S3 66 79 70 118 ss 
S2 40 49 8 9 10 
l8o 76.~ 7S.7S .• 16 4.5 ~.02 3 7 3l.q 3 1 
'l'b.e aean chronologieal age a in each communi t1 were 
tairlJ equal. c-..UDitJ A bad a .. an chronological age ot 
75.70 with a st&Ddard 4eviation ot 4·33; ca.aanitJ B had 
a aean ot 7.$.80 with a st&Ddard deviation ot 4.16; com.UD1t7 
C bad a aean ot 76.~ vi'h a standard deviation ot 4.S8; 
comaUD1t7 D bad a mean ot 7S.7S witb a standarct deviation 
ot 4.02. 
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!he aean scores and standard deviations ot tne test ot 
learning rate in each cc•aumitJ are anown in '!'able x. 
'l'ABLI X 
DISTRIBU!IOI OF LlWii'IlfG RA.D SCORIS IN SEPTEMBER 
FOR BACH COMIIIJBifi 
Score 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
' 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Mean 
S.D. 
Jfmaber 
A 
44 
r 9" 0 
tg 
81 
93 
79 
.$6 
18 
4.7S 
2e70 
6.$4 
Freu.eacz bz Com11unitz 
B c D 
7 11 31 
9 10 lS 
14 9 '~ 21 18 117 27 ~i '~ kl ~i 69 41 ~~ 40 47 32 31 21 18 13 
,3.86 3e97 4.87 
2.311 2.~6 2.75 
387 314 381 
CommonitJ A had the second highest mean score with 4.75 
and a standard deviation ot 2.70; co.aanitJ B bad the lowest 
mean score with .3.86 and a standard deviation ot 2.34; 
CGIIIliU'li tJ C had the third highest aean a core with 3. 97 and 
a standard deviation ot 2-46; cowmun1tJ D had the higbest 
mean score with 4•87 an4 a ataD4ard deviation ot 2.75. 
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!he mean scores and standard deviations ot the test ot 
auditoPy discrimination in each oam-anit7 ape shown in 
'.fable XI. 
!ABLB XI 
DIS!RIBU!IOW OF AUDITORY DISORIMIKA!IOW SCORES 
Ill 8BP'fBMBIR FOR BACH COMMUBITY 
Score 
80-84 
75-79 
70·74 
65-69 
60-64 
55·S9 
.$0-$4 
k.$~9 
40-li4 
.35-.39 
.30·3J4 
25-29 
20·24 
1.$-19 
10-14 S-9 0-IJ 
Mean 
S.D. 
llaaber 
A 
1$ 
26 
19 
29 
S4 
27 S4 63 
36 
72 
49 
20 
40 
29 
17 
~ 80 
38.82 
22.70 654 
Freqa.eDOJ bJ CODlwd t7 
B c D 
• 7 18 l.ij 3 26 
11 12 16 
17 14 24 
1z 19 32 
' ~ 22 28 28 21 22 
17 10 12 
~i ~ 32 27 
20 7 22 
16 20 23 
23 23 19 
1$ 11 13 23 ~ 73 46 
32.16 32.$$ 41.17 
2i.l2 23.83 ~·83 3 7 312 .3 0 
CommanltJ A bad the second highest mean score with 
,38.82 and a standard deviation ot 22.70; cammunitJ B bad 
the lowest aean score with 32.16 aDd a standard 4ev1ation 
ot 2.3.121 ca.muaity C bad the third highest mean score with 
32 • .$5 and a standard deviation ot 23.83; comaanity D bad 
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tbe highest mean acore with 41.17 and a atanda~ deviation 
ot 24.83. 
The mean acorea aad standard deviation• of the teat of 
lower case lettera named in each eommunitJ are shown in 
Table XII. 
TABLE XII 
DISftiBU!ION OF SCORIS OK H8'l' OF IDBITIF!'II'G 
LOWBR OASB Iaft!DS NAMBD FOB BACH OOMMUII'f!' 
II' SBP'.fEDD 
Score Freq UDOJ b7 COlllllluni t7 
.1. B 0 D 
26 8 2 2 ll 
25 1.5 s 2 6 
2q l1J 6 s 19 
23 20 4 12 ~l 22 24 12 s 
21 23 11 s 14 20 ~~ z 12 14 19 10 12 
18 23 12 12 17 
17 ~ 13 8 9 16 ~ 7 10 ll ~l ~ 17 17 
13 32 18 10 10 
12 ~~ 19 1.5 20 11 16 13 21 
10 ~t 19 23 17 9 29 21 20 
8 31 20 22 17 
z ~t ~i 27 14 22 19 
s 21 28 13 17 
4 lS 20 13 17 
3 13 18 18 10 
2 9 10 3 9 
1 s 9 3 h 0 3 a 2 
Mean 1E:ro lf·'~ 1t:i~ li:M S.D. 3ar llamber 6S4 314 3 0 
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Cammanity A bad the second highest mean score with 12.96 
and a standard deviation of 6.30; comwanit7 B had the lowest 
mean score with 10.67 and a standard deviation of 6.3$; 
community C had the third highest mean score with 11.39 and 
a standard deviation of 6.15; community D bad the highest 
mean score with 13.41 and a standard deviation of 7.09. 
!he mean scores and the standard deviations of the 
test of capital letters named in each oommoD1ty are shown 
in Table XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORBS OB TEST OF IDBHTIFYIIG 
c.I.PI~.AL LETTBRS lfAMED FOR EACH COMMUNITY 
IN SBP!BHBD 
Score Frequencr bf Community 
A B c 
101 
D 
26 117 60 
25 
S7 107 
2.$ 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
6 
z 
r'S / 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Mean 
S.D. 
Number 
60 
38 16 
21 24 26 13 
18 s 
2.$ CJ 
22 11 
18 8 
17 9 
27 10 
20 17 
~~~19 15 
2.$ 11 
27 10 
31 1.$ 
2.$ 14 
f~ 21 13 
27 1.$ 
10 11 
2l 18 
6 ~ s 1 
2 2 
1 2 
17.49 1.$.6.$ 
7.20 8.03 
6.$4 387 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library. 
14 31 
14 ~ 10 
7 1S 
9 13 
10 8 
8 s 
10 9 
8 8 
8 13 
8 12 
12 9 
12 12 
1.$ 1l 
7 7 11 10 
17 iJ! 13 
19 10 
17 9 
13 9 
9 8 
2 8 
0 s 
2 3 1 1 
1.$.81 17.99 
7·74 7.96 
313 377 
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COJau.nit,' ~the seceDCl highest mean score with 17.49 
and a standard deviation of 7.20; eoamanity B bad the 
lowest aean score with 1$.65 and a standard deviation ot 
8.03J communitJ C had the third highest mean score with 
1$.81 aDd a standard deviation ot 7.74; community D had the 
highest mean score with 17.99 and a standard deviation of 
7.96. 
Results gt !Q!. Jane testa ,!!! each cqpmatn1 tz:. In the 
following eleven tables the resQlts of the measQI'es 
administered 1n JQDe are recorded tor each cc»BDmn1 'tJ. 
The mean scores and standard deviations on the 
cambined silent reading test 1n eaeh community are reported 
in !able XIV. 
Score 
130-139 
120-129 
110-119 
100-109 
90-99 
80-89 
70-.J9 60 ·9 
so-S9 
40-49 
30-39 
20-29 
10•19 
0-9 
Mean 
S.D. 
!ABLB XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCOBBS BY COMMUNITIES 
.ON JUD 'lEST OF COMBINBD SILDT READIIG 
HrequencJ bJ CommanitJ 
A B c 
4 2 1 21 9 12 
46 16 11 
~~ 27 22 27 28 
60 kO 21 
.$6 g 31 64 38 .$9 5X S6 
46 32 23 
23 10 12 
12 1 7 
6 0 4 
71.49 70.00 6.$ • .$7 
29.78 2.$.81 28.66 
lfamber S4S 3112 287 
In eOJIIIIIlDitJ A the mean sccre ot 71.49 with a 
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D 
1 
11 
17 
22 
22 
29 
21 
28 
40 
~g 
37 
13 
s 
61.19 
31.20 
332 
standard 
deviation of 29.78 was the hi£heatJ in commnnit7 B the mean 
score of 70.00 with a standard deviation of 2.$.81 was the 
second highest; in cammunitJ C the mean score ot 67.$7 with 
a ataDdard deviation ot 28.66 vas the third highest; in 
0111 UJJdt7 D the mean score ot 61.19 with a standard deviation 
ot 31.20 was the lowest. 
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The mean scores and ataDdard deviations on the teat ot 
word claaaitication (the tirat s~b-test ot the combined 
silent reading test) in eadh ca..UD1t7 ar. reported in 
Table XV. 
Score 
100-109 
90•99 
80-89 
70-79 
60-69 
.$0-.$9 
40-IJ9 
30-.39 
20•29 
10-19 
0-9 
•••• S.D. 
TABLE XV 
DIS!RIBUTION OF SOORI:S BY COMMUlfiTIES 
ON Jrrll !EST OF WORD OL&SSIPICATIOI 
Prequencr b7 OommunitJ 
A B 0 
1.$ d 6 62 21 .$1 20 
79 so 31 
90 62 38 
71 60 .$3 
77 ~s .$1 
.$9 
1J 37 31 1.$ 
1.$ 3 9 
6 1 6 
60.72 .$8.79 .$5.82 
2).22 20.11 22.49 
Number S.$6 3lt7 287 
D 
6 
19 
~~ 
27 
43 
ijO 
S2 
48 
17 
s 
.$2.~8 
24· 4 332 
In cammQnitJ A the aean score ot 60.72 with a standard 
deviation of 23.22 vas the h!gbeat; in cammUDitJ B the mean 
scores ot .$8.79 with a standard Aeviation of 20.11 was the 
second highest; in c•amnitJ O;t:bt mean score ot .$5.82 with 
a standard deviation ot 22.49 was the third highest; in 
ca..QD!tr D the mean score ot .$2~8 with a standard 
deviation ot 24•S4 was the loweat. 
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The ..an scores an4 staDdard deviations on the paragraph 
aeaDing test (the second sub-teat ot the combined silent 
reading teat) in each comaanit7 are reported in Table XVI. 
Score 
30-31 
28-29 
26-27 
24-2$ 
22-23 
20-21 
18-19 
16-17 
14·1S 
12·13 
10-11 
8-9 
6-7 
4·S 
2-3 
0·1 
Mean 
S.D. 
!ABLB XVI 
DISTRIBU!IOI' OF SCODI BY COJOOJ11!1'IBS 
OI JUD DS! OP PUAGBAPH MElii.G 
Freqaeno7 b7 Ca.aanit7 
A B c 
It ; 1 11 6 ii 9 10 1.4 
22 19 12 
28 16 ~ 31 19 
29 17 20 
19 11 ~l i! 28 31 21 29 3S 47 31 so 41 30 
67 29 21 
81 29 18 
10.60 10.93 11.8i 8.1J1 7.72 
Haber sse 3112 i•6 2 7 
D 
1 
7 
~ 10 
8 
11 
11 
11 
14 22 
2$ 
34 
32 
~~ 
8.92 
8.49 
332 
In commwait7 A the aean score ot 10.60 with a staadard 
deviation ot 8.41 was the third bigheat; 1n cammanit7 B the 
mean score ot 10.93 with a ataDdard deviation ot 7.72 vas 
the second highest; in c-.mQDit7 C the mean aoere ot 11.83 
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with a ataaiard deviation ot 7.68 was tbe highest; 1D 
cammon1t7 D the ••AD score ot 8.92 with a standard deviation 
ot 8.4 9 vaa the lowest. 
The mean scores aDd atand.ar4 devia tiona on the Detrei t 
Word Recognition Teat in each oaaaaDitJ are presented in 
'fable XVII. 
So ore 
39-41 
36-38 
33-3$ 
30-32 
27-29 24-26 
21•23 
18-20 
1.$-17 
12-14 
9-11 
6-8 
3-S 
0-2 
Xean 
s.». 
TABLll XVII 
DIS!RIBU'fiOI' OP SCODI BY COMMUnTIBS 
OX DftJlOI! WORD BBCOGBniOI' !BIT I:N JO'D 
Fre4aeDo7 bJ Caamon1t7 
A B c 
$6 40 1.$ 
u 26 10 23 9 ~~ ~ ~~ tg 4~ 
.$2 ~8 62 27 
32 
2S ~~ iZ 
17 12 12 
15 6 8 
11 8 10 
11 2 12 
2$.22 2.$.72 22 • .$.$ 
9.70 9·44 9.$9 
Naber S6S 346 291 
In camauaity A the mean score ot 2.$.22 with a 
D 
9 
21 
17 
30 
32 
2$ 
33 
3.$ 
34 21 
31 
22 
1.$ 
7 
20.80 
10.12 
332 
standard 
deviation ot 9.70 waa the second highest; in cGmmuDity B 
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the mean score of 25.72 with a atandard deviation of 9.44 
was the highest; in community 0 the mean score of 22.55 with 
• standard deviation of 9.59 waa the third highest; in 
communitr D the mean score of 20.80 with a standard deviation 
ot 10.12 was the lowest. 
The vario~a levels of acbiev .. ent on the Detroit Word 
Recognition Test administered 1n J~• are indicated for 
each comman2ty 1n !able XVIII. 
!ABU XVIII 
LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMElft ON TBE DBHOIT WORD RECOGNITION 
DST FOR U.CH COHHUBift IH JUD 
Grade A B I J) 
Level .-f. - f, - ~ - % lJ Jr • 
above 3.0 191 30.) 112 28.6 47 16.2 73 18.5 
2.0-2.9 291 q6.2 192 49.1 163 56.2 156 39.5 
1.6-1.9 88 J.4.0 58 J4.9 42 J.4.S 88 22.3 
below 1., .$9 9.4 30 7.6 39 13·4. 76 19.7 
reading 76.5 11·1 72.4 58.0 
above 2.0 
In comaunitJ A 76.5 per cent were readtns above grade 
level; 1n c~anitr B 77•7 per cent were reading above 
grade level; in ca.munitr C 72.4 per oent were reading above 
grade level; in commanSty D 58.0 per cent were reading above 
grade level. 
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~he ••an acorea and standard deviations tor the test 
ot heariD.g soUDd.s iD words tor each community are shown in 
~able XIX. 
'f.ABLB XIX 
DIS'l'lliBUTIOI' OF SCOBBS BI COJOrolfiTIBS 
Olf clUBB TBST OF BBARI!lG SQUIDS Ill WORDS 
Score 
6.$-69 
60-0k 
55-S9 
50·.$4 
45-49 
40-44 
35•39 
30-Jk 
25-29 
20-2k 
1.$-19 
10·14 
S·CJ 0-4 
..... 
S.D. 
Iaaber 
.a. 
13 
li~ 
121 
1~ 
3.$ 
23 
214 
9 
10 q 
2 
1 
q7.6k 
11.411 
.$66 
FreqaencJ b7 Ooanm1 t,-
B 0 
4 11 
21 32 
~~ ,; 
6S ~~ q6 
214 22 
~ 18 11 s 
' 
12 
1 1 
1 0 
0 4 
116.)f2 46.70 
u.23 13.37 
lJJT 297 
D 
7 
21 
so 
39 
~z 
24 29 
16 
18 
16 
6 
1 
0 
43.07 
13.41 
332 
In c-.u.nit,- A the mean acore et 47.64 with a atandard 
deviation of 11.44 vas ~e highest; 1n caemn»itJ B the mean 
score of 46.42 with a standard devt6\ton of 11.23 vas the 
tbircl higlleat J in cemnrd t7 0 the ..aa.:; a core of }Ji. 70 w1 th 
a standard deviation of 13.37 vaa the second h1slustJ in 
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commQD!t7 D the mean score ot ~3.07 with a standard deviation 
ot 13.ql vas the lowest. 
!be aean scores and standard deviations tor the teat ot 
applied phonics in each cowmunit7 are listed in Table XX. 
TABLE XX 
DIS!BIBUTIOB OP SCOIBS BY COMMUBI!IES 
Oil JUD SST OF APPLIB PHOI'ICS 
Score 
$0-$4 
4Seoq9 
40-44 
3$-39 
Jo-3~& 
2$•29 
20-21J 
1$-19 
10-14 
S-9 0-4 
Mean 
S.D. 
•aaber 
A 
llz 2$ 
8$ 
32 
22 
9 
1$ 
12 
$ 
2 
8 
43·t3 9. 9 
$6$ 
FrequeDOJ bJ Cammunit7 
B c 
79 81 
1148 103 
ijl 46 
28 1$ 
10 10 
8 6 
l~ 9 9 
s 8 
2 l s 
43.8k 42·~ 10·7~ 12.0 
3117 296 
D 
63 
131 
42 
26 
20 
11 
17 
9 
6 
~ 
41.34 
11.31 
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In comaunitJ A the aean score ot ~3.43 with a standard 
deviation ot 9.89 was tbe highest; in e-.n~mi t7 B the mean 
score ot 42.84 with a standard 4ev1at1en of 10.74 vas the 
second highest; in c._.unlt7 C the aean score ot 42.24 with 
a standard deviation ot 12.06 was the third highest; in 
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• ...,.,"''tJ' D the aean aoore ot ql.JI4 with a atandard deviation 
ot 11.31 waa the loweat. 
The aean acorea aDd ataD4ard deviation• tor the teat ot 
identifJiag words shown in each cemsmi t7 are shown 1n 
Table XXI. 
Score 
32-34 
29•31 
26-28 
23-2.$ 
20-22 
17-19 
llt-16 
11-13 
8-10 
s-z 2-
..... 
S.D. 
!ABLE XXI 
DIB'fRIBtT!IOIT OF SOODS BI COMMUlii!IBS 
Oil JtJD !ES! OF IDDTD'rli'G WOBDS SHOWlf 
Freqaene7 bJ CammanStJ 
... B c 
32 ~i 9 97 i~ 132 ~~ li~ 97 
.$6 63 
il 36 29 17 13 
10 12 2 
s 9 It 1 2 0 
1 0 1 
24.ss 23.10 
s.sJ 24.01 4.59 
l'aber ~.91 s 0 332 3ij.$ 
In e.,.uwtQ &.:ctihe aean acore ot 24.55 with a 
D 
2.$ 
.$3 
73 
.$7 
40 
~ 
1 
2 
1 
24.68 S.4S 
297 
atandarcl 
deviation ot 4.91 was the aeceDd higbestJ in camaaD1t7 B the 
aean acore ot 23.10 with a ataD4ard 4eviatlon ot s.S3 vas 
the 1oveat; 1a eommun1tJ C t~ aean score ot 24.01 with 
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a standard deviation ot 4.59 was the third highest; 1n 
commQD!t7 D the mean score ot 24.68 with - standard deviation 
ot 5.45 was the highest. 
The mean scores and standard deT1ationa on the test ot 
writing letters dictated in each ca.aunitr are shown in 
Table XXII. 
Score 
26 
2.$ 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
~z 
1$ 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
l 
s 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Mean 
S.D. 
TABLE XXII 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORBS BI COMMUBITIES 
ON JUD TES'f OF WRI'fiNG LE!'T.IRS DICTATBD 
Freq~encr ~7 CammQnitr 
.l B c 
226 117 134 
12S 78 61 ,, 48 30 
.$2 32 28 
32 llt 10 
1.S 10 6 
1.3 8 2 
5 11 3 
~ ' 1 ; s 3 0 4 2 
3 2 1 
2 1 1 
0 1 2 
2 3 1 
0 1 2 
0 0 l. 
1 1 0 
2 1 0 
1 0 2 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 2 l. 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 2 
24.02 23.51 23.84 
3.22 4·24 ll'maber S6S ~77S 296 
112 
D 
117 
76 
50 
22 
17 
9 
6 
4 
7 
2 
~ 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
23.$2 
4·04 
332 
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In ccmmumitJ A the mean score ot 24.02 with a standard 
deviation o~ 3.22 was the highest; 1n cammGDitJ B the mean 
score o~ 23.51 with a standard deviation o~ 3.75 was the 
lowest; in oommuait7 C the mean score ot 23.84 with a 
standard deviation ot 4•24 was the second highest; in 
cc•rum! t7 D the mean score ot 23.52 vi th a starulard 
deviation ot q.~ vas the third higbeat. 
!he mean scores and standard deviations tor the teat 
ot identit7ing letters soanded 1D each ca.aQD!tJ are pre-
sented in !able XXXIII. 
TABLE XXIII 
DIS~RIBUTIOll OF SCORBS 13!' COMMUNITIES 
Oll JUD SST CF IDBftinii'G LB'f!DS SOUlfDBD 
Score FreqaenoJ bJ CommunitJ 
A B c 
26 198 112 128 
2S 110 79 S6 
24 82 S2 .33 
23 49 ii 20 22 3S 10 
21 21 9 9 
20 14 9 ~ 19 17 13 
18 ~ 3 8 17 2 s 
16 6 l 1 1$ s ~ 14 2 3 
13 3 3 2 
12 3 1 2 
11 1 3 0 
10 3 2 0 
9 3 1 1 
8 0 0 2 
z 1 0 2 1 1 1 
~s 1 1 2 
It 0 0 0 
3 0 1 0 
2 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Mean 23.63 23.44 2,.ss S.D. ,.37 ".74 .20 lflllllber s 3 7 297 
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D 
8a 
S3 40 
27 
2S 
27 
10 
12 
11 
8 
i 
4 
3 
3 
1 
l 
0 
4 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
22.18 
4·S4 
3.31 
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In cammanit7 A the aean score ot 23.63 with a standard 
deviation ot 3.37 vas the higllest; 1D CODIIIUlDitJ' B the mean 
score ot 23.~4 with a st&Ddard deviation ot 3.74 was the 
third highest; in ca.amnit7 C the aean score ot 23.SS with 
a standard deviation of 4.20 vas the second highest; in 
communit7 D the mean score ot 22.18 with a standard 
deviation ot 4.54 vas the lowest. 
~he mean scores and staDdard 4ev1at1ons tor the test 
ot 14ent1fJ1Dg lover case letters aaae4 1n each ca.man!t7 
are ahova 1n Table XXIV. 
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!ULB XXIV 
DIS!rBIBUTIOli OF SCOBIS BI COMMO'lfiTY OB 
JUD !B8! OF IDD!IFYIIG LOWBR CASB LBT'l'ERS NAMED 
Score FrequencJ bJ Ca.munity 
A B c D 
26 278 181 1.$8 163 
2S 120 72 61 ss 
24 83 42 iZ S1 23 39 18 21 
22 18 8 8 14 21 2 7 s 9 
20 ~ 1 2 8 19 2 0 1 
18 8 6 2 1 
iZ 2 4 2 1 1 2 0 1 
ll 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
13 0 1 1 1 
12 1 0 1 0 
11 1 0 1 0 
10 1 1 0 2 
X 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 :'.1 
7 1 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 
s 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
..... 24·77 aq.69 21J.78 24.41 S.D. 2.09 2.31 2~144 3.00 
I•ber S63 347 296 332 
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In cammunit.J A the mean score ot 24•77 with a standard 
deviation ot 2.09 was the aecoDd highest; in commwnit7 B 
the mean score ot 2q.69 with a staadard deviation ot 2.31 
was the third highest; in cammanity C the mean score ot 
24.78 with a staadar4 deviation ot 2.44 was the highest; 
1n ca.aanity D the aean score ot ~.41 with a standard 
deviation ot 3.00 was tbe lowest. 
In awamary, the mean scores tor each ot the Jane 
aeasares in each ot the caamGDities are recorded in 
Table xxv. as well as mean scores ot mental and chrono-
logical age and learning rate. 
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'l'ABLB XXV 
SUMMARY OF MEAN SCORES OF MEBTAL AGE, LEARNING RA'l'B, 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGB AND JUD MElSUBBS IN EACH COMMUNITY 
Heasa.re CommllnitJ 
A B c D 
Mental age 83.56 80.80 81.83 85.50 
LearDing rate 
. 4·75 3.86 3.97 4·87 
Obrono1osica1 age 75.70 75.80 76.114 75.75 
OCIIIlbined Silent 
61,19* Reading 11.&2 70.00 67.57 
Word C1aaa1tication 6o1 z2 58.79 5.$.82 52.48* 
Parasraph Meaning 10,60 10.93 11.83 8,92* 
DetrOit Word 
2o,ao* ReoogDition 2.$.22 25.72 22.55 
Hear1Jls SoiUlda 
41.6h 46.ll2 46.70 qJ,07* in Words 
Applied 
4J.hj q2.81J 42·24 41.34* Phonics 
IdentitJiDS 
24.$5 23.10* 24.01 2J&.68 Wol'Cia Sb.c:nm. 
Writing Letters 
24·0~ 23.51* 23.84 23.52 Dictatecl 
Identii)'iDg 
23.63 23·" 23.55 * Letters SOGDded 22.18 
Iden1iifJ1Da 
24·77 24·'9 2J&.78 24-41* Letters Iaaed 
denotes highest aean score tor indicated teat 
-;- • lowest • • • • • 
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Differences in mean scores ot chronological age were 
slight with caamaaitJ C having tbe highest and commanitJ A 
the lowest. The mean scores in both learDing rate and 
mental age were highest in cQBFnnitJ D and lowest in 
COJIIDllllitJ B. 
Caaparisons ot mean scores on the June measQres show 
that on six ot the ten measures community A bad the highest 
scores. On eight ot the ten meaamres o-un1 tJ D had the 
lowest scores. 
Resalta !! 1Q! various me&agre! 2( perceptual abilitie! 
administered !!! l!!!!. ans !! .!!I. other tea tiy periods. Some 
of the measures ot perceptual abilit7 were used onlJ in 
June, while others bad been uaed at seTer&l other testing 
perio4s. The aeveD tables tbat follow present the results 
of these measures of perceptual abilit7; in addition to 
the Jane scores, the results ot anr ot these testa given 
at other periods in the 7ear are included also to enable 
ex&llinatioa ot growth to be •de • 
The mean scores aDA atan4ar4 deTiat1ona tor tbe teat 
ot identitJing words shown tor each ot the tour testing 
periods are inclu4ed 1n Table XXVI. 
!ABLJ: XXVI 
DISTRIBU!ION OP SCORIB A! POUR fBSTING PIRIODS 
05 !BS! OF IDBftiFnliG WORDS SHOW!f 
Score Pre9ueao7 bJ Testing Period 
Septa.ber Hov .. ber Februa17 
above 30 
* * a 30 * * 29 
* * 28 
* * 43 ~z * * 53 6 s ~~ 2S 6 2 
214 3 28 as 
23 ~ 11 ;b 22 
rz 21 22r• j! 20 28 
19 ti 1S ~i 18 92 
iZ 59 82 S7 6.$ 101 ~i 1S 81 117 
14 ZI 87 29 13 90 22 
12 9S 74 23 
11 87 72 21 
10 109 S9 ~ 9 80 44 
8 ~! 31 ~ 7 i~ 6 31 s 
s 27 1' 2 4 19 0 
3 10 1 1 
2 11 3 1 
1 s 0 0 
0 1 2 0 
Mean 12.~6 14·76 20.83 
S.D. 4· s )J.So 4.96 
I' amber 1172 1172 1172 
*'.rhese it•• not inc1wle4 at this testing period. 
120 
Jtme 
131 
79 
92 
10~ 11 
138 
1~ 
i~ 
88 
89 
66 
6S 
41 
31 
18 
21 
21 
11 
11 
8 
8 
9 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
24·04 5.01 
1.$21 
121 
As adain1stere4 ln Sept.-her and Bovaaber. the test ot 
ldentlt7ing words shown consisted ot 26 items which were 
scored with a value ot one po1Dt tor each correct response. 
!he mean score ot tbe September a._Jaiatration was 12.~6 
with a standard deviation ot q.SS; the mean score in 
November was 14•76 with a ataD4ard deviation ot q.So. In 
order to increase the ceiling ot the teat tor use in the 
second halt ot tbe 7ear. eisht itaaa ot 1ncreaa1Dg ditti-
ealtJ were added. !he mean score 1n Pebru&rJ was 20.83 
with a standard deviation ot q.96; in Jane the mean score 
was 24·04 with a standard deviation ot s.ol. 
!he mean scores and st&Ddard deviations tor the test 
ot identitJing lower case letters .-.ed tor each ot the 
toar testing periods are included 1n !able XXVII. 
'.r.&BLB XXVII 
DIS'.rRIBUTIOJT OF SCOUS AT POUR DSTilfG PERIODS 
O:tl 1'BS! OF IDBftiP!'I!iG LOWD C.lSE L:ftTIRS HAMED 
Score Preqgenc7 b7 Teattns Period 
September :roveaber Febra.&l"J 
26 17 8.$ 402 
2.$ 19 127 215 
24 28 139 19.$ 
23 39 117 110 
22 33 92 76 
21 30 '4 35 20 38 .$0 39 
19 38 46 11 
18 48 S7 11 
iZ 
'r ~§ 
17 
10 
1.$ 49 '~ 6 14 ~~ 4 13 2.$ 10 12 i' ' 11 s~ 8 10 66 34 6 9 80 31 3 
8 6.$ 2l 3 
7 60 1.$ 1 
' 
78 12 0 
s 60 18 0 
4 ti 9 1 3 10 1 
2 22 1 0 
1 14 0 0 
0 10 s 2 
Mean 12.22 18.96 23.59 
S.D. 6 • .$3 6.11 3 • .$0 
BUJD.ber 1172 1172 1172 
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June 
772 
3011 
212 
92 
48 
~ 
17 
9 
~ 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1J 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
24.66 
2.i7 1.$2 
123 
In Sept .. be~ tbe mean score vas 12.22 and the standard 
deviation 6.53; in November the mean acore wai 18.98 aDd the 
standard deviation 6.11; the mean score in Pebrwar7 waa 
23.59 aDd the ataDdard deviation 3.50; the mean score in 
Jttne was 24.66 and the standard deviation 2.47. 
The mean scores aDd atandart deviations tor the test 
ot writing letters dictated tor each ot the to~r testing 
periods are 1nc1Qded in Table XXVIII. 
T.lBLB XXVIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORBS AT FOUR TES'l'ING PERIODS 
Olf TEST OF WRITIWG LBT'l'DS DICTATED 
Score Freqaencr bJ !eating Period 
Septeaber Bov-ber Februarr 
26 
'I 106 292 2$ 122 213 24 ~~ 82 18.$ 23 84 104 
22 38 70 74 
2l 37 62 3~ 20 34 67 to 19 20 47 
18 2$ Ji3 29 
~z 22 ~i 22 ItO 18 
1$ ~~ 
'A 
19 
14 8 
13 32 li1 10 
12 22 31 7 
11 36 30 9 
10 30 18 8 
9 ~3 27 10 8 24 g 
z ;9 20 $~ 26 7 s u 
' 
4 6S 18 
3 61 1$ 1 
2 ss 16 
' 1 $9 18 1 0 140 23 8 
Mean 10.44 17·4i 22.23 S.D. 8.32 1·3 $.07 lfwaber 1172 1172 1172 
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Jane 
$88 
340 
193 
132 
73 
37 
29 
fi 
16 
11 
12 
8 
6 q 
7 
4 1 
4 
3 
3 
2 
t 1 
1 
3 
23.76 
3.7$ 
1$27 
125 
In September the mean aoore vas 10.44 and the standard 
deviation 8.32; in Bovaaber the mean score was 17.44 and the 
standard deviation 7.36; the aean score in Febraar7 was 
22.23·and the standard deviation 5.07; the mean score in 
June vas 23.76 and the standard deviation 3.75. 
The mean scores and standard deviations for the test 
of hearing soands in words tor each ot three testing 
periods are shown in Table XXIX. 
TABLE XXIX 
DISTRIBUfiOJf OF SCOBBS Af TBllli:B TESTING PERIODS 
01' TBS! OF HJU.BIIG SOtJIDS II' WOBDS 
So ore FreqaencJ bT Testing Period 
Jlov•ber Febraa17 
65-69 
* 1~ 60-64 * S5-S9 * 63 so-s~t 
* 
123 
45-49 
* 
1.$9 
40-4i * 208 3S-3 13 18$ 
30•34 71 131 
2.$-29 137 99 
20-24 19$ 92 
1.$-19 247 56 
10·14 299 31 
5-9 1ji 6 0-IJ 4 
Mean 16.92 37.69 
S.D. 7.72 12.13 
Baaber 1172 1172 
*These it .. a not included in tbis testing period. 
June 
35 
120 
269 
282 
2$9 
199 
lOS 
83 
6S 
47 
44 12 
~ 
46.18 
12.38 
1.$29 
126 
As a&a1niatered in lovaaber, the teat ot hearing ao~ds 
in words consisted ot 36 single response items ot increasing 
ditticultJ with a possible score ot 36. For the Febr~arr 
and June administrations 10 more dittic~lt m~ti-reapense 
items were added making possible a total ot 69 po1ats. 
Tbe mean score 1n lov.aber was 16.92 with a standard 
deviation ot 7•72J the mean score 1D FebruarJ was 37.69 
with a standard deviation of 12.13; 1n Jane the mean score 
was 46.16 with a standard deviation ot 12.38. 
The mean· score aDd ataadar4 deviations tor tbe Detroit 
Word Recognition Teat administered 1n the Februarr aDd Jane 
testing periods are shown in !able XXX. 
TABLB XXX 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORIS AT TWO !ESTING PERIODS 
Oil THE DftROIT WORD RBCOGliiTION TBS'f 
Score 
39-41 
36-38 
33-35 
30-32 
27-29 
24-26 
21-23 
18-20 
1.$-17 
12-U. 
9·11 
6-8 
3-S 
0-2 
Mean 
S.J). 
Iaber 
PrequncJ bJ Testing Period 
Febraar,r Jane 
9 
s 
7 
11 
31 
~i 88 
106 
119 
163 
177 
209 
161 
10.84 
8.20 
1172 
119 
;~ 
137 
202 
178 
16.$ 
1.$1 
100 
80 
72 
.$1 
-4 32 
23.8.$ 
9.93 
1.$21 
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In Febraa%'7 tbe aean score waa 10.8- with a standard 
deviation of 6.20; in J'ane tbe mean score was 2).8.$ with 
a standard deviation ot 9.93. 
The mean score and standard deviation ot the teat ot 
applied phonics administered 1n Jaae are reported in 
Table XXXI. 
TABLB XXXI 
DISTBIBUTIO. OF JUD SOODS OP 1 1$27 FIRS'f GBADB 
CHILDDI' 0:1 TBS! OF APPLIBD PHOlfiCS 
SooN 
S0-.54 
4.5-k9 
ijO-ij4 
3.5-39 
30-34 
2.5-29 
20-21J 
1.5-19 
10-l.JJ 
S-9 
0-4 
Mean 
S.D. 
Freq a.eno7 
336 
~it 
100 
61 
n 
24 
10 
23 
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On the test ot appl1e4 phold.oa acla1n1stered in June the 
mean score was 42 • .$9 aDd the ataadard deviation was 10.89. 
The mean acore and the staDdar4 deviation of the teat 
ot i4ent1fJ1ng letters aoanded aa.tnlatered in Jane are 
reported in !able XXXII. 
TABLB XXXII 
DISTRIBUTION OF JUIE SCORBS OP 1,525 FIRST GRADE 
CHILDBBN ON TEST OF IDD'fiFYilfG 
Score 
26 
2.$ 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
~z 
1.$ 
l)f 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
z 
~ 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Mean 
S.D. 
LETTERS SOUIDBD 
Freqa.eDCJ 
513 
297 
207 
121 
88 
66 
~~ 
2.$ 
20 
15 
18 
12 
12 
9 
z 
6 
2 
7 
~ 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
The mean score was 23.2S witb a standard deviation 
or 3.9- on tbe teat of ident1f7ing letters sounded in 
June. 
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Resalts !,t lea!. testa trom !Q! r&ndQJil sample. For 
the purpose of correlating reading achievement in Jane with 
the other Ju.ne measares and with measures made in September, 
and February as well as obtaining intercorrelations aaong 
the June measures, a smaller population sample was desired. 
From the 1355 cards with camplete test data at all testing 
periods, one-fifth of the total were selected randomly by 
IBM machine. For pa.rpoaes of ccaparison, the Ja.ne test 
resa.lta on this randaa sample are also included. 
The aean scores, standard deviations, and total score 
possible for each ot the June measa.res on the 271 children 
are shown in Table XXXIII. 
TABLE DXIII 
MEAN SCORES~ STANDARD DEVIATIONS, 
AND TOTAL SCORE POSSIBLE 
Test 
Identifying 
Letters Named 
Identif'ying 
Letters Sounded 
Writing Letters 
Dictated 
Identifying 
Words Shown 
Applied 
Phonics 
Hearing Sounds 
in Words 
Word 
Classification 
Paragraph 
Meaning 
Combined Silent 
Reading 
Detroit Word 
Recognition 
ON THE JUNE :MEASURES 
Mean 
24.80 
23.05 
23.80 
24.44 
41.62 
45.75 
57.24 
10.21 
67.40 
24.10 
Standard 
Deviation 
1.98 
3.89 
3.47 
5.39 
10.92 
12.26 
22.93 
8.12 
29.61 
9.82 
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Total Score 
Possible 
26 
26 
26 
34 
50 
69 
109 
30 
139 
40 
The tests of letter knowledge showed a very skewed 
distribution~ nearly all letters being known by nearly all 
children. The tests of identifying words shown~ applied 
phonics and the Detroit ~Recognition~ showed slight 
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negative skewness. The tests of hearing sounds in words 
and word classi~ication showed ~airly normal distributions. 
!he paragraph meaning test showed quite positively skewed 
distributions; it was used to provide a higher ceiling 
in measuring reading, and when aombined with the test o~ 
word classi~ication, the resulting measure showed a wide 
range and fairly nor.mal distribution. 
Correlations Between June Reading Achievement 
and Other June Measures 
The correlations between reading achievement as shown 
by the scores on combined silent reading and each o~ the 
June measures are shown in Table lXXIV. 
TABLE IXXIV 
CORRELATION BETWEEN JUNE READING ACHIEVEMENT 
AND OTHER JUNE 11EASURES 
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Test Correlation Coefficient 
Identifying Letters Named 
Identifying Letters Sounded 
Writing Letters Dictated 
Identifying Words Shown 
Applied Phonics 
Hearing Sounds in Words 
Word Classi:fication 
Paragraph Meaning 
Detroit Word Recognition 
.35 
.51 
.43 
.63 
.58 
.68 
.98 
.87 
.79 
All factors showed positive correlations with reading 
achievement ranging from a low of .35 :for ability to 
identify letters n~ed, to a high of .68 for ability to 
hear and identify sounds in words pronounced. The combined 
reading test showed correlation coe:fficients of .87 and 
.98 with each of the subtests, and of .79 with the Detroit 
Word Recognition Test. 
Correlations Between June Reading Achievement and 
September, January, and June Measures on the 271 Cases. 
The correlations between June reading achievement and 
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each of the measures made in Sept.-her, Jannar7, and June 
are shown 1n '!'able XXXV. BlaDk &Jacea indicate that those 
particular measures were not naed at tbat particular 
teatins per1o4. 
TABLE llXV 
CORRELATION BE'IWEEN JUNE READING ACHIEVEMENT 
AND MEASURES MADE IN SEP'J!EMBER. JANUARY. 
AND JUNE ON THE 271 CASES 
Measures September January 
identifying lower case shown .348 .258 
identifying capitals named .562 .307 
naming capitals .579 .386 
naming lower case .539 .508 
sounding lower case .394 .611 
identifying words shown ~427 .570 
identifying lower case named ~556 .458 
writing letters dictated .599 .496 
hearing sounds in words .696 
Detroit Word Recognition .751 
· chronological age -~067 
mental age ~441 
intelligence quotient ~450 
learning rate .511 
writing name ~254 
matching capitals .219 
matching lower case ~215 
identifying capitals shown ~319 
sounding capitals ~436 
auditory discrimination .351 
sounding blends .568 
applied phonics .643 
oral reading .815 
identifying letters sounded 
applied phonics (group) 
word classification 
paragraph meaning 
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June 
.629 
~347 
.430 
.678 
.786 
.511 
.578 
~984 
.871 
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The correlation between reading acbieveaent in JQDe 
and mental age aeaaare4 the previous Sept .. ber waa .44. 
Correlation between JQDe reading achievement and chrono-
logical age as ot October 1$ vas -.07. Correlation between 
JQDe reading acbieveaent aad learniag rate aeaaared 1n 
Sept-ber was .$1. Prca the prece41ag table it will be 
noted tbat certain ot the aeaaarea repeated at another 
testing period aboved lower eer.relations while others 
showed bigner correlations. Mean scores on the former ha4 
became increasinglJ close to the highest score possible 
.. king ver,r negat1vel7 skewed 41atr1but1ons, while those on 
the latter had risen tram verr poaitivelr skewed to more 
normal distributions. 
JntercorrelatioDa Amons Teats Use4 
Table XXXVI shove intercorrelationa among all Jane 
measues. 
TABLE XXXVI 
INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG JUNE MEASURES 
Tests 
Combined Detroit Paragraph 
Test Reading Word Re- Meaning 
cognition 
Identifying 
Letters Named .35 .38 .29 
Identifying 
Letters Sounded .51 .57 .41 
Writing Letters 
Dictated .43 .47 .35 
Identifying 
Words Shown .63 • 59 .52 
Applied 
Phonics .58 .64 .48 
Hearing Sounds 
in Words .68 .63 .56 
Word Classifi-
. cation .98 .78 .77 
Paragraph 
Meaning .87 • 67 
Detroit Word 
Meaning .79 
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Tests 
Word Sounds Applied Words Writing Letters Classifi- in Words Phonics Shown Letters Sounded 
cation 
.35 I .52 .58 .36 .66 .63 
.52 ~ .69 .75 .50 .64 
.43 j .56 .63 .66 
.63 
I 
.60 .52 
.58 I .72 
.68 
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All intercorrelations showed positive coefficients 
ranging from a low of • 29 between Identifying Letters 
Named and Paragraph Meaning to a high of • 98 between Word 
Classification and Combined Silent Reading. The test of 
Identifying Letters Named showed rathe.r low coefficients 
with all the reading tests and the test of Identifying 
Words Shown (. 29 to 38}, and mediu.m to medium-high 
. . 
coefficients with other measures (.52 to .66). The test 
of Identifying Letters Sounded showed medium to high coef-
ficients (.50 to .75) with all measures except the Paragraph 
Meaning test (.41). Coefficients for Writing Letters 
Dictated ranged from a low of .35 with Paragraph Meaning 
to a high of .66 with Identifying Letters Named and .66 
with Identifying Words Shown. The range of coefficients 
for Identifying Words Shown was from a low of .36 with 
Identifying Letters Named to a high of .66 with Writing 
Letters Dictated. The test of Applied Phonics had medium 
(.48 with Paragraph Meaning} to high (.75 with Identifying 
Letters Sounded) coefficients with all measures. Hearing 
Sounds in Words also had medium (.52 with Identifying 
Letters Named) to high (.72 with Applied Phonies) coef-
fieients with all measures. Intercorrelations among 
all the reading tests and subtests showed quite high 
coefficients, with a low of .67 between Paragraph Meaning 
and Detroit Word Recognition to a high of .98 between Word 
Classif~eation and Combined Silent Reading. 
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Decile Scores of Boys and Girls 
The IBM cards for the entire population sample of 
1542 children were sorted according to sex and frequency 
distributions run off. There were approximately one 
hundred more boys than there were girls. The following 
tables (VIII-XI) show the scores at decile points for the 
boys and the girls on the various June measures. 
The decile scores of the boys and the girls on the 
tests of letter knowledge are presented in Table XXXIII. 
TABLE IXRII 
DECILE SCORES OF THE BOYS AND THE GIRLS 
ON THE TESTS OF LETTER KNOWLEDGE 
Identifying Identifying 
Per Cent Letters Named Letters Sounded 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
100 26 26 26 26 
90 
80 
--
25 
70 24 24 
60 25 
50 25 23 
40 24 24 
30 24 22 23 
20 23 23 20 21 
10 21 22 17 19 
Writing 
Letters 
Boys Girls 
26 26 
25 
25 
24 
23 24 
22 
21 23 
18 21 
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Differences exist at all points except four on the 
deciles below seventy percent for the three tests. There 
are no differences at any point except one from the seventh 
decile up. Differences, although slight, are all in favor 
of the girls. 
The decile scores of the boys and girls on the test of 
ability to identify words shown are reported in Table XXlVIII. 
The 
and last 
TABLE· XXXVIII 
DECILE SCORES OF TH E BOYS AND GIRLS 
IN IDENTIFYING WORDS SHOWN 
Per Cent Boys Girls 
100 34 34 
90 29 30 
80 27 28 
70 26 27 
60 25 25 
50 23 24 
40 22 23 
30 21 22 
20 19 20 
10 17 17 
differences, existing at all but the first, 
decile, were all slight and in favor of the 
sixth, 
girls. 
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The decile scores of the boys and girls on the Applied 
Phonics and Hearing Sounds in Words tests are shown in 
Table XJXIX. 
TABLE XXXIX 
DECILE SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE TESTS OF 
APPLIED PHONICS AND HElBING SOUNDS IN WORDS 
Applied Rearing Sounds 
.Per Cent Phonics in Words 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
100 50 50 69 69 
90 49 59 .59 
80 48 49 55 56 
70 47 48 52 54 
60 46 47 49 52 
50 45 46 46 50 
40 44 45 43 47 
30 41 43 39 44 
20 35 40 34 40 
10 22 31 25 31 
There are no differences between scores in the upper 
deciles, but differences in favor of the girls became 
increasingly great until at the lower deciles these dif-
ferences are considerable. 
The decile scores of the boys and girls on both the 
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measures of reading and on each of the combined reading 
subtests are shown in Table XL. 
TABLEXIi 
DECILE SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE TESTS 
OF READING ABILITY 
Word Paragraph Combined Detroit 
Per Cent Classi- Meaning Silent Word Recog-fication Reading nition 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
100 106 105 30 30 132 134 40 40 
90 88 91 21 23 105 113 36 38 
80 75 81 16 20 90 100 31 33 
70 67 74 12 16 79 90 28 29 
60 59 67 9 12 68 81 25 27 
50 52 61 6 9 60 71 22 25 
40 45 54 5 7 52 62 19 23 
30 39 48 3 5 45 54 17 20 
20 33 39 1 2 38 45 13 17 
10 26 30 0 0 29 34 8 11 
With one exception (the tenth decile in Word Classi-
fication test) all differences were in favor of the girls. 
Most differences in the Detroit ~ Recognition Test and 
Paragraph Meaning test were slight; the other measures 
of reading, particularly Combined Silent Reading, showed 
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considerable differences. Differences in scores in all the 
reading tests increased toward the middle deciles and 
decreased toward the upper and lower deciles. 
Reliabilities of the Unp;u.blishedTests Used 
The reliability coefficients were computed by means of 
the Kuder-Richardson Formula #21, a simplification of the 
Kuder-Richardson Formula #20 with differences not greater 
than .os. The use of Formula #21, however, assumes that 
all items of the test are of equal difficulty. When they 
are not, the resulting index is lower than it would other-
wise be. Such indices have, in this study, been termed 
minimum reliability. 
RUder-Richardson Formula #21 is: 
r = 
n • 
-n-1 
t 2 - n p q 
t2 
where n equals the number of items in the test, t2 equals 
the standard deviation of the total test squared, ~ equals 
the mean divided by the number of items, and q equals 
1 minus the mean divided by the number of items ( 1-p) • 
The coeffie1ents of reliability for each of the 
unpublished measures used on the random srumple (271 cases) 
in this study are as follows: Identifying Lower Case Letters 
Named .74; Identifying Letters Sounded .86 minimum; 
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Writing Letters Dictated .a7; Identifying Words Shown .79 
minimum; Applied Phonies .96; Hearing Sounds in Words .91 
minimum; Word Classification .96 minimum; Paragraph 
Meaning .93; Combined Silent Read1ng.97 min~1m. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this investigation was to study the 
levels of reading aChievement at the end of grade one in 
relation to status and growth of various word perception 
abilities measured earlier in the year. The data were 
analyzed to: 
1. indicate relationships between various levels of 
reading achievement and early perceptual abilities, 
2. yield further infor.mation about the value of 
auditory and visual perception abilities as 
indications of reading readiness, 
3. discover the effect of rate of improvement in 
perceptual abilities on reading achievement, 
4. reveal any differences in reading achievement and 
perceptual abilities between the boys and the girls, 
s. suggest the relationship of mental age to reading 
achievement, 
6. evidence any effect that chronological age at 
school entrance might have on reading achievement, 
7. show the'relationship of learning rate scores at 
the beginning of the year to reading achievement 
at the end of the year. 
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A aeries ot teats were aa.!Diatered to 1542 children 
in 64 classroa.s tram 4 communities. The measures included 
testa ot abilitJ to identity lower oaae letters named and 
sou.nded, to write letters dictated, to identitJ words shown 
tram aeaorr, to applJ a knowledge ot phonics, and to hear 
sounds in words. There were also three aeasares ot reading 
acbiev.aent: a test ot word claaaitication, a test ot 
paragraph meaning, and the Detroit Vor4 Recognition !!!!• 
The measures were hand-scored and the results entered 
on master sheets which were used in p~cbing the test results 
onto IBM cards. The total data were processed tirst bJ 
communities and then bJ sex to oDtain trequencr distributions 
and percentile scores tor each ot the measures. For part ot 
the analrs1a, a random sample ot 271 cases was selected. 
Statistical tecbDiquea aaploJed 1D analrzing the data 
included measures ot central teDdeDCJ and variabilitJ, 
correlation, and reliabilitJ. 
·Status~~ RO»ul*tlop,. 
1. Mean scores ot mental age place the group in the 
high-noraal range ( 90·110). 
2. Large standard deviations indicate a heterogeneous 
group. 
Resglts !( teats. 
1. A comparison ot the mental age and reading achieve-
ment ot the total pop..U.ation aaaple, shows the mean 
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scores and grade levels on these testa to be b1gber 
than would be expected with regular classroom 
procedures. 
2. Comparison ot mean scores b7 cammanities between 
abilities in September and achievement in June sea. 
at tirst to be contrar,y to expectations. The 
September scores show coaaaait7 D to be highest 
while eight ot the tea Jane measures show cammanit7 
D to be lowest. It is telt, however, that this can 
largel7 be explained b7 the tact that supervisorr 
assistance was lacking 1n the studJ program in this 
ca..anit7, and that it therefore did not enjoJ the 
exchange ot ideas, aaterials, and on-the-spot assist-
ance to the saae degree as 414 the other communities. 
,3. Examination of the growth 1n the various measures 
used fraR one period to another show that in the 
tests ot perceptual abilitr the greatest differences 
in mean scores existed between the earlier testing 
periods tor as the scores becaae more negativelJ 
skewed the ditterenoes possible were ltmited. The 
higher ach1evaaent evidenced in these abilities. 
however, se..a to be the explanation tor the tact 
tbat differences in mean scores on the reading tests 
increased markedl7 between latter testing periods. 
4 • Mean scores and stanclard deYia tiona indicate TeJ.'7 
negatively skewed distributions on the tests of 
letter knowledge. 
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a. or the three abilities, identifying letters 
named seems to be the easiest, with identifying 
letters sounded and writing letters dictated 
sharing second place. 
b. In general the greatest difficulty in iden-
tifying letters sounded arose from the eight 
blends that were included; errors in writing 
letters tended to be more often a case of 
writing a reversed for.m than of not writing 
anything. 
S. The mean score and standard deviation or the test 
of paragraph meaning indicates a decided positive 
skewness. Whdle there were a few perfect scores 
on the test, the mean and standard deviation 
justify the use o_f the test as a "ceiling" measure 
for the better-than-average reader. 
6. The test of ability to apply phonics, the test of 
visual memory, and the Det~it ~ Recognition 
Test all show slight negatively skewed distri-
- . 
butions for this population sample. 
'· The test of auditory discrimination and the test 
of ability to read ~ classify words show fairly 
normal distributions. 
.. Bal.ationship of ~reading achievement ~other 
factors measured. 
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1. The June tests of auditory and visual discrimination 
have the highest correlations with reading achieve-
# • • • 
m~nt, .sa and .63 respectively. 
a. The srume test of auditory discrimination admin-
istered in January shows a similar correlation 
b. Coefficients on the measure of visual memory 
for word forms administered in September, 
January, and June show increasingly high corre-
lation, .43, .57, and .s3. What influence the 
increased ability to attend may have in these 
scores, it was not possible to estimate. 
2. Certain of the measures repeated at another testing 
period showed lower corelations with June reading 
achievement while others showed higher correlations. 
a. Examination of the test scores shows the for.mer 
had increased to the point where they caused very 
negatively skewed distributions. The latter had 
increased from very positively skewed to more 
distributions. 
b. In view or the decreasing correlation coeffi-
cients between June reading achievement and many 
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of the letter knowledges measured from one period 
to another, it would seem that skill in these 
areas has little relatt.onship to reading achieve-
ment at this grade level, but that evidence of 
these skills early in the year is indicative of 
children who are likely to achieve well in 
reading. I.e., it is not the skills themselves 
that relate closely to reading, but early pos-
session of these skills indicates children with 
some qualities that are likely to make them 
successful in reading. (Note: correlation coef-
ficients of mental age to these letter knowledges 
are .39 and below.) 
3. Chronological age shows a very low negative 
correlation with reading achievement. This pattern 
seems f'airly charac·teristic of such comparisons 
over a one-grade span where all children are put 
through the same program. Examinations over a wider 
grade level range would logically result in 
positive correlation coefficients. 
4. Mental age has a rather low correlation (.44) with 
June reading achie~ement for this grade one popu· 
lation. 
5. Learning rate measured at the beginning of the school 
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year-. has a • 51 correlation with June reading achieve-
ment. 
R~lationships among ~ ~ meagures. 
1. Correlation coefficients among the tests of letter 
knowledge range from a low of '•29 between Identifying 
Letters Named and Paragraph Meaning to a high of .75 
between Identirying Letters Sounded and Applied 
Phonics. 
a. !here are fairly low correlations among letter 
knowledge tests and the reading tests with the 
exception of Identifying Letters Sounded which 
has a coefficient of ·.52 with Word Classification, 
.51 with Combined Silent Reading, and .57 with 
the Detroit Wbrd Recosn&tion Test. 
b. Coefficients of the letter knowledge tests among 
themselves and with the auditory and vigual discri-
mination tests range from medium (.50 between 
Identifying Words Shown and Identifying Letters 
Sounded) to medium-high (.75 between Identi:fying 
Letters Sounded and Applied Phonics) with the 
exception of a .36 coefficient between Identifying 
Letters Named and Identifying Words Shown. 
2. The test of visual memory for words shown has 
medium to medium-high correlation coefficients for 
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al~ factors except that previously noted (.36 with 
Identifying Letters Named). 
3. The test of auditory discrimination has medium to 
medi~high coefficients on all comparisons made. 
!he lowest is .52 ~th Identifying Letters Named 
and the highest is .72 with Applied Phonics. 
4. The test of Applied Pbonics shows medium to medium-
high coefficients on all comparisons except a .48 
with Paragraph Meaning. !he highest coefficient 
is • 75 with Identifying Letters Sounded. 
s. Intercorrelations among the reading tests show quite 
high coefficients, with a low of .67 between 
Paragraph Meaning and Detroit Word Recognition to 
a high of .98 between Word Classification and 
Combined Silent Reading. 
~differences 2e·~ ~measures indicated~ 
decile scores. 
1. On the three tests of letter knowledge, there are 
no differences, with one exception, from the seventh 
decile up. Below seventy per cent, there are slight 
differences in favor of the girls at nearly every 
point. 
2. With the exception of the first, sixth, and last 
decile, girls show slight superiority on the test 
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o~ vi~al discrimination. 
3. On the test of auditory discrimination no differences 
are noted at the ninth and tenth decile. From there 
down, differences in favor of the girls become 
increasingly great. 
4. i'h.e test of ability to apply phonics shows no 
differences at the ninth and tenth decile, only 
slight differences in favor of the girls from the 
third to the eighth decile, and sudden increase in 
favor of the girls at the second and first deciles. 
s. With one exception (the tenth decile in Word Classi-
fication test) all differences on the tests of 
reading ability are in favor of the girls. Most 
differences in the Detroit Word Recognition Test 
and Paragraph Meaning test were slight; the other 
measures of reading, especially Combined Silent 
Reading, show considerable differences. Differences 
in scores in all the reading tests increase toward 
the middle deciles and decrease toward the upper 
and lower deciles. 
Reliabilities 2f unpublished tests administered in June. 
1. Reliability coefficients were determined by the use 
of the RUder-Richardson Formula #21. 
2. Coefficients ranged from .74 for Identifying Letters 
Named to .97 for Combined Silent Reading. 
APPENDIX : .~ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
FIRST GRADE SUCCESS STUDY- -JUNE TEST 
ne _____________________________________ Boy ____________ __ Girl _____ _ 
1ence: .September - January __________ January - June----------------
Lcher _____________________________________ __ 
ool 
Y---------------------------------------
Score 
Test! Identifying Words Shown 
Test II Identifying Lower Case Named 
Test III Identifying Letter Sounds 
Test IV Applied Phonics 
Test V Hearing Sounds in Words 
Test VI Writing Letters Dictated 
Test VII Word Classification 
~ 
Test VIii Paragraph Meaning 
Copyright 1956 
~. 
TEST I. Identifying Words Shown 
27 36 
at ball . nose ICe 
ill all fall mice race niCe 
28 37 
no In speak speck 
. . 
stick peck nip on Imp SpiCe 
29 38 
play day drip prop 
boy dog boys drops rap drop 
30 39 
. jest me men JUmp 
name man run just jot must 
31 40 
saw war alone abuse 
as was waste absent abide along 
32 41 
tis sit clasp class 
sat it site clear clean cleat 
33 42 
dark lack would word 
clock black block world whirl wound 
34 43 
barn bun fondle foolish 
burn bar done forage forget forbid 
35 44 
frost first terrace terrier 
fast firm trust terrific tremble testify 
2. 
TEST I. (Continued) 
4-5 53 
par park form reform 
party part dark uniform inform deform 
4-6 54 
qmver quiz curtain certam 
quote quoit qmre sustam retain matntam 
47 55 
dinner differ shrub shrink 
diffuse digress dktion shovel shriek shorten 
48 56 
sure scare convent convict 
secure server cure con tam contact conduct 
-1-9 57 
above advance scare server 
advise advances advice second secure sure 
so 58 
different dinner problem portable 
difference deferent differ probably possible probable 
51 59 
mentioned mountain regular regulation 
mention motion mountains radiation regulate registration 
52 60 
wealth wealthier meditate mediate 
whither weather whether mediates material mistake 
Score __________ __ 
TEST II. Identifying Letters Named. Lower Case 
1. 14. 
0 s y b m d b g p q 
2. 15. 
r a f m e g b d q p 
3. 16. 
s m 0 X z b d p q g 
4. 17. 
g p q h y q p d g b 
5. 18. 
k t f 1 h r m n u 0 
6. 19. i 
k 1 h f t 0 a e g c 
7. 20, 
m f s z c h f 1 t k 
8. 21. 
1 t b k h t e j 1 i 
9. 22. 
0 a e c g g q y j i 
10. 23. 
a r e 0 c m n u d b 
11. 24. 
n u w r m u n v w m 
12. 25. 
k i g t y c d a e 0 
13. 26. 
m v u c h w y v n u 
Score ____ ~-------
4. 
TEST III. Identifying Letter Sounds 
1. 14. 
a 1 0 r X j 0 r n u 
2. 15. 
z i p t y d e X h b 
3. 16. 
u b 0 m t y h 0 t 1 
4. 17. 
w z c i a g h 0 v u 
5. 18. 
k g u 1 f t w 1 d s 
6. 19. 
r a f b t sh th ing ck st 
7. 20. 
n f h X y st gr sw th br 
8. 21. 
m s j i 1 c1 fr tw ch sk 
9. 22. 
h n p t c tr ch sm p1 gr 
10. 23. 
c b 1 t f st wh gr b1 sm 
11. 24. 
X y r k b p1 br wh st fr 
12. 25. 
d c 0 z a sw st wh gr tw 
13. 26. 
m 1 n f t sk tw fr sh gr 
Score __________ __ 
TEST IV. Applied Phonics 
1. glad pad mad Dad sad fad 
2. jump pump bump stump lump dump 
3. must rust crust dust gust trust 
4. look hook took brook shook cook 
5. hill fill kill Jill drill will 
6. nest vest west zest test crest 
7. found ground bound mound sound pound 
8. pig dig wig jig rig fig 
9. name fame lame flame game tame 
10. eat treat meat heat beat neat 
6. 
~EST V. Hearing Sounds in Words 
B 
1. p b t n a 1. garrulous pertain warrant 
2. e p c d t 2. milligram sweltering shrapnel 
3. d f g v h 3. chemist stereogram hydrocarbon 
4. g k v 1 i 4. ponderous spectacular military 
5. k r b d s 5. finesse intended rebuff 
6. 0 s n b t 6 .. linoleum periwinkle cacaphony 
7. y 1 d f g 7r brethren noblemen burlesque 
8. f t j r b 8. premium gypsyism glaucoma 
' 
9. c d k m i 9. hexameter generation hydrogen 
L 0. f v p h 0 10. proficient presumptive dominant 
Ll. 1 v n t u 11. cavalry martinet castinet 
12. s q r z p 12. filiform felonious deciduous 
L 3. c m a b 0 13. meander monotony rancour 
14. h m s e w 14. sheathing shameful collateral 
15. m v e r a 15. bronchitis platonic breechblock 
16. n e h a 0 16. theorem reckon thermion 
17. w q j n e 17. drammock druidism pyrogenic 
18. j 1 s t y 18. eroded chiseled charbon 
c 
1. ind r bl X t ing 7. tion ex pl f h an 
2. a m ap f d ng 8. ure g d am k in 
3. ar k at w ight p 9. op r en a 1 v 
4. oua b ah th f con 10. 0 b ap el er iat 
5. n ck for cl w ate 11. ent a be c n v 
6. in ep ow tw a fl 12. d un gr b qu 1 
Score ____________ _ 
TEST VI. Letters Dictated 
1.--- 10.--- 19. 
2.--- 11. 20. 
3. 12. 21. 
4. __ _ 13. 22. 
5. __ _ 14. 23.---
6, __ _ 15. --- 24. 
7, __ _ 16.--- 25. ---
a.--- 17. --- 26. 
9.--- 18. 
Score ________ __ 
Test I =Words Shown ~ Page 1 4 2 
(The cards used for test 1 are from. the Murphy~Durrell 
Reading Test plus some added wordso) Diagnostic 
Say~ "For each box I'll hold up a card that has a word on it 
that looks like one of the words in the box., Be sure 
to keep your eye on the card all of the time I hold it u:p .," 
(Eaoh card is exposed for five seoondso) 
"Pat your marker under the first box = box number 27., r~ 
(Hold up card number 27 =all~) 
-
"Look at this oardo Keep watching~" 
(After five seoonds 9 put the card downo) 
"Find the wo~d and draw a ring around ito" (Pause) 
"Move your marker downo" 
Order of wordsg 
27 oall 2B()on 
33oblook 34oburn 
39oJump 40oalone 
. 291) boy 
35ef1rst 
41ocleat 
45opart 
49eadvance 
53oreform 
57 oseoure 
46.quiver 
50,different 
54ocurta.in 
58oprobable 
30,man 
36.,nose 
42oworld 
3L.saw 32,.sat 
37ospice 38~drop 
43"foo11sh44,testi:t:y 
47od1gress 
5lomounta.in 
55 I} shovel 
59orcgu.lation. 
·!Bo cura 
52oweathe:r 
5eoconv!.at 
60., me d,, tfl. to 
Test II ~ Identitytng Letters Bamed ~ Page 3 
Sayg "Now I am going to tell 10u which latters to pnt a ring 
aroundo Put 10ur marker under the first box ~ box 1~ 
Listen very oarefullyg 
"Find '-' o Draw a ring around '- 1 o (Fauso) :.~ovo your marker 
downo" 
Order of letters: 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
... 1.:3 
1 
.,_t., 
s a X 1 k h z 1 a c 
w ·t tl 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 :G 
b 1) q d r g f 1 3 n u 0 
y 
Test III * Identifying Lette1~ Sounds * I'a.ge 4 
Write the following letters on the blackboard ~ 
.!•) Eh £f) ]: .. 
Say~ "We are going to play a game using our eyes and enrs~ 
Look at the letters on the board~ and listen while 
I say a soundg - •rv., Can you find the lette:r.· on th~ 
board that says -'r'?" 
(Have a child circle the . letter on the board.,,) 
"Now look nt your papersQ I am going to make a sDund 
:tor one letter or gron.p of letters in e.ach box. IJ1stll11 
and look carefully, You will mark only once in ench boxq 
Be caretuln Ready~ ((give soun~!)) 
Row 1 r Rowl'\ 3 
n 2 z n 15 b 
" 
3 m " 16 h 
" 4 0 " 17 v 
" 5 g " 18 
" 
" 
6 t " 19 sh 
" 7 n " 20 th 
" 
8 s " 21 ol 
" 9 p " 22 oh 
" 10 1 " 23 sm 
" 
11- k " 24 pl 
" 12 d. " 25 wh 
" 1~ t " 26 sk 
Test IV = Applied Phonics -- Page 5 
Wr1 te these TfOrds on the board 1n a llorizcntttl r.ow~ 
!!!., ~o ~" !!:,g, !ill9 ca);! 
"\':e are goine to play n game using our eye~ ann. ·;ar3, 
:Look at these words on tho board,. !fM first word .i.tJ 111. 
I'M going to write 1 under all. Listen ana ... oe if yoi.1 ·-
oan find the next word that1se.y: call.. t1 
-
(Have some ohild show the word call and v:ri t.e. 2 u1.1G.e~ 1:t.) 
"Now listen for number 3 : tallo Who ann find t.1ll 
-e.nd wri tc 3 'I.U'.I.dcr i t?H 
(Rave one child respondo) 
Test Iv ~ Applied Phonics 
-= Continuedo 
ROV/ 1 1 glad 2 pad 3 sad 4 mad 5 fad n 2 1 jump 2 lump 3 bump 4 stump 5 n 3 1 must pump 2 trust 3 gust 4 rust 5 dust n 4 1 look 2 brook 
" 5 1 hill 
3 hook 4 cook 5 took 2 will 3 kill 4 Jill 5 drill n 6 1 nest 2 test 3 west 4 zest 5 vest 
" 7 1 found 2 bound 3 pound 4 sound 5 mound 
" 8 1 pig 2 fig 
" 9 
3 rig 4 jig 5 wig 1 name 2 flame 3 fame 4 tame 5 game 
ff 10 l eat 2 beat 3 heat 4 meat 5 nen.t 
Test V ~ Rearing Sounds in Words - Pa"e G ? 
Print on the board the letters ~ b t n a just as they appear 
on the first line in the testo , -• -• -• -' 
"lfow we are going to use our eyes and ears to sec if we ca.n 
find the right letters in wordso You will need. to listen 
and look very oarefullYo Put your marker on the first lille 
under the big letter Ao" (Cheok to see that all the childrm 
have the right plaoeo) "I'll say a word and you listen 
to see if you can find the letter the word begins witho 
Listen - to~o What is the first letter in ton? Yes, t 
so you draw a oirole around t' on your :paper:"' {Teacher 
draws a circle around t on tb boardo Cheok to see that 
eaoh child has circled-the correot letter~) 
"Move your marker to the next line below, Now I will 
not help you aJll' more., Be sure 7ou look and listen 
carefully" Rea~ = draw a circle around the first letter m-
( l top ) 
2 cup 
3 dog 
4 garden 
5 recess 
6 noise 
7 lemon 
8 bacon 
9 maohino 
Direotio:ns: Part B, 
10 fountain 
11 vacation 
12 polish 
13 absent 
14 handle 
15 every 
16 olive 
17 we.stG 
18 sup-yer 
Sayg "Now move your marker up to number l under the big letter 
(Write on the board the -~vords: ~rrulol!! ~~ W..n:~?J.!o) 
"Iiow th1a t.~me you are to listen for the ~ sot1nd in the 
wordo Listen to this word: s:e_oono Whioh word 011 the oon::rd. 
has the same last sound c.s spoon? Yes f t _\te rni '!c.-t. ,.,no :1a.s 
the same last sound as s:poone So we d.ra:w n oi:t·clc around J~.!l" , 4,,. ~ +-h 1 ~ Now draw a cirCle· around it on yoru• paper"" 
Tes~ IVr. Part B (contlnued) 
~tfbw move your marker down to hU&llber> 2~ Listen for ttw last 
sound in this VDrd ~: until . , Flnd the word that hAs thes&r:le 
sound at the end as untiL" Draw a ol.rcJle around it,.," 
(On number "!!· nnd f01lrJw1ngg the child lie<;;.ens for the first ond 
last soundso) 
~·:x~ 00Now on nWllber ~ 9 you. are to l.lsten !or both the begl;,!!£\l2!~ 
and endlng sounds~ 111 
I'JYfh1ch l!lf these words has 'the eame beginning and ending sounds 
ae bet;weent• hlait. tor answers'=') reyGSg tne flret- one beg1ne 
and-.affiis like ~tween.., 18 · 
:=SteT =·' .......-
Dlrect.1on~ tor ·.tne l'61la1nder of ~ wrd.s 1n Fn~~ Jh 
w Move ;o.~--:- P&ar.lter ~ nU~n'ber o il c Pl,nQ. ~e word tJla&; beg1ne 
and ~ods J!.l.k.tr> • ~ 
!!=JC 
So gertfUliUill 
~o n.apper• 
lO,., pre sen W£, 
.ii,.Ji,,1 cabinet 
.!2, t'aJllOU\B 
.il,~ .... nao~F 
14,-. MQif(t'Jl 
Jl~o bJ"eak. 
.1L6, tni. o~n 
l. ~ '~ dr ~nlf. 
18" obi.i!,C... 
C1!N.Gw r.AQ~ 'jQiJ.':l' m.~:r·k.or .m n~b~J.OJ 1:~ v.nd®r 0. L1eten t'l) th 1Le wor-d;, 
b!1Ja4:lfl_g,., DrAa'tf c1r>oJ.4S e ~tmd all of tb 6 MM tmd e yo\.i no a r 
f.J\ i'.;t1:iid!~" 11, «tenens r o1~9.l-tt B ind ~ i,.!!g on tb e· u O.:"li"'do ) 
• ~w-m..rlij I{) A ,Yrf.}l.il roiro.led tboeo ooWiai ~<tr-- "' ·· 
« \l¥rt t;O Qfl ~A<f> ~ard !; ! !2, ! !! Q!~ ~t:· ) 
SaY~ ~'' 1~0\1 :find Lll tno e6)u.nde. ,wou i/.an 1n ~lie ~1r·d = ,.!P.?~l.:~,;;. 
=........, 'MblCA u:tud. J\W4o <Olr'~~~ Yes~ ~ ! QJld Sn !be ~ll\®:fl 
&@wtds a~"'~ not ~n yo Ui" paper. It 
..::-, e iia!l' l,j,gnt 
4n ~n -;;1.,n1Jious 
b ,, :fOl" ~i\J..fnA 't;~ 
"''' v;.wi.nf J~9w~.l' 
rr,: 0 .e.x~'lp.~.Jd:; 
So inden~tiJ~'i.~~ 
9 o en velopmont. 
~o., e.ll,o~;JJ tionl.:i> t 
.tl., ben~'tr;.tl..e~·~t 
l2o IJ!ll~~~lJ,.f1\ed 
Tes~ VI = Wr1~1ng Le tters ~ Page 7 
OOFlnd th~ number :P.- Put your marker under 1 t., u •(D'emonetrate) 
"Let.~s see how many lettors you Q&n wri,t,;e. On 1hc line 
be elde m.wber AI) wri ~lft 'the J.etter · f'' ; 00 ~Y.t'IUse f•:])r five 
sewnd,a<> E! ~her- upper or lower oaee .let tal's \d.U. d·!l, 'j 
nUQVO your marker dr.~n V~der the fl6X~ Jhneo 00 
On tills Line wrlte the le~tel" o 0 ,. 11 ((:P&lUstt) 
MJlovo your Jll&U"k6r d0wn<) o - · 
~ r.r,-~· tile l4)tl;OI" iie ti ~ d\l"'Q't; ~C chl,h,drll}lib to 0~7'!?l th~"')LT' iU.Vl'kHrE 
t0 the fir-e;~ nWtlber in th.a ntJx~ oolUilln" FQr the .\,ettar 'iQ •' 
help them to find the Wp of tho last ~YQ.l;,ti~mnc. 
OrdeP of Ule leth~r-s : 
2 
6 ~~ 18 !~ 20 21 22 23 24 2~ 26 
0 B u 
,. ' 
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TEST VII. Word Classification 
1. year yellow black red ride 
2. goat green horse pig cow 
3. tractor scarecrow turkeys geese ducks 
4. colo.r hungry pumpkin cabbage corn 
5. enough another along many money 
6. biggest wee little big back 
7. puddle river pool brook mud 
8. store books pencil story paint 
9. doll dark balloon ball bang 
10. wagon bicycle can trailer nest 
11. overcoat outdoors mittens cap merry 
12. ice snowman cold snow sleds 
13. again apples cluck cherry pear 
14. ice cream called peanuts pocket popcorn 
15. afraid happy hungry jolly glad 
9. 
TEST VII. (Continued) 
16. whistle ting-a-ling which - cry honk 
17. funny fireplace window roof - rain 
18. splash talk smile listen see 
19. going please play hello good-by 
20. slowly hurry sleep fast jump 
21. now next early eating this 
22. kangaroo began bear beaver monkey 
23. kitten push puppy calf bunny 
24. mew quack new bow-wow milk 
25. ribbon cage dress ready coat 
26. grandfather pancakes mother farmer field 
27. school barn church house help 
28. build boat airplane car train 
29. know kite bee busy bird 
30. inside front dinner behind laugh 
Score 
10. 
TEST VITI. Paragraph Meaning 
Sample Story: 
Mr. Bill is Grandmother's yellow kitten who likes to play with a blue 
ball and a toy bird. All morning long he runs and jumps never once stopping. 
But after Mr. Bill has an egg and some milk for his dinner:. he will walk over to 
his basket by the fire. There he will warm his long tail and then go off to sleep 
for the night, 
Number the sentences in the order in which they happened. 
D The funny little kitten plays with his toys. 
D The kitten warms his tail by the fire. 
D Mr. Bill has fun running and jumping. 
D Mr. Bill eats his dinner. 
Draw a line under the correct answer. 
1. What does the little. cat like to play with? 
his blue ball his blue book 
his blue boat his long tail 
2. After Mr. Bill plays, where will he sleep? 
at the farm by the fire 
in Grandmother's bed at the window 
3. What is the best name for this story? 
A Toy Bird Grandmother's Mr. Bill 
A Cat' s Dinner Run and Jump 
TEST Vill. (Continued) 
I. Mother called to the children from the window. She asked them to come 
into the house. She did not want them to play in the street for many cars were 
going by. If the children stayed in the street. the c~rs would run over them. 
They came when Mother called and played with their toy.s indoors. They had 
just as much fun and now they were out of the way of the big cars. 
Number the sentences in the order in which they happened 
D The children came indoors. 
0 Mother asked the children to come in the house. 
D The children had fun a way from the street. 
D The children played in the street. 
Draw a line under the correct answer. 
1. Where did Mother tell the children to play? 
in the street in the store 
in the car in the house 
2. Why did Mother tell the children to come in? 
They were playing. They were in the street. 
They were having fun. They were in a car. 
3. When the children played indoors. 
they did not have fun they played with Mother 
they did have fun they went to bed 
11. 
12. 
TEST VIII. (Continued) 
II.. Bill was a black puppy with a long white tail. He lived on a farm but he 
was not happy. One spring day, after he said goodby to all the animals, the five 
work horses, the big brown cow, the funny old duck, and fat pig, he ran away. 
Soon he came to a house where a little girl was having a party. 'See the dog by 
the gate," she called out. ''He must be my birthday present." She ran to pet him. 
Bill wagged his tail up and down, and was happy at last. Now he would have a 
happy home. 
Number the sentences in the order in which they happened. 
D A girl ran to pet Bill. 
D Bill had a good home at last. 
D Bill came to a birthday party. 
1 I Bill ran a way from his old home. 
Draw a line under the correct answer. 
1. Bill was a 
puppy 
penny 
2. What is the best name for this story? 
Another Farm 
A Little Girl 
3. When Bill wagged his tail, 
he said hello 
he sat down 
horse 
rabbit 
Goodby Animals 
A New Home 
he made it go up and down 
he jumped around 
13. 
TEST VIII. (Continued) 
[II. Every morning Dick and Jane go to the park. There is a pool there where 
they like to swim. At dinner time, they get out of the water and eat. After dinner 
they play ball. When it is time to go home, Dick pulls Jane in his little red wagon. 
~umber the sentences in the order in which they happened. 
D They swim in the pool. 
D They play ball. 
D Dick and Jane go to the park. 
D They eat their dinner. 
)raw a line under the correct answer. 
1. What is the best name for the story? 
Fun at the Park 
2. Who is the story about? 
Dick and David 
3. Where did they go? 
to the store 
4. Why did they go there? 
to smile 
The Red Wagon 
Jane and Tom 
to school 
to shop 
5. What did they do after they had dinner? 
played house played ball 
Play Ball 
Jane and Dick 
to the park 
to swim 
went home 
14. 
TEST VIII. (Continued) 
IV. One spring morning Ted said to Jim, ''Let's build a house in the field. We 
can take the things in our wagon. Let's paint the house yellow with a red roof, 
and a red door. We can have a garden outs5.de. We can eat our lunch there, and 
sleep there if it isn't too cold. It will be fun." 
Number these things in the order in which they will happen. 
D Paint the house. 
D Sleep in the house. 
D Make a garden. 
D Take things to the field in the wagon. 
Draw a line under the correct answer. 
1. What is the best name for the story? 
Ted and Jim Planning a House 
2. What color was the house to be ? 
brown and yellow yellow and white 
3. Where were they going to build the house? 
over the bridge on the farm 
Score ______________ __ 
Having Fun 
red and yellow 
in the field 
Trite 
1ay: 
Classification Test - Directions 
these t~ords on the board: two 0 tell 0 sixo ona, cr-1er 
"Some of these wol"'<is are number words , '"SOme -are nOt: \<le want to mark 
just the ones that are number words. 
11 Let 9 s read the t.vords together: t'!Jro. tell~ six 0 one 0 ovsr. Is two 
a number word? Yes o so \ve 0 ll draw a C'i"r'Cle -ai=ouiir'tto~o.-Is t.elr-
a nu!llher word? No, so we do not mark tell. Is si..'l:anumberTord'? 
YesD so we will draw a circle around Sl.X,. Is onea number v:om? 
Yes 0 so \ie 'Hill draw a circle around oneo Is over a nunbcr wo:-d? 
No, so we do not mark over. - -
-
"We a·re going to do ecmo more exorciees ike this one.. I ~ .. "ill tell you 
the kind of words to ma!'k in each ro:· • Be sura to rec::.d oa~h -wor 
carefully to yourself. Do not IIL!U"k a t<~ord unlass it fits into the 
grou:p I say. In some lines all o:f tho v:ords will be ron kod~ in so::e 
only fom .. tiill be marked., ani in others only three or t -;;o lior~s v,'il:!. b~ 
marked. Read carefully." 
l. :In line Olleo mark all of the color words .. 
2. II " 2 
It the names or !am animals .. 
J. n II 3 n If the things you might see in the farm:;!'~ s ~~ ard. 
L~ .. 
" " 
4 II 
" 
t:r.e vegetables that gr\hJ' in the faru:.~r· ~ s. garden ... 
5o fl " 5 " 11 the words that tell h01JJ much. 6 .. " " 6 " I! all t.he l-lords that 'tell the s:i.ze of t.bi:r..£:0;> 
7o It n 7 ·~ " the llClllle3 of pla.ces that have watero 
8 .. II 11 8 " II the things t<-:e have in schooL 
9o tl " 9 " 11 the names o:r toy:!!. 10 .. " " 10 It the names of thing~ t.!'>.at. have wheels .. 
11. " n ll !l n the Ui:!tr.es of clo·i:.hes we t~ea:A:· in Hi.vrtcr" 
l2 .. 1'1 II 12 lt II t.he "Herds t!>Jl.t .._ell about *"int.ero 
lJo n n 1':1 II fl 'l:.he na.uws of f'ruits. .... 
14., 11 u ll!· " 
~ the ti1 ing s t-ze have to eat at 8. party. 
15 .. !I n 15 I! It the ~...;ord.s t.ha·i:. te l how ue i'e~l sometS;:~ .. s 
16 .. ~~ fl J6 g n the ·Nerds that are names of Poises. 
l?u " PI 1'? " 
II the Hords t\at are parts of tet.:Jes ~ 
18 .. " fl 18 
Q tt the things tha' you can do. 
19 .. It 19 Ill •t ths polite th~.ngs to. ::ay. 
20o fl n 20 1'1 " the H ros that tell di:s:f.er·ent "'.;fc;.';)·S ... J\.: ' 
21. ;; fl 21 1'1 " the l<JOI'dU that. tell whe~1 • 
22" 1': " 22 0 It The names oi' ~ima!.s you might •G ~t 
r, 
2)o n " 23 n u the na.mos of baby am..ruD.ls. 2.1-1-., If fl z.;~ l'l n the y;crds that t ... ll Ol!nds ·.,!. lr :...l: ::..:. .... ,:;...,; 
25. " II 25 " 
, the t.oo:rds that are 1" .• • .·. ·~ ... 
,...,,. 
~Oo (I H 26 If a th~ ~J0lxl6 t.ha:C. 
2?,. u f1 27 It n ·the t.;ords t-r..at are the r~'1.m.""G 
28 .. 1'1 r. 28 n .. ·~he t·JClfds that "·.ell 'ltra.ys .... ;; ;: .cc. 
29. " It 29 l'l ll the t=~o:::-ds that tell t.ha n":l--..... ~; ' .. )0., it JO fl M th'3 wc.rds ·that ·ooll w:1o:t·.;., 
. . 
- <> 
Paragraph l-1eatl..ing 
Say, "Now we are going to read a story .. n {Call upon someone to read 
the story aloud.) 
Mr .. Bill is Grandmother's :r~llcw kitten who likes to play with a blue 
ball and a. toy bil"d., All morning long he runs and jumps never once stopp~.:::;. 
But after Hr. Bill has an egg and some milk for his dinnerg ha \-Jill -walk over 
to his basket by the fire. There he tdll warm his long tail and then go off to 
sleep fer the night. 
"Read the next line." (Have the line raad aloud.) ''Number t he sentences 
in the Ctrder in which they happened .. " 
"Ncr.-1 let 6 s read the four sentences." (Have tmm read alond) 
The little kitten plays with his 'toys .. 
The kitten warms his tail by the fire o 
1-lr. Bill has fun running and jumping. 
Mro Bill eats his dim1er. 
' 
rrtfuat. happened first? " (Answer -The littJ.s kitten with hin toy-G.) 
Find th:tt sentence and put a number l beside it. What happened next? (AnS'IiC:l· -
'Hr. B1.11 has fun ruru1ir..g ar.d jumping .. ) Find that sentence and put a. ti:t:ml>3:::' 2 
beside :t.t. \·Jha t ha.-p~!1:';;d ne-n'? ( Answei" - Mr. Bill eats his dinnel:' ~ ) :?-'in~l ·~.:-.at 
sentenc~; ar..d put a r:uretsr J beside it. What ht:pper:ed la• t! (Anst,rer - 'I.'h,;; l<:tt-:e:1 
Harms his ta.:U by tt.e f:i.ro.) Find. that sont.enea and :'1ut a nt'...-nbcr 4 rx~,>idc :l.i:.., 
Read tho n~xt line. Drat.; :.. line under t he corr-ect. anfJ~-:or. F.e;!:i t he :·i:·s·;:, q1.· :~ Jtion 
and all the possi.bJ.c &1S!:srs for i.t.o D3eide 'Hhat is the oos·~ nns,..;cl' .:c·l' t:l'" ((l~;.;;,.,t.i?n., 
(F.avo t.he questions and am.~oo~rs read aJ..o\.:d. and the co:r-r~Zct anSl.-wsi."" t.;r.:~1: .<:..l.:.cG:, 
The q't'.e.;;tions and .o:>.nsv~ero appear belGJ for ycu.r conveniencso) 
1. l'll'ha.t dres the little cat like to play vJith'! 
his b1u~ boo ~ 
his long ta~:.l 
2., After Nr,. Bill plays • '1.-lhere Bill he sloep·t 
a·i:. the farm 
i:l Granf..;:ncther-'1 s bed 
b-,; the fire 
---~-...... ~-~ .......... ? 
at th8 1 inj, cr . ..r 
A Toy Bi::.:·d 
A Cat 0 s Di.."ll'.G-
\'! Ncr.11 yc,u are going to read so:m stories to yourself .. 
an&;er the questior!s just as ue have done toe;~:ther .. 
storief.> bnd ali the q-~.:esri:.ic!l~ 0 pt t your pencil do~mo 
AZt..rcl' ycu r-EJ£.:,•~1. ~ • ;., 
1.-J~nn y o•.\ have f: · · 
~ 
-'J 
The following material has been deleted at the request 
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of the letter knowledges measured from one period 
to another, it would seem that skill in these 
areas has little relattonship to reading achieve-
ment at this grade level, but that evidence of 
these skills early in the year is indicative of 
children who are likely to achieve well in 
reading. I.e., it is not the skills themselves 
that relate closely to reading, but early pos-
session of these skills indicates children with 
some qualities that are likely to make them 
successful in reading. (Note: correlation coef-
ficients of mental age to these letter knowledges 
are .39 and below.) 
3. Chronological age shows a very low negative 
correlation with reading achievement. This pattern 
seems fairly characteristic of such comparisons 
over a one-grade span where all children are put 
through the same program. Examinations over a wider 
grade level range would logically result in 
positive correlation coefficients. 
4. Mental age has a rather low correlation (.44) with 
June reading achie~ement for this grade one popu-
lation. 
5. Learning rate measured at the beginning of the school 
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I. THE NEED FOR A GROUP TEST IN READING FOR THE FIRST GRADE 
During the past three or four years the need for a simple group reading 
test ·for the first grade has become more and more urgent. A number of 
reading tests have been published, but few have been suitable for use below 
the second grade. Yet it is in the first grade that so many radical changes 
are being made in teaching procedure. 
Two forces, the increasing belief in the efficacy of the project method and 
the acceptance of the fact that provision must be made for individual dif-
ferences, are rapidly modifying the classroom organization, materials, 
and methods. Teachers are eager to know how these changes are affecting 
results in reading. How can this progress be evaluated objectively unless 
some tool is available to measure it? 
It is in the first grade that the initial steps are being taken in mastering 
that most fundamental of all school achievements, the ability to read. Yet 
how can a pupil's progress in these first stages of reading be determined 
scientifically without some measuring instrument? 
Furthermore, several schools which have adopted the plan of classifying 
pupils on the basis of intelligence plus achievement in school subjects, 
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have hesitated to begin their classification below the second grade because 
of the scarcity of reading tests for the younger pupils. 
All these facts show the need for a simple group test in reading for first 
grade. It was with the hope of meeting this need that the Detroit Word 
Recognition Test was constructed. 
II. STANDARDIZATION OF THE TEST 1 
The test consists of a series of forty words and phrases, with pictures to 
correspond. The pupils read a word or phrase, find the picture to match it, 
and draw a line from the word to the picture. On the front page of the test 
there is a practice exercise by means of which the children learn easily to take 
the test. The pictures and the marking activity make a strong appeal to 
little children. They take the test just as if it were a new game and usually 
ask if they may have the booklet to take home. This attitude is one which 
is rather difficult to get toward a test for such young children. It makes 
for greater reliability in results because interested children usually do their 
best. 
The material for the test has been selected with very great care. Two 
sources were utilized, Dr. Thorndike's Word Book and a study of the vocabu-
laries of ten widely used first readers. The words which occurred approxi- • 
mately fifty times or more in the first-reader list were checked with the first 
five hundred in Dr. Thorndike's list. Those common to both lists were 
selected. This insures, first, that all the words in the test are words that 
occur frequently in the children's books, and second, that no words are in-
cluded that are not essential to the reading vocabulary of the elementary 
school pupil. · 
After the completion of this list, a few words such as "alone," "was," 
"be," etc., had to be eliminated because they could not be pictured or used 
in a descriptive phrase without ambiguity. The remaining words were 
classified as nouns, verbs, prepositions, and modifiers, and arranged accord-
ing to their frequencies in the first-reader list. Each of these groups was 
divided into three sections. Section one, of each group, consisted of the 
words having the highest frequencies; section two, of those occurring less 
fr~quently; and section three, of the least common words. 
- The next step was to construct ten forms of the test which would be 
equivalent in difficulty in so far as frequency of occurrence determines dif-
ficulty. The procedure adopted was to assign arbitrarily, to each test form, 
a certain number of words from each section. For example, in every form of 
the test, fourteen words are used from section one of the noun list, eight from 
sectiQn two, and four from section three. In like manner, the verbs, prepo-
sitions, and modifiers were assigned. In every case more words were se-
lected from the first section (words having highest frequencies) than from the 
other two sections. Thus each form contains an equal number of easy 
words, such as" girl," "boy,"" to," etc., which are common to every other 
1 See also" A First Grade Reading Test," by Eliza F. Oglesby, in the Journal of Educational Reaearch 
for June, 1924. 
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form. The remaining words are not identical in the ten forms but are of 
approximately equal difficulty because they were selected from sections of 
words having the same frequencies. This plan makes it possible to con-
struct a variety of phrases without changing the difficulty to any appreciable 
extent. For example, the word " milk " is used alone and in such phrases 
as" a milk man,"" a can of milk,"" a girl drinking milk," etc. Such vari-
ety prevents memorization of any form of the test. 
The number of words used in the test and the variety of phrases obtained 
by using them in different combinations is evident in the following table : 
TABLE 1 
Number of words and phrases per form 40 
Total number of words per form UO 
Number of different words per form . 63 
Total number of different words in all forms 111 
Total number of different word and phrase groups ~71 
Ill. DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
Prepare a test blank for each pupil by writing his name on the first page 
and entering any further data that are desired. 
Provide each pupil with a crayon (preferably black). 
Say to the pupils : " Here are some little picture books containing some 
of the words you have been learning. There is a book for each one of you. 
Leave your book on your desk just as I place it and do not look inside until 
I tell you to do so. We are going to play a game." 
Pass the tests, face up. If the pupils cannot write their names readily, 
the instructor should fill them in beforehand. If they can write, say : 
" Write your name on the top line." (Illustrate.) 
· Then say: "Look at the first word. What is it?" (Call on one child 
to tell. Do not have pupils answer in concert.) "Every on:e :find the pic-
ture of the chair. Put your :finger on it. Now watch while I draw a line 
from the word to the picture." (Illustrate so that every one can see.) 
" Now you may all draw a line from the word ' chair ' to the picture of the 
chair." (See that every one has done this correctly.) Then say: "What 
is the next word? Find the picture of the baby. Draw a line from the 
word to the picture. Now draw a line from the next word to the rignt 
picture. Then the next and the next and the next. First read the word, 
then :find the picture, then draw the line." Give any help necessary so 
that all pupils draw all six lines. 
When all have finished, say: "There are more words and pictures inside 
the book for you to mark all by yourselves. You are to mark every one 
you know. If you do not know a word, leave it and go right on to the next 
word ; when you :finish one page, go right on to the next. Look up here at 
my book and see how many pages there are for you to mark." (Children 
count " One, two, three.") 
" Let me see how many understand just what to do. If you do not know 
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a word, what will you do? " (Leave it and go right on.) "When you finish 
one page, what do you do? " (Go right on to the next.) 
"Ready! Turn to the next page and begin!" See that all begin in the 
right place. Allow exactly 4 minutes. Sit quietly in front of the room 
and give no additional help. At the end of four minutes say, "Stop! 
Close books! The game is over. You did very well." 
IV. DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING AND RECORDING 
Put a check mark after each word or phrase that is correctly joined to 
one picture. If lines are drawn from one word to two pictures or from two 
words to one picture, count both lines as wrong responses, even if one of the 
lines is drawn correctly. If a line is drawn to a correct portion of another 
picture, as from door (No.5 of Form A) to the door in the picture of the house, 
count the item as right. 
The score is the total number of correct responses. Count these and write 
the score in the space provided on the first page of the test. 
There is furnished in each package of tests a Class Record on which the 
scores of 50 pupils may be recorded. If these records are preserved, the 
scores of a second test may be entered on the same sheets. The names of 
the pupils may be entered in alphabetical order, and after each pupil's name 
his age in years and months ; and his score in both the first and second tests 
may be entered. The column headed "Classification" is provided so 
that an entry may be made after each pupil's score designating the class 
to which he is assigned or for any similar purpose. 
V. NoRMS 
In Table ~ are given the median scores of Grades 1B to SA at the begin-
ning and at the end of the term. In Table 8 are given the medians for each 
of three intelligence groups. Upper quartile (Q.) and lower quartile (Q1) 
scores are also given. Table 8 is read as follows : 
The lower quartile score of the X group (bright pupils) of Grade 1B at 
the beginning of the term was~ points (75 per cent of this group made scores 
of~ or more); the median score of this group was 4 points, and the upper 
quartile score 6 points (~5 per cent made scores of 6 or more). The lower 
quartile score of this group at the end of the term was 11 points ; the median 
was 17 points ; etc. 
GRADE 
1B 
1A 
~B 
~A 
SB 
SA 
TABLE~ 
MEDIAN ScoRE AT BEGINNING 
OF TERM 
8 
10 
18 
u 
80 
86 
MEDIAN ScoRE AT END 
OF TERM 
12 
20 
28 
84 
87 
87 
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TABLE 3 
INTELLIGENCE BEGINNING OF TERM END OF TERM 
GROUP GRADE 
I Ql Mdn ~ Ql Mdn Qa 
1B 2 3 6 11 17 25 
1A 7 15 22 23 29 35 
X 2B 18 25 32 29 34 38 
(Bright) 2A 26 32 37 32 37 39 
3B 29 35 38 36 38 39 
SA 30 36 39 37 38 40 
1B 1 3 4 7 12 19 
1A 6 10 14 14 20 27 
y 2ll 14 18 25 21 28 34 
(Normal) 2A 19 24 30 27 33 38 
3B 24 30 36 32 37 39 
3A 26 33 36 32 37 39 
lB 1 2 3 4 7 11 
1A 5 7 11 9 14 20 
z 2B 8 12 17 13 20 27 
(Dull) 2A 13 18 24 23 29 35 
3B 18 25 31 26 33 38 
3A 25 32 36 28 34 38 
- -·· 
VI. DIRECTIONS FOR INTERPRETING AND uSING RESULTS 
A. To aid in grouping pupils. The modern school aims to provide for 
individual differences by classifying pupils into homogeneous groups so 
that they may be able to work together effectively. Three important bases 
for classification are used: first, mental tests ; second, educational tests ; 
and third, the teacher's judgment based on an intimate knowledge of the 
pupil's health, energy, aptitude, and social development. 
The Detroit Word Recognition Test may be used profitably in conjunc-
tion with one or more mental tests, as a basis for classifying first- and second-
grade pupils for work in reading. If the test is used as an inventory test 
at the beginning of a semester, it will be possible for a teacher to classify 
her pupils into three or more groups which may progress at different rates 
according to the children's abilities. 
Some intelligence examinations contain tests which measure abilities 
closely akin to those used in reading. Often a study of the child's responses 
to these tests is worth while, as well as a consideration of his total score. 
The tentative norms based on the achievement of X, Y, and Z groups in 
Detroit schools will aid in the selection of pupils for these grades. 
The test will serve to reveal, also, which of the entering first-grade pupils 
have made a beginning at home or in kindergarten in learning to read. 
These pupils may be grouped with a rapidly moving section and need not 
be held back with pupils who have had no experience in interpreting printed 
symbols. 
Whether or not reading should be taught in the kindergarten is a problem 
which is engaging the attention of many primary experts at the present 
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time. One way to answer this question is to experiment with a small group 
of children and see whether or not the results are worth the effort. The 
test will be of value in such an experiment to measure the gain made in 
word recognition. 
The advantage of being able to take an inventory of first- and second-
grade pupils' progress in word recognition at the very beginning of the se-
mester is great. Heretofore, many teachers have spent from three to six 
weeks in ,discovering through incidental means which pupils needed drill 
on their fundamental first-grade vocabulary and which were ready to pro-
gress to a higher stage in the reading process. By means of an initial test, 
the teacher may have this information at the beginning of the semester and 
may use it immediately to plan work that will meet the needs of each group. 
NoTE. No classification of pupils should be fixed and inflexible. The most carefully 
made groupings will need to be modified from time to time to take care of changes in the 
pupils' rates of development. 
B. To measure the effect of new reading methods or materials. Many 
supervisors and teachers are experimenting with new methods of teaching 
reading and need some means of evaluating their results scientifically. 
The Detroit Word Recognition Test provides one instrument for measuring 
progress in one of the elementary abilities involved in reading. 
One of the simplest ways in which to conduct an experiment to measure 
a new reading method is to use the "equivalent groups method." The 
essential element in this plan is that two groups of pupils be selected who 
are comparable in every factor which affects reading ability. One group 
uses the experimental method, and the other uses the conventional method 
with which the former is to be compared. These two groups are called 
the experimental and the control groups. Both groups are measured at 
the beginning and at the close of the experiment. A comparison of the 
improvement made by each group will serve to reveal which method is more 
effective. 
·C. To measure growth in word recognition. It is often advisable to 
measure pupils several times during an experiment in order that their 
rates of growth during successive intervals may be determined. If alterna-
tive forms are used, pupils may be tested monthly without danger of the 
results being appreciably invalidated because of their memorizing the test. 
The test might be used to study differences in the growth curves in word 
recognition of pupils of high and of low intelligence ; of pupils of foreign 
birth versus those of American parentage; of pupils of normal health versus 
those in fresh-air rooms ; of pupils having a certain type of supervision ver-
sus those not having it; etc. 
D. To stimulate pupils. Many teachers of special classes have found 
that their pupils were stimulated to greater effort in reading after making 
some attractive graph of their scores on this test. The fact that the test 
yields a single score makes it easy for the children to do this. The type 
of graph in which each child competes with his own past record has been 
most successful. A class graph, of the pictorial type, upon which the child 
colors his new record, makes a decided appeal also. 
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E. To diagnose difficulties of poor readers in the third and fourth grades. 
Many pupils have special disabilities in reading on account of which they 
reach the third or fourth grade without gaining control over the mechanics 
of reading. The Detroit Word Recognition Test may be used as an aid in 
diagnosing the difficulties of poor readers. If a third- or fourth-grade pupil 
earns a low score on this test, it is almost certain that he is hampered by 
defective vision or is having difficulty in making permanent associations 
between ideas and printed symbols. 
Remedial work for such cases is described in Dr. William S. Gray's 
"Remedial Cases in Reading: Their Diagnosis and Treatment"; Uni-
versity of Chicago, 1922-. 
F. The Percentile Graph. It will be helpful in interpreting the scores 
of a class to draw a percentile curve to represent the distribution of scores 
on a percentile graph.1 A percentile curve shows at a glance the median 
score of the class, the percentile rank of any pupil among the members of 
the class, etc. Curves representing the scores of two or more classes may 
be drawn on the same graph and conveniently compared. 
VII. STATISTICAL MEASURES OF THE TEST 
A. Validity. One responsibility which every test maker must assume 
is that of determining to what extent his test is valid ; that is, to what de-
gree it measures what it is supposed to measure. The specific problem in 
this case was to discover whether or not the test yielded a valid measure of 
the pupil's ability to recognize common words. One way of determining 
validity is by correlation with some valid criteria outside the test itself. 
In this test it was also necessary to study the effect of the pictures used . 
. In order to determine whether or not the pictures used in the test were 
adequate, representative Bl, Al, B2, and A2 pupils were tested on the pic-
tures alone, without any reading being involved. First, they were asked 
to tell what each picture represented. For example, the examiner would 
say, " What is this ? " pointing to the picture of the boy. In every case in 
which the child's response differed from the words used in the test, a record 
was made of the exact words which he said. A tabulation was made of the 
different responses for each picture, and all pictures which did not represent 
clearly what they were designed to represent were redrawn. 
Some of the pictures, which seemed very clear from an adult point of 
view, were misleading to the children. For example, in Form B the phrase 
" a boy walking down a hill " is used. Several children insisted that the 
illustration was a picture of a boy going fishing. After careful study and 
a good deal of questioning, it was discovered finally that the sky line in the 
picture was drawn through the boy's hand. The children interpreted this 
line as a fishing rod. The picture was redrawn, after which there was no 
more difficulty. 
The pupils were asked also to find the pictures when the examiner read 
orally the corresponding word or phrase group. Since this response is 
1 The Universal Percentile Graph is suitable for this purpose. Published by World Book Company 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York. 
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exactly what is required in the test with the reading difficulty removed, it 
was very interesting to find that out of 1~00 responses, only 8 were incorrect. 
84 per cent of the pupils tested in this way found every item correctly ; 6 
per cent found 39 out of 40 correctly; 10 per cent found 38 out of 40; 
none found less than 38. From these two studies it is believed that the 
pictures are adequate in the final forms of the test and that variations due 
to misinterpretation of the pictures will be practically negligible. 
As an additional measure of the validity of the test, the correlation was 
found between scores and the teachers' estimates of pupils' ability in word 
recognition. This correlation was fourid to be .74, which shows that the 
test measures very much the same ability that teachers have in mind as 
ability in word recognition. 
From these data it is evident that the test is a valid test of word recogni-
tion. 
As a matter of interest the correlation was found between scores in the 
Detroit Word Recognition Test and scores in the Haggerty Reading 
Examination, Sigma 1, in the case of 65 pupils in Grades 1 and ~. The 
coefficient was .83 ± .04. 
B. Reliability. Reliability means the amount of agreement between 
results secured from two or more applications of a test to the same pupils. 
One measure of reliability is the coefficient of correlation between two scores 
of the same pupils in two forms of the test. 
This measure of reliability has been found in two ways : first by finding 
the correlation between two complete forms of the test, and second by 
finding the correlation between the two halves of a single test, letting the 
odd-numbered items be one half and the even-numbered items the other 
half. In the first case the coefficients were .86, .77, .7~, and .5~, for Grades 
1B, 1A, ~B, and ~A, respectively. For these grades the coefficients of 
correlation between two halves of the same test were, respectively, .95, 
.93, .84, and .96. It will be seen that these coefficients are much higher than 
the first, even though half of a test is necessarily less reliable than the whole 
test. Therefore, the lack of agreement between scores in the two adminis-
trations of the whole test which were given a day apart cannot be attributed 
to unreliability of the test and must be due, therefore, to the fact that little 
children vary greatly from day to day in their ability to concentrate, in 
the quality of their attention, interest, etc. 
C. Equality of forms. Investigation showed all forms to be exactly 
equal in difficulty. 
D. Practice effect. The practice effect when the second test is given 
one day after the first is estimated as follows : 
At the 1B level about ~ words 
At the 1A level about 3 words 
At the ~B level about 4 words 
At the ~A level about 6 words 
a girl going 
into a house 
a girl buying 
some bread 
some leaves 
on a tree 
29 
30 
31 
some leaves 
on the ground 
32 
three children 
playing ball 
33 
L 
a father with his 
three children. 
34 
a girl telling a 
boy to come 
35 
a boy walking 
in the rain 
36 
a boy walking 
up a hill 
37 
a boy walking 
down a hill 
38 
a mother singing 
to her little .girl 
39 
a mother giving 
her little girl 
some water .40 
(4] 
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rno 
some boys and 
girls 
15 
a black bear 
16 
a white bear 
17 
one bjg ball 
18 
two little balls 
19 
a can of corn 
20 
a boy eating 
corn 
21 
a milk man 
22 
a fire man 
23 
a boy making 
a fire 
a house for a 
bird 
25 
a bird sleeping 
tn a tree 
26 
a bird flying over 
an apple tree 
'Jt1 
a bird under 
an apple tree 
[ 81 
28 
" ..... ,,,,~~ 
f ~ ~ -~~-~.~"~: -.:~~-- ~ 
Word Rc!c: ~~a·· .. 
I 
boy 
2 
girl 
3 
apple 
mother 
5 
king 
6 
bird 
house 
8 
father 
door 
lO 
G~ children 11 bed 
12 
~ milk 'c 13 horse 
.. ' 
14 
[i] 
'·, 
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EXAMINATION: FORM B 
For Primary Grades 
.............................................................. Score ....... . 
(First name, initial, and last name) 
last birthday ......... years .......... months 
............... Teacher ................................................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Date ............................... .-
chair 
baby 
dog 
nest 
a girl running 
a bird in a tree 
-----------·---- ______ _, 
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